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::ii. 
'rhe debate over the relative merits of taldng 'work to the 
workers or workers to the YlOrk! dominated regional policy discussion 
in :Britain throughout the 1960 1s. The approach of taking workers 
to the work via a system of labour mob:lli ty allowances was l,cIidely 
criticised on the grounds of being likely to generate disequilibx'atinc 
factor flows which, C011.trt'.ry to the predictions of neo-classical 
labour maxlcet theory, would not operate in the direction of reducing 
inter-regional differences in incorae "md enployment, but rather woulci 
cause such differentials to increase in :nagni tude. TIllis non-convergent 
inter-regional growth path ,7ould, it Vias claimed, rest'..lt fron: 
vaxious external costs of the assisted ;:ri;:cation process in both the 
regions of oriGin and the l.'egions of desti.c'1ation. 
The basis for this cr:;.ticisID. of assisted labour mobilit;r policy 
was extremely Ullsa tisfacto:ry give:.!. the complete abse~ce of empirical 
support for any of the argllnents adv2z1ced. Accordingly, the 
rationale of this thesis 172.13 to make 20me attempt to I'cnedy this 
deficiency throt1.::;h tmd.ertc..kinc; ;:;'11. exs.D.i:lation of the operation and 
impact of the Emplo;yme:'lt '~ran3fer ;3cheme in Scotland for tIle J~ears 
1973-5. The major task of t~.::; tilesi:; ';Jas to generate a body of data 
capable of testing the validity and/or magnitude of the allegedly 
unfavourable effects of the o)cratiorl. of assisted labo"Llr mobility 
policy in a high u,'1emplo;Y':'.:el"J.t region. 
Unfortunately not all of the 2cssertions a.n.d axg'.lL1ents put forward 
in the original debate, over which type of adjustment policy sllOuld 
constitute the major elenent of a reG'l.onal 2.s.sist3.11Ce pro;:;r821!liO in 
Britain, wore capable of being tested in this thesis. This was because 
iVa 
some of these alleged external costs could only occurein a situation 
where tIle assisted movement of labour was of sufficient Bagllitude 
to constitute a :7lajor component of any net change in the populationJ 
workforce and li.'l1employment ll1J.ElbGrs of a single region. The 
Employment Transfer ~'cheme is o!lly a sr:18.11 scale policy in tc:;.'ms of 
the number of persons assisted to move, and hence the resulting 
flows of labour are of insufficient size to represent a major 
influence on total population, workforce or 1:21enplo;Y'TJ.ent numbe:rs in 
either the regions of origin or the r88'ions of destination. As well 
as precluding the testing of certain lwpotheses this fact sUGgests 
that a number of the 
specific to the operation the p:eese:lt sized 2op10yr;:ent Trcmsfer 
Scheme in Eri tain. :~s such tl,ese resul are :10t capable of 
generalization beyond the workinGS of the present schen:e. 
It ue.s possible to conduct a qli.i te detailed assessment of the 
'."lorkings a:1d impact of this particular lolicy of assisted ls.bour 
mobility. This -;:as achieved expc.ndi::-"€ the range of testable 
hypotheses beyond those concerned solely with the un.favourable 
spillover effects of such 2, policy. numl:>er of more posi ti ve 
criteria were set up in order to establish whether the Employment 
Tra.'1sfer,:cb.GCie \l8.S producinG any longer term social gains or 
benefi ts from assisting the g::ogTaphical movenent of unemployed 
1aboux. 
There w"ere no previously published studies of this particular 
policy 'which, in conj-CL.'1ction _lith the lack of detailed cl:;,ta or 
inforffiation helC by trie relevant 00vernment departments, meal'lt that it 
was necessary to cenerate Ol;cr own set of data for the purposes of 
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CHAPTER I 
.11 FRAJYf..EWORK FOR THE BvALUATION OF ASSISTED 
L"::BOUR NOBILITY POLICY 
Introduction 
The existing body of literature and research on labour mobility 
and migration in Britain has devoted preponderant attention to the 
determinants of migration,(1) with a resulting neglect of the 
consequences of the migration process. E~en the limited discussion 
of the consequences of migration has contained very little empirical 
based analysis, being conducted almost entirely in terms of a priori 
reasoning .. Such discussion has centred on the question of ivhether 
migration, once the restrictive assumptions of neo-classical analysis 
are removed, will be a force for equilibrium or disequilibrium in the 
labour market. Thirlwall has summed up the issue, 'there is no 
dispute that inter-regional differences in welfare, employment 
opportunity, etc. may induce migration; what is at issue is whether 
the process of migration causes differences to narrow or widen,.(2) 
In the static, neo-classical labour market any movement from 
equilibrium can only result from a single random shock to the system 
(thus ruling out the possibility of a continuous or cumulative 
disequilibrium path) which itself sets in motion forces that generate 
factor flows leading to the restoration of equilibrium. In the two 
region ,two factor neo-classical model, the opening up of an inter-
regional income differential will cause labour to move from the low 
(1 ) 
(2) 
A useful summary of the relevant body of literature is contained 
in Kenneth G. Willis, Problems in !1igration AnalysiS, Saxon House, 
Farnborough, 1974. 
P. 'rhirlwall, 'l':1igration and Regional Un~mployment: Some Lessons 
for Hegional Planning',Westminster :Bank iieview, November 1966, p. 36. 
wage to the wage region and, on the assUlllption that the real '''age 
and the marginal productivity of capital are inversely related, capital 
will flow in the opposite direction thus building in an automatic 
tendency to factor price convergence between the two regions. 
A recognition of the non-static context in which factor movements 
actually occur necessitates the removal of certain key assUlllptions 
underlying the above analysis. The removal of these assumptions means 
that consideration must be given to the possibility of off-setting, 
disequilibrium forces stemming from the secondary or spillover 
effects of the labour migration process. An examination of such 
secondary effects is vital in any study of the effects and consequences 
of labour migration as the likelihood of inter-regional income 
convergence depends critically on the nature and extent of the 
externalities associated with the process of labour mobility(3). It 
is these externality effects which, through adversely affecting the 
welfare of non-movers in both the region of origin and the region of 
destination, may cause discrepancies to develop between the private 
and social costs and benefits of movement.(4) 
The likelihood of external costs resulting from the process of 
labour migration arises from the removal of the following assumptions 
of the neo-classical model; the independence of the labour supply and 
demand functions, constant returns to scale production functions and 
a homogeneous supply of labour. The equalisation of regional per 
capita incomes through factor mobility does not necessarily follow in 
a dynamic context in which output is subject to increasing returns 
2. 
Jilichael J. Greenwood, • Research on In ternal j\~igra tion in the United 
States: A Survey I 7 Journal of £conomic Literature, Vol. XIII, 
No.2, June 1975, p. 414. 
) John Riew, 'r·1igration and Public Policy', Journal of Regional Science, 
Vol. 13, No.1, April, 1973. p.65-76. 
and in which supply and demand interact with each other.(5) This is 
because the removal of the constant returns assumption causes a break 
in the marginal productivity - factor price nexus, while recognition 
of the possible interdependence of labour supply and demand means that 
the migration of labour will cause a shift of effective demand between 
regions sufficient to produce secondary job movement through the 
operation of income-expenditure multiplier effects. In addition, the 
removal of the assumption of a homogeneous supply of labour permits 
the possible existence of a selective out-migration process that may 
denude the region of origin of a disproportionate number of its 
younger and more skilled ,yorkers. The importance of these externali ty 
effects is not so much that they necessarily produce a non-convergent 
or disequilibrium solution between regional income and employment 
levels, but rather the fact they remove the automatic, in-built 
tendency to equilibrium which exists in the simple neo-classical 
labour market model. 
The Alleged Costs of an Assisted Labour Mobility Policy 
The disequilibrium potential of externalities from the process 
of labour migration was nevertheless strongly emphasised in the 'work 
to the workers or workers to the work' debate which occupied the 
centre of regional policy discussion in Britain throughout the 1960's.(6) 
The most noticeable, and at the same time the most disturbing, feature 
of this debate was that it was conducted entirely in terms of 
assertions based upon a priori reasoning. In spite of the lack of 
empirical evidence the "leight of academic opinion came down strongly 
in favour of a policy of industrial relocation. This 'fas because the 
(5) A.P. ~irlwall, 'Regional Economic Disparities and Regional Policy 
in -I:;he Common Market', Urban Studies, Vol. II, No. ·1, Febru.ar'J 1974,p.2-5 .. 
(6) JL~ excellent, if pro-labour mobility, summary of this debate is contained 
in E.G. \;Jest and H.IN'. Richardson, '!lIust we Always Take It/ork to the 
'"jorkera?', Lloyds Bank Review, No. ,January 1964, p. 35-48. 
alternative policy approach of assisted labour mobility was seen as 
likely to generate significant external costs in both the regions 
of origin and the regions of des·~ination. The main con-tentions levelled 
against assisted labour mobility policy were as follows:-
(i) It was argued that such a policy would Eiphon off the younger 
and more skilled of the out-nrigration area's ~~employed thereby 
leading to a serious decline in the quality of labour left 
behind. This in turn would act as a constraint on any policy 
designed to attract new industry to the area. 
(ii) If one was to encourage and assist the mi<3ration of labour from 
the unemployment 
p01tler 
income-expenditure 
this ,{Quld result in a U-.L:a'!'.U(;l'e;"'" 
region \>Thich would produce dO\rfmNard 
effects in the local demand 
of 
orientated business sector,thereby causing secondary unemployment 
in the area. 
It was further claimed that a policy of assisted labour mobility 
could not aid in the attempt to raise the participation 
rates of married females in region of origin. Indeed it was 
suggested that the operation of such a policy lOwTer still 
further the workforce levels of married females in 
the unemployment regions 
(iv) Opponents of the policy seemed to envisage labour as 
inevitably from the uncongested parts of the Northern regions 
of the country into the conGested, conurbation areas of the 
Iilidlands and South East regions. Such a direction of movement, 
i-I; was claimed, would bring about an under-utilisation of social 
capital in the out-migration regions, while at same time 
compounding the already existing difficulties of living in the 
over-populated, physically congested conurbations of southern 
Britain. The incoming migrants would place additional demand: 
pressure on the already heavily utilized social capital stock 
of these areas and their additional consumption expenditure 
would accentuate any existing inflationary tendencies in the 
local labour market(s). 
basis for these criticisms of assisted labour mobility policy 
vias extremely unsa tisfa-ctory due to the cO;Tlplete absence of empirical 
support for any of the arguments which were advanced. accordingly, 
the aim of this thesis is to make some attempt to at least partially 
remedy tris deficiency by undertaking an examination of the operation 
and impact of the .Employment 'llransfer Scheme (henceforth referred to 
as the E.T.S.) in Scotland for the period 1973-5. The central task of 
the thesis is to generate a body of data which is capable of being 
used to test the validity and/or magnitude of the allegedly unfavourable 
effects which stem from the workings of a policy of assisted labour 
mobility in a high unemplpyment region. 
A brief introduction to the E.T.S. 
The B.T.S. (formerly the Hesettlement 'l'ransfer Scheme) which was 
introduced in April 1972 is designed to assist unemployed ,yorkers move 
away from home in order to take up employment in an.other area. In 
order to Jualify for assistance a worker must, in addition to being 
unemployed or liable to redundancy within six months, transfer beyond 
daily travelling distance of his present home in order to take up full 
time employment in a new area. are additional 
conditions for workers who do not live in assisted areas. A full 
of the conditions and benefits of the scheme is set out 
in 5 of this thesis. 
Scotland was the obvious region for study in this assessment of 
the impact and effectiveness of the L.T.S. For the years 1966/7-1973/4 
a total of 68,166 persons were assisted to move under the labour 
transference programllle and of this total 19,592 workers (2~!c) were 
from Scotland.(7) On a regional basis this was the largest single 
group of migrants under the transference programme. As a result a 
study of the policy's operation in Scotland should provide an 
excellent basis for examining and generalising about the full effects 
and implications of assisting labour to relocate from regions of high 
unemploymen t. 
general claim that the policy approach of assisted labour 
mobility had few advanLages but many disadvantages,in comparison with 
a policy of industrial relocation,was originally put forward in the 
debate over which of the two policies should constitute the major 
component of a regional adjustment programme in Britain. As a result 
not all of the assertions and arguments outlined in the previous section 
can be appropriately examined in this study of the E.'I.S. This is 
because one Or two of these contentions necessarily assume a situation 
where the assisted flows of labour are of such magnitude as to 
constitute a major determinant of any absolute change in total 
popu12ction, workforce and unemployment numbers in both the regions 
of origin and the regions of destination. 
(7) These figures were supplied by the Employment Services Agency. 
6. 
7. 
Some of the external costs associated with migration, most notably 
the under-utilization of social capital argument(S), are only 
applicable in a policy context where the assisted movement of labour 
is of sufficient size to produce a quite substantial absolute fall in 
the total population numbers of the out-migration region. The 
importance of the size of the migration flo"ls in determining the 
extent of the external costs which actually occur been explicitly 
acknol,lledged by a number of the critics of assisted labour mobility 
policy. (9) 
In the case of the E.T.5.,however, there is no pos of 
substantial population changes being abou-t by 
of the policy in the regions of origin or the regions of 
is because the assisted movemen-t of labour under 
.G. .,:) represents only a very of the 
"\lOrkforce and unemployment totals in anyone region. i1..ssisted 
migrant m:unbers also constitute only a small proportion of the 
total outflow of migrants from the high unemplo~ment regions. In 
Scotland, for example, workers assisted to move under the E .... .J .. 
never accounted for more than 4 to 5% of the net out-movement of 
labour in anyone year.(10) 
have 
(S) .J. Brown, The Framework of Regional Economics in the United Kingdom, 
iJI';';:;SR, Cambridge Uni versi ty Press, London, 1972, p. 279-S0. 
(9) In speculating on the inflationary impact of providing for the social 
c::pital needs of incoming migrants Needleman and ¥ushan concluded as 
follows, 'broadly the larger the ilTh.'11igrant inflow, the greater the 
confidence that can be placed in our estimates of the investment 
demand generated t. E.J. i-'Iishan and L. N'eedleman, 'Inuuigration: 
Some Economic iffects', Lloyds Bank Review, No. S1, July 1966, p. 45. 
(1 See, for example, the relevant fi5ures reported in a recent study of 
household mobility in Scotland. Scottish Office, Scottish Economic 
Bulletin, No.8, Summer 1975, p. 10. 
The small scale operation of the E.T.S., as well as limiting the 
abili to tes certain such as that concerning the under-
utiliz2,tion of the social capital stock, may ':llean that a munber of 
the to be in this thesis are 'lio the 
the si Hence some of the 
of the ~.T.S. ~ay not be of to 
a context where assis't;ed labour I'las the major 
81e'11ent in a programtne of assistance. 
must be borne in mind vJ"hen 
-the data and results in the later of this thesis. 
The potenti a1 social benefits from a poliCy, of assisted la-oour mobility 
order to evalua cGe the ana effectiveness of the 
it is necessary to broaden the ran:::;e of theses those 
G Jnce~t:'ned s the ex1;;err:al costs of such a This need 
ste:::1S frol'1 the fact th,,~t over the 
of 
in has been conducted almost 
1 
of reference. 
for!'Q: 
advanced "Jere all 
alternative favoured 
because i 'Vlas demonstrated ti ve benefi ts, 
to involve ~ess costs policy 
S1.:~ch ,-"nd 
evaluate or cos terms. 1m 
ezercise ~'lilich that scheme \;fS~S less ! harmful! than 
i.3 believed, in the senss t::at its undesirable secon"ary 
minirla1 lS of very little value in of 
le,9son8 that :lay be dra
'
l\TIl from its 
8. 
illustr2.ted the S-("l.lIlmary 
Iie::ional ",conomic 
The positive case fox' a manpower policy of the 1!:.T.S. type is based 
on the irdlation/unemployment and models and studies accord 
the labour supply function a central role in their ana~ysis and findings. 
This literature,which is surveyed in Chapter 2,suggests that a policy 
of assisted labour mobility has a potentially useful role to play in 
any manpower proi;ramme concerned with the issues of economic stability 
and growth. potential benefits from such a policy derive from 
the ability to facilitate the movement of labour between 'slack' and 
ht' labour market environments. This facility does not 
necessarily ensure the success of every scheme of this type and hence 
whether this potential has been realised (,ust be examined in each 
individual situation. What are the criteria for assessing whether 
this potential has been realised? The following list contains what 
appear to be the major criteria for assessing the positive 
contribution of a policy of assisted labour mobility:-
In defraying the costs of migration such a policy should 
acti vely seek -1;0 move 1vorkers ",,.-ho "\fOuld not or could not 
moved in the absence of :nobility assistance. value of 
such a policy is considerably reduced if it merely subsidises 
the costs of persons who v;JOuld or could have moved 
anyway; unless it can be sho,m that the policy did have a 
separate, independent influence on the decision making process 
of these in that, the assistance of the 
scheme, moved to a more socially desirable destination 
than other,vise, or moved earlier than would have been 
possigle on an unaided basis. 
(vi) A policy of assisted labour mobili-I;y, unlike a retraining 
12) 
which aims to the content of 
a sized workfo~ce, seeks to transfer a set of 
skills to specific geographical areas or 
v/here they will generate a 
sectors 
product; (12) 
the result of this process being an increased volume of 
output from a fixed stock of manpO,1er. 
This type of policy should aim -to increase the rate of labour 
conpared to that about the 
operation of the normal, unassisted market 
effect should produce t\vO sources of benefi t to -~he 
of the national econODY. 
term uneDployed persons at an early on 
register and assisting the;r, to move it can 
reduce the incidence and extent of term uneDploy::nent. 
Secondly, the faster and more efficient filling of job 
vaca.ncies can eliminate or reduce labour 
in sectors of excess demand that may be a source of 
inflationary pressure. 
) Finally 1 it is essential -1;0 know the Vwastacse rate' under such 
a policy in order to detE:rmine \1hether the scheme is helping 
to bring about a permanent shift in the geoGraphical location 
of labour. In order to calculate such a rate it is necessary 
to knOl', hO'll ma.'1Y of the assisted movers remained employed in 
the destination areas for a specified period of time following 
relocation. A high "l"astage rate, mainly in the form of return 
This argument does not preclude a possible 
policies in order to ensure a better matching 
mi,graIlts skills with the reCluirements of 
of the tvw 
of the unemployed 
job vacancies. 
10. 
flows, froill the destination areas means t:1.at 
'Of any fr'Om such a policy 'ilill be short 
term or transi tory in n:=:, ture. 
contribution of this thesis lies in its 
and of a set of data from the 
Scotland for the years 1973-5 i,fhich 9.n examination of the 
(and certain other more hypotheses outlined in this 
The absence of cost-benefit calculations in -t;his study 
rr'he full list of costs benefits from the 
of a of assisted laboL~ mobili consist of a 
mixtLlre of effects 'which raises the of 
in that the various costs and benefits cannot 
be reduced to a common scale of measurement. In any si'.ldy of the 
consequences of migration the importance of exterr~li or secondary 
effects v;hich ma;:;r be identified but cannot be measured 
a scale, severely limits if it does not rule out, 
both the abili of 
cost-benefit ratios. American f'Or cost-benefi t ,<fork 
sc;udies of assisted labour 
which have calculated such 13 but the mos 
of studies has been the fact tha the issues 
:)utsi::e their are2. of s 
uestions that shoulci be central to a of this 
See, for H. Tyrone Black, et ,'0n 
SUbsidiZing Relocation', Industrial Relations, 
1975. p. 65-77. 
fec:tture 
have assumed 
ere the very 
of 
the Poor: 
Vol. 14, No. 1 
11. 
11 second reason for making no to calculate cost-benefit 
ratios in this study is that mar.y of the effects of a policy of 
assisted la-bour will manifest themselves, if marginally, 
in level indices such as and/or vwrkforce 
participation rates at the of the regional cr macro-economy_ 
Such floVIS are an part of the 
of resource allocation,and h",nce a of their effects by 
illeans of a in the ceteris paribus 
of sta-t;ic, ~artial is to say the 
least open to question. aim policy, such as a general 
scheille of assisted labour which involves extensive and 
"lilfidespread over effects, many of which feed to various 
:nacro-econouic indices is the least suitable for evaluation 
means of cost-benefit ( 14 
kkt the practical level of operation the ability to conduct a 
cost-benefi t evaluation e.f assisted labour mobility policy is far 
greater in the United States than in Britain due to the differing 
ways in which the respective policies are administered. labour 
mobility demonstration projects under the U.S. Manpower Development 
and Training Act are restricted to a limited group of demand and 
supply at anyone time, 15 and are a~~inistered officials 
whose sole responsibility and function is the one particular 
relocation project. This is in marked contrast to ths .&; •• 3. in 
Eri tain which is a na tiomlide policy ru.'1. officers of the Employment 
ServiCeS as just one of a number of tasks at the 
(1 l~.R. Frest and R. Turvey, 'Cost-Benefit Analysis " 
The Economic Journal, Vol. 75, :;:;0. 4, December 1965, p. 728-9. 
(5) See, for example, Gerald Somers, Labor 1lIobility: An '!::'valuation 
of Pilot Projects in 11ichi i?:an and Wisconsin, Industrial Helations 
Itesearch Institute, 1:ni versi ty of -\Jisconsin-J''iadisoD 1912. 
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local level. In the si uta Hon the 
existence of joir~t-costs ,,'i::.ich h;ive been a source of 
6 
"Siould 
cos t.-&~lloca tion unli~;:e the 
assisted lalJ:)ttr ( ) 
considerati8n in is s of 
outlined 2~bove 
calculate cost-benefit ratios. 
is essential tIle of 
cost-bel1sfi rfl"tios I in the above 
of ordered in a cos 
bel1efi t fra..meliork wi th made betweer::. the 
and pos of assisted 
"t no 
is :lade 
benefits of __ cost-
6ssei1ce of 
of sven 
nee 
or trade ofis tetwesn 
0], T:;.ulti-~~imensional 
sca.l2: 0 ..... lS called for and lJ .. tilized l~: ti1is 
asses of of -cne k" ~ c in Scotla,r.td. 
in 
( ) BlacK at al 
1 
this some of the na-~l).:rs and source of the 
o.e.ta utilized in this thesis is necessary .. 
of uata held least that 
described and 5, meant of the 
on the basis of data ourselves. 
of the data exercise invol veo. on 
held in the of of 
lCC21,1 st 
8 
to June 1 data 
the records this means of lnves an. 
extensive discussion the officers for thE admiJ1-
istration of • at level. 
evidence ta 
i t C2.~e to 
of a \lievV' to economic tecbl'1.ical 
oi' the 
ral1.;e of la,bollJ? markcet 
as a 
assisted In ordE.r to -t:':e ::aore 
detailed 
ter. ot~Gain2d 
8:t:srcise c 2 
of 8-11 of -I:;b.i8 
15 
data process in itself a useful 
on the accurac;;r a~1.d of -I;he on 
c;e.:;tain 
havs lead to a 
:)1' in.fC':2:ma 
sidll level 
from the ints:::nal local 
cert2,in 
oetained case De thod., th.e na tl.:,re of 
certain othEr iSSl..1es forced a relic,nee an th.e 
size .r.s. (as :::eflec io. ret~1rn 
COllld. bes be on basis 
rsw<.rns 
scheme to 
not 112.:\79 moved cbSence of 
sets rE.Sll1 ts \N.nea 
be ::1ade of all 
issues :r:-elv of 
into sec 
, . 
seCliJ.. 
for 03. in 
2 sets "" m.:u:::!ber of economic in favour of 
tile lIse of a of ctssis labour theory 
no basis for the te of regional 
in 3.11 circuLls tanoes, the evidence of variolls stu.dies 
c the natuxe ru1d dimenzions of 
iJ:.;::iUlli in Eri tain is use 
0."2: a of assisted labour 3 
of J:.'eloca"l:iion have 
~been the 1·2.voured form. of assistarlce in :Dri tain 
other cOllntries .. cDnclllsion is the 
VI')l-q~'.:;'.J..tion of has been 
il1 role a.no. sca.le of of assisted labour 
case for vTOrkers 
on these to the 
facts of a si tuation. is 
further in fOCllsses 
-trial 1 :3ri '~aine It 
in. 
ac&deITlic circles the costs and benefits of es of 
c~ssis derives fro;:]. this 
·ter is is 
tified. vihen based d.1:~e to the 
circ"u.:mstances of the 
second section 1 of thesis yresents 
of s 5 
outline of the tion of assisted 
in the overall terms 
tions 
in this the extent 
and. di2::'ection of laboux 
the 
direction.::l t:rs-::1ds in the :::loveme:lt of labo1;tI 111:ich has in 
,Scotland the necessaryscsne for and 
of this s€ctLm the first 
of the of thE; in Bri ter 6 
e:xar!1ines of the • in Scotland for 
to June 1 means of a case s 
data there ,;Tas e~ct='acted from the in1;srnal records of 
six 10c&1 and cne Govera~ent 
-cre$ _ bJ~ief outline of -:112. 
cond1:~c 
full results 
t is 
vaJ:"iGllS 
final section of 
c -:er ble.nds 
.,j' • G~1eSlS 
of 
2 -(.. of ref oml for terl'21S of the 
line of reform is necessary to cope the main 
2reas of the identified in 
of 
tsd as further 
In the of 
rele:V2.Jlt 
Tele func 
in 'their is these studies 
economic 
Introduct-ion 
'rl"l(~ need for some form of regional policy has usually been 
supported by the argument that the various manifestations of labour 
market disequilibril.un, which result from an irrLDobili t;y of factor 
supplies, are unlikely to be corrected through the normal operation 
of market ~'ol'(:;es because of a fUl1dauenta1 difference between social and 
• .j • t !-...., +. 1 -1 .&' f .,. . ~. ( 1 ) prlvace lIl. eres'vs In "Cne Spa.,la a.L Ooa(;lOn o' eCOnOTInc aC'GlVl·vles. 
Accordinc to this diaGnosis of the J?roblem the flu'1Q8J::lental all1 of 
regiOlkal policy is to produce an equilibriur::l or converGent ~oynh path 
between regions by improving the spatial mobility of factor flows. 
This view of the function of regional policy, which is based on 
the two region, two factor neo-classical mOdel(2) outlined in chapter 
I, stands in marked contrast to t!'18 regional polic;)T prescl'iptions that 
stem from the analysis 8.l'1d conclusions of the cULlulati V8 and circular 
causation model (3) which eophasize t~18 disequilibrium potential of 
factor flows. The policy r8coIDIJ.e:1dation:o dravr:1. from this latter 
mooel are discussed at SOE:G lengt:'1 L~d;.e fol1m1iL';.C chapter'. 
(1) 
The central argument of t;lis c{',-apter i.s that t::le policy prescriptions 
See~ for example, .i~.J. 3rovm, The FrnmeviOrk of 11eeiona1 ~conomics 
in the Hni ted Kinp:'clom , , (;8,:r.lbridce Uni versi ty ?J~ess, London, 
1972, chapter I, especiall~r p. 2-3. 
A useful sllil-unary of the neo-classical model is CO::lt8.ined in Harry 
. .:-:icnardson, ~neT;'lents of ::e,::;ional :'conomics, 
HariJ10ndsYiOrth, 1969, p. 50-3.' 
Gunnar :.:;yrdal, l~cono;:.ric I'heor;/ a::ld Under Tl6velo:pec1 Ti.er;ion8, 
Duckvmrth /5.:; Co., London, 1957, 
(4) A ... ? Thir1wall, 'I~e6i.ol1al bC0110rllC Disparities and ;::~egional Policy in 
the Common Earket l -U-rban '~tudie3, vol. 11, ITo. I 1974, 
p. 2-5. 
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of neo-classical a:'1alysis a'e 83se:::. "-'-'''',,,,~,'! neutral in the choice 
between whether -Co take Hork to the ;1orkers or workers to the ',':ork .. 
'I'he presence of externalities in tlleceo-classica1 model c9rtc:.in1y 
provides a le2;i basis fer po1ic~r intervention in the workings 
of the ::J.arket system, ( 5) ;::LltllOUgh this body of o.na1;78i8 does not 
provide any Ge:1.era1 crLe:da IJY yrhiell to choose t>;::; I:lozt appropriate 
foxill of such policy L.'1tervention. :rhe cenera1 emphasis on the 
importance of increasing resource mobility in order to pxoduce 
equilibrating factor flows is consistent with both policy approaches 
of encoura2,ing a'1d assisting labour and capital mobility. E~vel1 when 
OLe removes from this nodel the three assumptions discussed in chapter 
I the res';tl t is not necessarily SUPI)Ort for a policyoof industrial 
reloca tion or deI1El1d side i:::rt;ervention, unless it is furtl~ler assu,'lled 
(as is se often doen) that only laD01.:1.r migration floVls a:re capa-ble of 
producing neGative exter:wJ_lities that ,-,lay operate to brinG about or 
sustain an inter-reGional dise(I':.lilibriulIl or non-comrergcmt gTo';rth path. (6) 
T~he basis fo::: £~ ,3ide recional polic;y in the form of 
sllbsidies to enc01.D:'age 1,-;,lJour rests esseatially on the 
of 8uel1 policieD to 2:)V8 labour f::'oI1 sectors of excess supply 
to those of excess demand. irJ.gortc'-llce 01.' such 8" poJicy function 
derives from a nlwber of models and studies of both econQ1l).ic g:rovrth 
and u;:1enplo;:tment/inflation \7hich accorcl the labour supply fu..'1.ction a 
central :cole in their analysis and findings. The implication of these 
sic,dies is that tlle operation of 2. policy' such as the :8.'P.:3. may, in a 
(5) Tliis point is IiW.de in allY elenentary price theory text boo}:, such 
as CoLa ~le:CG:U.S011, =,:~ior02cono=ic i;~~},OC!,;', ~~ichc~rc1~) I:t~~ri:t'::. 1::10., 
Illinois, 1969, p. 460-5. 
(6) I'here have been feu :cegional economists who r:Ewe 
acknowledged that tal flows as well as those of laboLD:', are 
capable of Genera adv8::,se secondary or spill ovex' effects. The 
major exception is Brmvl1 OPe cit., p. 23-5. 
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significv~r:..t COIltriotltiort to tl:e ac~~~i0V'e:r~e11t cf 
in t]:o areas of econo;rz,c stabili t~t 2vl:.r; ;7owth. Those two 
1'f"7\ 
areas constitute the m.ajor ai::.:ls of r,e[:ional policy in 3ritain \ ( J 
a..'1.d hence the intentior: of this is to Qutli:::;.c 8. nUlllber of 
argu.ments, revolvin~, aroll.nd the issues of GI'ovrth anc, which 
favour the use of a polic;)' such s,s tl~e =~.T.:':. 11hes8 argur:er::.ts rill be 
couched in general terms 80 that ~;Le 2.nal~rsis does not c:olely 
to Britain, althouGh the supporting enpirical evidence rill be dram1 
solely from British sources ... '" 
In recent yea:t:s discussion :Jf t:1C role of the labour 
the inflationary process has YJi tnes3cd the emeJ:'~;ence of :J.. 
theory referred to 2.8 ! the wicro-ocononics o,f.",iuflation and, 
theory I • Tilis work seeks to previde a satisfactol'Y rl:!'cro-basis to 
the concept of all il1flation-unemplcY'2ellt trade off J.2eallS of 
various dynan:ic Llodels of the labour market adjustme::u:; 111'00838. 
'.l':10 r::lost '(Jell knov-m of these 30(101s has been t:'cO 
put fornard Charles Holt(8). 'i'his ~:lodel postulalies tho.t "che 
eCO::lo!J.:r is a direct fU.11ction of the existence 
and extent of a segme11ted labour market :3"];1'Uo-1;1.1.:.:'o. ... sqzm,onted l::.:,1:;Ol::.r 
market is characterised by the eY..l.stence of persistent \liffere~lces in 
vacancy-unenployrrrent raDios be~~een the different sub-markets, and the 
,,--_ .. _------
(7) For a useful classification of the evolution of 
policy c,irls see I:.Ca =':aclen:12..;:: and ~¢J$ ".2.obertso11 
in the Uni ted Kinc::dom I in. f .• G. .::0 bins on (ed), 13ac1:ward ,:\ reas in 
i,dvanced Countries, ~Jaccillan :.10-([ York, 1969 f p. 39-40. 
(8) C. C. Eol t, 'Impro\dng the Labor l::arket 1'rade-off between IJ:l.flation 
a..'1d Unemployment i, --'"merican :':;conomic:leview 2 :?alJers 8.:::0. 2roceedings, 
vol. 59, No.2, 1I8.y 196)" p. 135-146. 
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immobility of labour resources resultinG fror.1 various allocative 
frictions is the underlying ca'.1se of this s8S08nted structure. 
the of :ca'cios oet;;een '1:;118 different 
rr:arket 3egnents - the greater -.till ·be the rise in y;ages for any 
i11e key components of the model wl1ich determine the shape and 
posi tion of the Phillips ctl::ve are the rate (if labol;]:' '"urnover, mea~1. 
job search time, the nunber of sectors into wl1icll the labour force is 
semn·:mted and the extel1'~ of YO,:l:'iation in Y2,c2.ncy/unemploymeyo-" -",,"cios 
• 
fo' 
'\)) In the sectors of excess 
SGa:L'cl1. 
or above avex'2.ge turnoTler XC~ tes, 
!)8CaUSe t:::le lll1employed ,'iOrli:er is geo;I'aphically irr~obile and. is thus 
9,verag8 i;',age ::,nc~cease whic:c z,-,e J..i:;:el;:l 
sectors of the labou.:!? 
(y 
L18J:rl:.et. ,-'" 
over into othel.' 
This sectoral imb2.l2.nce or d.ispersion of vacancy/tmemployment 
r9.tios is a source of i::1fle .. tionary pressure in that v12,ges are raised 
more by tl18 excess of vacancies relative to unemployment in the tight 
labour mal.'ket sectors tb.an they are restrained by the excess of 
lUlemplo;YL1ent oyer vacancies in the:: slack segments .. 
in wage/Frice behaviou:l' - i.e. w2.ges/pl'ices a:::::'O flexible 
hlt not dovmwards in response co . changes in Ciemc.L::: - which 
J':acro-economic; 
(2. ) G .. C. \rcllibald, ''2:b.8 
lino:cican :;::conomic:~;yie-'7: 
contained in. ::::'.A. Gordon, 130me 
?Olicy' in Lloyd lJlman Cea.), ~-
J- 011.:1 Hopkins, :38.1 timore, 1913, p .. 11-23. 
C~ITVe and -I;he Dis tl.'i bution of Uneu;.ployment I t 
~)2:Jers and ?roceedin;.;'s, 59, no. 2, Uay 
produces a rachet effect such that the average wage/price level in 
the economy will always rise if there is excess den~nd in aYly labour 
sUb-market.(ll) The inflationary bias impa:Lted by this rachet effect 
may be compoundied by wage spillover effects trai..1SIDi tied t:r...:rough the 
system by the. widespread use of wage 'cc:J.parabili tyl in a systen of 
collective bargcdning which rejects or minimizes the place of inter-
regional wage differe~1.tials. (12) 
A segmented labour tJ.aJ:'ket structure results fl'om the ih1Il1obili ty 
of labol:I', which is itself C6used by the existence of v8.rious 
alloco,tive frictions.,llhe f011071ing list contains -the most iml=lol'tant 
frictions "Thich are likely to impede an efficient spa.tial allocation 
of labour:-
~~he non-pecuniary attach:w.ent of a person to a particulc:..:c area. 
This may stem fror:, an individual' s p~'eferel'lce ::o:r:' the 
cuI tura] , etc, characteristics of a particular area, :x: froa t 1e"" 
fact that a person IS fri·ends and family Ii ve in this OIt8 area. 
(ii) 1'11e exiscence of imperfect labour market information which 
restricts an individual's k:nowledge of t:1.e full ra;1ge of job 
Ol~POI'"I;u..-r:d ties a-vailable outside the one i.abour ::larket • 
(iii) The financial costs involved in actually searching for s.:ld 
moving to employment i..11. a distant area. 
(iv) '1:he existence of a set of 
s:pecific training, n011-tra2~sf'c=,;a1)le sel1.io:ei t;y or 
(11) :3hifts 2.~'ld Ir.flation' ill .J :'::;0.11 and ~:eter 
Haraondsworth, 1969, p.209-18. 
(12) 
IC!Led! housiIlg tenu:r'8 or 8mplo;y:nent ir. a particular industry 
vlhioh involves 'closiIlS occupc,tion' 2,tt:ributes. (13) 
op];ortu::i ty, a!ld thus 
rho infla tion/u:n.emplo;yr,en dilem1la. for policy purposes derives 
from such sectoral im.-oala.l1cec. and. 118noe Eol t advocates t~le adoj?tio::l 
of "Xl extensive ::?I'ogr'2..ll;:;,e o:~ :i.Elnponer polici(9S in C:""0.er to si:;:ul tB .. n.eously 
eliminate or reduce Ul1employment and labour 
fl.-'J1C tio!l oi' this Tn2.npo7ie:r' grogr8.ln:o.e is to 
::Ja:rkec S8b:::l8ntation oonsolidatL_6' particulaT sub-max'kets into 
::rictions 
of laboD.l' sectcr3 excess supply 
s:peoifioally c.ccorcled an in the 
co elimi~la.te sector2 ..1 01 e:lCh a 
policy in moving the sectoral C1.cU.'V8S in opposite di:::ections is 
seen as having c. vj_ tal cOD.})le:::contary role to th8 Tlork of the 
various other corrective '::.eaS1..u'es. 
:rile role of labour suppl;Z in economic r;-rowth 
use 2.nd potenti2.1 value of a of the is also 
t~1e verious Dodels?nd stu(~.ies of econonic 
:ave'-:-:')hasised the import,::;:.;1ce of tl::'8 labour supply function as a 
J.S. Smith, 
J .1:. ~t.lit11 (acls) 1 
London, 1966, p. 
s of Lal)our Eohilityf in B.C. ::roberts and 
~2.L.:JOy;er :Coliey and ;::Uplo:n:;:;.ent Trends, Bell, 
39-97. 
(li~) C~1a:rles c • .tl.olt, ~~t aI, Policj_es to ':::ecluce IrJ21ation acld 
Unemplo;y:nent', in Ulman, op.cit., p. 81. 
xestrictivG or permi.ssive facto~r.' in raising the output cap2.ci ty of 
an economy. 
The unsatisfactory [,Towtil pcrf'o:rmance of the E1.'i'~ish ecol1ol2lJ in 
the post nax years has typically been attxibuted to both an inadequate 
expansion of overall lccl.lour suppl;r 2.110. to a sectoxal ;nisallocation 
of the curxent industrial distribution of the wox~cf'o1.'ce. It hac 
been claimed that the t:J:aturi ty of the British economy has exl~.austed 
the scope fo1.' realloc8.tinc ='esources from J.OY.- wage seC'co1.'a (in 
particular at;ricul ture) to high wage, high producti vi t;;r mfu'lufactu1.'ing 
to other EUl'opean countries ~i::lich have continued to dra'a on L1is 
SOlITCe of la.1Jou..r as 2. l:1er:i1S of -1'0 4'1~6l-'7' -j·na.""c-'--'l""'l 'TO",,>,"OI'ce (15) u l,.r~J.C _ ___J.. ,",,-u 0J.. u. •• ..... .... _..... • 
In an extel';.si ve revi::w of the post wal' ~;:~. Jwth pexformance of 
v9.xio:cs .;:.,'uropean countxies Kindleberger conteClded that the majox 
factol' i:1 stimu1a_ti~1.?· g1.'m7th in the sl.1.ccessful countries was theix 
8..bili ty to dra::; on the excess labour supply of t~1e agricul t1.IT2.l 
(16'\ 
sector" I In contrast, le.ck o:f ;:mch a source of labour supply in 
'I'he pI'oblons 
resul tin.~: frOIil an inadequate laboD-1' supply in a tight overall market 
si tU2.tion L"l BTi tain leel to :';Tico xisess.ftex only 15-18 months of 
expansion. And the results of B:::it2.in's pricGs rising ceut of line 
I:i th those of her trueling :partl1.ers '[2.S a balance of payr:lell'~s ciefici t 
pI'ecipi tated the use of restrictive m.onetary and fisc2.1 policy. 
:.his sloued d01Tn the :rate of invest:c.e:lt nhich in tUI'll caused the rate 
( 
(16) 
to slacken thus p:coducinc the \1811 established pattern of 
J~n0l:LS ::~acldisonco:J.o:G1ic Gl"owth~in the ',:est, George Allen (;; Unwin, 
London,. 1964,c'sp. 21. 60-1. 
0112.l'les 
Ia1:o1..1J2 Su .. p~Dl;r, 
, ~~~l.lrop!~: Post -(',"E).:l:' ,=i:rOT~~tll! ~.L11e ~ole of 
Ea:i.."V::::.rd Univc:rsit3T Press, London, 1967. 
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expansion. 
'1'he conclusion of the I{indleberger stuCiy was tlla:~ I.... in 
3ritain deuand runs i:n.to SUE)ly Jot-:;lenecks, :i..J:rJflobiliCcy oi' labou.:r 
in particular, and the remedies for supply bottlenecks are not 
urderstood.' • ) 1:11. order to try and eliminate or :c'educe the 
mag-ni tude of the pJ:'oblems I'esultinc from these labour supply 
difficul ties ]i\:indlebergeI' advocated :reforms in hot.lSing policy, 
unerJ.p10ym8nt benefit 8..11.0. in financial assistance fcr aiding the 
1'810c8. tiol1 of labour. ThG constraining influence of labour supply 
Y1Ull108r cf other economists. 
),8 vrell as tllis inadec:w?te c;ro\'1th of overall labour 
concern he.s ::160 been eXIJressed ove1' the sectoral nalo.istribution 
of 7:-:,,) labour fo:rce in J3:ri tfdll. The indm,t:rial performance of the 
frOLl an 
tion in :res:)01188 to 
III lil1G 'lJi tho tl:is aI~':;UDent -r;lc'_:':."ict13 the 1960 1 S 
2~S a 
'ille industrial survey 
target of a 25; rate of 
) 
(18) l',~~: is t ~iotc.bl~T Kclc..o:r t CO"U8CS of tIle SlolJ ~ .. te of ~C0110miC 
( 1,,·\ ';JJ 
GrOy!tll of -t118 ul1.i -:>scl :':i:l:2,'cloD, C8~.ibridge Ulli versi ty ?res3, LOndon, 
1966 .. 
)8e, for eXa:J,ple, =:2. :":co:-:omic Council G:rowth of 
the United Kill{£dom :.~conom;r2 1961-6, 1963, r[;,:'30, LO::'1don. 
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labou:r cirCllL-::.sta21C€S $ :~s 8.. result the national 
to ville:ce :L t; is 
( ')(jl r.:.s8cled i 4; --' I 
"i:'he scale of the i.16Cessary sectoral redeployment is indica~ed 
ag;ricul t-ure , 
and inlcmcJ. ,000 less wo:;:,kers, the 
200,000 less, 
ccLuczd;iOl1 and 0 cl';.er service:s Leeded 
excess 
:Llciic&ted. 
Conclusion 
, \111.ile 
eefinite basis or criteria for 
lS 
( 
J_"'-.,-, .J .... 
>J., • ..( ... ~ lJ 
A __ .., .-: 1_ 
,,;) '. .. /..',-,.l.~ 
sh.e.I~8l1 out e 
1a:00111' 
in the 
::1008 ne any 
O:C £ or":;l of such a 
D:Lst:cict Be,rJJ:~ 
sed: ~o eTlcourage , _ . . -,,'! ~,..1_ ~":I_!,..-:;" >J ~~1~'; 1.: c-. ~"..lI~t.J..-,-..l.. 
28. 
t:18 resp8C ti VEL ~~:ixtl.'::C'2: ::i" tHe t,",[O policies, ca11. only be 
i;::aQ", on~h.e basis .)f 
';1b.e real .. the clDice 0:'": 
to tLz 
fact, the firlal ba1221ce between the movement of fiE::'':; 
ord8r co 
(')3\ \'- J 
al:oL:.t 
-co 
polio;T is to eliminate the 
in 
nc;,~ion;:::l econor:Uc pElr.fo:rLlarLCe in the 
~ ~ 
:1ve:rO,...LJ.. 
in 
consistent 
0::.8 
29 .. 
8verall s been a one 
2S in. ot11er COllutries@ The reasons for the limited role of 
i11 
THE OPPOSITION OF HIGH Ult:E2ilPLOYMENT l~E::am;S TO 
Since the 's in has relied over-
on work to the high means 
of a of investment incentives and controls. 
of this frameivork has I ••• built into the full 
the to a for a inViales, a Scotsman 
in Scotland ... even the to a job for a Clydesider on 
1 ) In 1 annual expenditure on these various 
investment incentives totalled so;ne a had 
risen dramatically to approximately £346 million 1911/2.(2 In 
comparison the expenditure ouUay for facUi tating the mobility of 
labour has been minu-te. the same two years total expendi'rure 
on labour transference came -to , 12 and £1,645, 29 
respec the .i:.i •• 3. contained additional forms of 
assistance and levels of benefit in than 
its the Resettlement Scheme annual 
3,1 in 1 (3 • on labour came to 
The 8.ccorded to the of work -to the 
Ho::::kers is not to BritaL~ as policies of side inter-
vention in the form of subsidies to encourage labour 
( 1 ) Peac ock and Dosser,' The }ie,v 
Lloyds Bank l1.eview, No. 55, January 
(2) T. '.hlson, in the 
165" 
Context t 
(3) 'I'hese expendi ture fi,gures -were supplied by the Employment Services 
Agency. 
played very much a minor role in the regional prog~ammes of virtually 
a.ll countries in Europe and North ,America. How does one account 
for this fact? -V"laS argued in 2 the central importance of 
the in various models 
to -~he need for and likely 
value of a policy of assisted labour in the attempt 
to adjustment. .k~s a result there seem: no 
economic reasons a of industrial 
should always be the favoured in a prograJ-:mne of 
tment assistance. no 
=ol~ward explanation of tras choice econo:nic , as 
in favour of a solution in 
all circumstances is (111able on both 
In the limited role of of assisted 
and elsewhere is more explicable in political 
It has been at both the 
national and regional levels of government which has been 
in 
s 
the role and size of policies such as the L. (" .,:,). 
poli tical opponents of a or progralar:1e for the relocation 
of labou:.: have of constituencies 
situated in the This fact is 
4-
as fro:n 
bee:J. characterised as one of -the undesirable 
or manifestations of in labour markets.(7) 
The Regional Factor in bconomic Development, Paris 
also £!Iartin Schnitzer, Regional UnemplOyment and the Relocation 
, Nevi York 1970 .. 
see 
of 
(5) For an elaboration of th,is contention see • Richardson, llegional 
.Gconomics, \ieide,tteld and l\fic;::lson, London, 386-9. 
(6) :6dvlard • Koziara and Karen • i.oziara 'Development of II.elocation 
J,llo'klances as Indus trial and Labor .i.ela tions Review, 
Vol. 20, No.1 October p. 70. 
See, fo:;:: exa:rrple, of and Industrial and 
Regional Development, • 4942, I-I:'!~SO, London? 1:272, p. 1. In the 
case 01 Jl.merlCa see, example, Annual Repor1i of the Council of 
=E~c~o~n~o~~=·~c~f~~d~v~l~·s~e~~~rs~~t~o~t~h~e~?=r~e~s~i~d~e~n~t, 1965, p. 139. 
32" 
has been a s on the of 
to consider the value of as a solution to the 
of labour market unwillingness 
been based on such as the 
• ¥Ifill be to accelerate the natural process of 
thus external costs (of the type discussed in 1 ) 
i'1h08e effect ,\lould -be to add to the term recovery difficulties 
of the areas. in this 
is that from assisted 
flow'S ",;ould not -bhe automatic to onal 
in factor prices postulated in theiMo , two factor 
neo-classical model but would be a for dis-
e ,,;hich vmuld maintain or even increase exis 
differentials tn-us in a non-
The above forms the of the case for 
the role and scale of of assisted labour 
rests on the -the -oelief that the best way 
to ensure is to 
ane. an finn conviction in favollr of the and 
power of the circular and cUI'1ulative causation model of 
economic These t\,;O of faith are 
in turn in the sections of -t;his 
The ooncept of place prosperity 
of aLlY of to 
authorities and COrrLllunities of distressed areas is 
largely determined the extent of the policy's compatibility \ifith 
the deter~ir~tion of most co~~anities to preserve themselves 
and ••• secure a share of the national I (8) . that 
tIUS consideration \ifould Ii ttle 
to the groups of 
Self-interest attitude derives from the fact that 
the p01,ver and of local poli 1;ic8.1 and business interests 
is more on the total than. the per capita income of a.."1 
area ... ;/ As a result i is nO"G to find ins"Gances of 
interest groups in distressed areas opposed the 
introduction of ( ) 
In based on such considerations 
-I:;he of place does embody the belief or value "Ghat 
... no-one should have to move in order to better himself any more 
he should have to his tical or 
( 11 
sKin colour' \ The acceptance of this proposition leads directly 
to the policy conclusion that the best '<lay to an individual 
is the overall in which he 
( 12 \ lives '. Hence place prosperity and people become 
interchangeable terms.(13) policy conclusion drawn from "Geis line 
of reasoning is that the most efficient means of inter-
regional differentials is the of 
corrective policies at the source of the , Lee in the 
(8 
(9 
(10 ) 
f 1 '\ \ ) 
(1 
(13 ) 
Brol'Jn Ec:momics 
~_ .... uo.""v.,,f, The E.conomic Journal, 
to the United 
1969, p. 187. 
Roover, An Introduction to Regional 
1971, p. 257. 
Lconomics, A.Knopf, 
See -the cited in Koziara and Koziaxa, loc.cit. 
Hoover, ,;;;oQ";)..: • .....;;c:;.;;i;;...t.;;..? p. 
In 1;11.is 
the set of 
m.aximise s 
p. 33-49. 
but not aC'i;ual are 
persons \'1hose ',·lelfare the unemployment 
included among 
region seeks to 
prosperity 
the welfare of 
If "ta.."L;:en "GO its conclusion this 
that no region has responsibility for 
and cri "Gi=i.ue of this see 
= ........ 00'-" " Lloyds Bailie ~teview , 
.w.G. vvest, 'Regional 
• 80, l',.pril 1966, 
34 .. 
regions. And such a vie,el effectively rules out the use 
of \o'JOrker relocation policies, at least on any sizeable scale .. 
above is no need for 
of assisted labour due to the fact that 
, 'N"hich can be about and cJaintained 
,;JorI;;: to -~he workers, leVill ensure the welfare of all persons 
remain in the area" contention is a 
more 'active
' 
condemnation of &ssL:ted labot1r mobility policy \\Thich 
is based on the cumUlative and circular causation 
outlined Gunnar (1 It is this model which 
2.ssertion that the external over costs of labour 
flmllS are a force for disequilibrium tha-I; "irill produce or 
at least ::taintain a bet"\'leen 
In his formulation of the started from 
the of an adverse circumstances 
such as a or local resul 
of latlour w'ould reduce the level of effective dema.nd 
in the area 'ltvould set off a chain re&ction of increased un-
and lm'lered income and demand among the firms having 
or demand linkages "d th the firm or ite 
,;/QuId reduce the and. attraction of the region 
-to outside industr'J and wo:;::kers I1ho had been consi there .. 
As the p:;::ocess momentum some firms and ,,,"orkers ,,,QuId 
emi::~rate from the region thus causing a further reduction in the level 
of regional income and The central 
cumulative from is the interdependence 
of the and demand functions. relationship 
'this model of circular causation ~vi cUJl1ula ti ve 
a I (15) ',~es"'ts l' n a 0 • 11 _ "u... _ a.ynamlca y 
be-G"lveen 
cumulati va process of the same general character ,viII also be 
about a in the -Germs of trade of a 
the is and tent any 
to have a variables 
of demand, income, investment and central conclusion 
cf the is that the of :'lnd demand 
lvill tend to increase, ra theY" th.an decrease, the J~n8 betvfeen 
16 Thi2 resul ts from three transmission • 
mechanisms the cum.ulative process 
mechanisms are the of labour capital 
trade flows ~vhich act in such a "\vay as to aid the already 
but cause harm to distressed areas the 
creation of or 'bacl<::itvash' effects. It is theze means 
that the prosperous continue to grow at the expense 
of the distressed regions which become increasingly left behind. 
15 
6 
( 11) effects of capital 
been ignored 
The basic Hyrdal model has been drawn upon by various statements 
and argu.ments seeking to justify the present emphasis of British 
regional policy on ,Jork -:;0 -:;he ,,,-orkers. the most 
obvious statements to thb effect is the comment tal<en from 
a recent Cl..CL 
In the British discussion on -:;hese questions 
has been not to those tical aIld social 
but also to an for an exodus from 
less developed areas to become cumulative ••• (18) 
of this a state of c'umulative decline 
Ivas to set in as a res~lt the labour process 
number of skilled from the 
areas and off effective demand from the 
which woul~ cause the of a 
effect. of this 
vievl of the on2.1 process have also the 
congestion j;iToblems "ihieh were to result from labo~~ 
being assisted to move to the South ~ast and ¥udlru!ds regions. 19) 
( 0 
9) 
(2C 
The to about these conte~1tions is t~...at 
are no more than contentions~ 
that have become entrenched in the folklore of 
debate in britain. fuller 
~aris -I 
Industry Policy and rlelated Issues', 
, i~o. ,December 1 ,p. • 
H. • Richardson and i.G.·'est, ']V!U3t Take ·hfork to the 
':Jorkers'?' Lloyds Bank .I1eview, • -I ,p. 37. 
37. 
exainination of these various effects will have to await the results 
of 12,ter but even a brief look at the evidence on general, 
unassisted fro;n::cotland appears to call i::lto question the 
a· of tilese COl1.Terl-cions.. ,Some of tll.is evidence 
is reviewed in the section of 
Some trends in Scot'Ush ;nigra tion 
the yea,rs 1 ts total increased 
under 1 increase for the united 
as a \"hole. was ::lot due to a low rate of ncf,tllral increase 
to have increased Scotland's 
1 in these years, if increase had been solely a fUl'lction 
of the trend in natural increase),but rather resulted from the fact 
that of :Scotland s natural increase in ~~ion vIas 
net this period. In the years 
1 in Scotland s due 
t:) this net 21 ) The details are set 
out belo1ej in Tarle 3. e 
Table 3 .. 1 
Period Actual Increase in 
populc. tion 
~Tatural 
Increase 
Net 
mi~ration 
Net loss as 
of natural 
increase 
1951-61 
1 
1 -68 
So~ce 
298 
Oalculated from data 
.Annual .<~bstract of liegional 
'78 
99 
87 
relevant issues of the 
(21 r6duct;i on in the 
the rest of the United 
between Scotland and 
late w;:; has 
a substantial fall in out-migration from 
the annual for this in 
ScottiS{l Office, Scottish .t;conomic Bulletin, 20. 
In vie-w· of figures it is not 
caused such concern 
in 1 
considered the 
"'''<_C-.,_l..c •. tion to half its 
to 
{'Z2 
economyo\ . 
from an 
of the above 
costs 
tion areas of the 
on 
from 
+r., 
uv 
tha t '~he issue of 
economy, for 
reCLl..:tc irl net; au t-
as one of the benefits 
of the Scottish 
'\larious 
-. -l--conS1.c,era ,,1. on of 
'.;h:: t 5.re the 
Th.e 1 Census 
data revealed that oetvleen and. 1966 seme ofSccttish 
to the bast 
of the ScotUsh movers ,0[ent to the South-£ast 
of them "lent to the Greater London area. The 
to the favoured the Outer-
the counties bet\ieen London and 
11 of ::'cotland 
Iadlands \"yent to the conurbation area, the 
bulk of the remainder tending to favour the area around Coventry. 
The general to emerge from these Census ,,,as not 
as is so asserted, one of in large nlLmbers 
tc the congested inner areas of 
c,J::1 London cO:1.urbations. (23 Instead the destination areas of the 
cri of out-movers from Scotland appeared to conform more to the 
(22) 2cottish Office, 
Expansion, Cmnd. 
(23) This is 
of the time. 
)* in Britain as 
3rouP it decreased 
total employment increased 
"Thole, \qhile for the conur-bation areas as a 
2. 
follo"i"ing 
The .seems ver:I 
be SOL18one one of the 
to a sm2"ll 
a very different 
s of 
U:1congested North and 
the or Sou 
from the accepted 
the 
to Lortdon $ 
of moveraent for 'Unassisted movers nQ be 
assisted to move 'Under the 
~. • '3. 1'his is because the motives Qf the 'Unc~s.sis ted \ ) 
is 
to be differen from those of the assisted 
25 
, and the result may be clistin~tive 
of movement vIi th different 
ani effects resul from them. This likelihood is exc~ined in 
The concern in ~cotland "Ti-(;h the issue of tion reflects 
the belief -tha-t o'U-t-movement is selective in in that 
of the 'v/Da ;:nove are in the 2TOuni~er 2tge 
g::20UpS and .such evidence as lS aV2.ilable indicates that it is the 
nore skilled and more rather than the 
u~1sk.illed ,vho ) original exposition of the circular 
c:;~:Gsation, considered age selective from 
i8:::' the 
( 
\ ) 
( ) 
(27) 
transmission mechanisms 
(2'~ ) 
di::seminstion of backw:?o<sh effects. \. { The available evidence 
,"lhioh is set out 1)2lo\v in Table 3.2, 
~his c tention in esse of 3cotland. 
Britain in 
London, 
A Cross 
'\fol. 21 
appears to 
Jackson ed) 
1 
Table 3,,2 
The 1l.ge Distribution of Scottish !\lJi~rants to Elndand and ~tI!ales, 1961-6(5q 
5 1 
5 19 
2C~ 
ource 
~1 
.L'L1e 
from tb.e 
Tables Part 1 and 
this age group's 
frc;:a .::cotland 
andl:lales 
19. 
10. 
Census of Scotland, 
in Huw Jones 
belo·iN is 
in the Scottish 
28.2 
21.2 
1 • 
than 
in general, 
uhile the reverse is ·true for thE: older e::roups. that 
;:;,cotland has experienced a loss (in both 
\ 
and percentage terms), "Gion,of its younger 
force~Jembers. It has been calculated that if thE:; net oU"Gward 
:;:t the mid-1 's level 
(28 
from ~cotland had re~ained 
some:: ,Gee persons year 
\wuld have fallen from 
'"'8\ c:.. ) 
's 
to 55~: of 
full is the out-
:cc~;ati:n level, the more 
) 
:mtaic. tah",la ted evidence for level of 
for 
c c:.:cain 
of Sc 0 ~tland , 
these c01:~ld not In order to 
ture of the Scottish to 
il1.i'or~.,1ation. for 
\ 
of 3cotlarrci e 
or SO"LL:::ce of 
iJasic :::esl.,ll ts 
:,-uchael 
=)ress 
and 
In 
s}:ill 
1'h8 ,:jocio-..:.conomic St,,,tU8 of IlTilllit"rants to and i:.mi,-:raats from the 
Ce:1stls Socio-economic Group 
in 
+2-1-13 
Professions 34 
Skilled 2~anual 
Intermediate and 
- . ""' Junlor non-~anuaL 
SOl1..:CCe: :;enSl). s of 1 
In the case of the 
over 
}\Iumbers 
out 
1 
1 
1 Be 
over 
irnai::,·ration 
.95 
128. 
1 
.29 
Tables Part 1 p.61. 
interr~lediate 
was found 
to be small, tnus little obvious for -the 
cla,iLl tna internal will,in a situation of 
6j_fferences in eoono:;)1ic have a effect due to the 
number of technicians 
areas¢' ) In both skilled 
,hOVlever the excess ~+ry ol.,:t-r:lOVe:1ent 
Nhile these are not 
Yale l:niversi 
43. 
consistent with the out-move::r:ent is 
concem:;rated a;non; t:.1G slcilled vlO::Jcers the e;,.tent of the 
loss of' ITianual workers is seen as a matter for 
HO~'lever, if ons ::ela.tes s-:~ch flo~\Ars 
s. i::1 order ,see if 
sk:111 drc-ci;:-l -"Jest 
the in this 
section do not refute the the adoption 
of a scale of assisted labour 'T'he use of 
this evidence for such a purpose ';[Quld involve the very c;.uesti:Jnable 
thc.,t the trends identified here \'lere 
of iGi'l1Aence ana effects of t::-ie dO:J.inant of 
indus -trial I'eloca tiOl1e 
from Scotl::md added for 'I:;1'1e the 
skill drc.in "lay have beer:. over-stated. 
education statistics in the and 1 
Scctland has suffered 8rflcl~11er nst loss of ed1lC8,:ted ma,npower 
of I'urther!:lore, 
the the rate of increase in ed"Lica ted manpmver 
in :::>cotland betvleen the years 1 was ~'lell above the British 
aversge. from these 
See f:Jr Report 
,ras \linile the of 
was very 10v1 in :::cotl?,r:.Q. 
IO~ the ase grouys 
t?.tions, but -'- see~-;.s 
-Less reason to be l,vOrr~i0d abou 
for 
( 
~{oI~l{.sni~err~en have 1 fi ~ 
:~e issues ralsed in 
de"tsil 
\ j 
one can 
of assisted 1&,D811r 
iiscr~ssi::;~l.S 
of ~this 
the rose very 
British 
of 
S Jf these 
less re:::tso:"l 
in grea.ter 
s'\!iden.ce 
the ;.;eottish 
"(leI 16 
effects 
of 
role in 
I , 
1:ovember 
the programm8S of assistance adopted in Britain 
It has been rel-,lc:t&11Ce cieri ves frorD. 
-::he :ical areas any to 
erlcourage and 10s2. from tl'1e 
has stemmed from more than self-ini:ec::est considerations. 
be necessa:::?;;r if one cO-uld 
'=:ela ted to this 
l.n circles 
CDJll1.,llci-ti ve causation 
r:lodsl of ons have be'en cri tical of 
role of ="ssisted labour on the 
tb.eir v8.rio"L1S externa,l costs that 
lmder:nine the er term recovery prospects of the distressed areas. 
is an addi tional f2~c to J3::.:itain 
acco1:tl'lt for the of 
val:.:e of vioI'ke:c reloca hon tne f8aI'S and 
:,>23:ec:'v2tions abo'!:, the effec of suc11 are 11&10. 
bodies and economists in Britain derive from 
-':l:1e '1:tl'lfavourable t of the Industrial Board 
the In the next the of 
B08.,rd are fi .., J C011Slaereu@ of is in 
forced to that 
a fair chance to prO'le 
t~:eir 
Introduction 
Although tl":0 existin[:~ apparatus of rec;ional policy h Britain 
does not cor:lpletely deny that a certain mixture of the tuo policies 
of industrial and labour relocation CaIl. complement each other the 
emphasis is very much on the use of investment incentives anc. controls 
to encourage inuustrial relocation. 'rb-i s emphasis is, as \fas argued 
in Chapter 3, a reflection of the belief that it is desirable tc 
solve the proplem of ul1employment at ~.ts source i.~. ~_l1 the region 
:Jf origin. 'l'llere has only been one pol::Lcy period uhon it U8"S 
considered desirable to encourage a lo..rge scnle movement of lc.llour 
from the regions of high unemployuent. These tiere the years 1928-38 
during 'which time the Industrial 'I::;:s.n.sference Boare: soug;::.t to 
encourage and. assist the movehlent of labour out of t:.1G depressed 
northern regions of the country. 
The importance of this period for our present purposes derives 
from the fact that much of the current scepticism in British academic 
and government circles concerning the value of policies of assisted 
labour mobility can be traced back to this period. Certainly most 
of the .standard arguments against this form of policy, which v{Ore 
outlined in Chapter I, had their origin in the various criticisr::.s 
of the workings of the Transference Board. As will be argued in this 
chapter, :rumy of the criticisms of the Board had little empirical 
support at the time, and even if valid in the particular circumstances 
of that period are likely to lUlve little applicability to the operation 
of this type of policy in present day labour market conditions. 
The result is that the policy lesso:c.s of this particular episode are 
not really capable of generalization beyond the operating circ1..1ITl.stances 
of tl'~t 'lory exceptional period of time. 
The Unemployment Bac};:g:roLUl.d 
During the 1920' s unem.plo;;rment in J3ri tain averaged approximately 
1 million persons per anhum, B- fi.,s'1.'.2'e that rose to 3 mllion during 
the worst slump years of the 1930's. This unemployment wa.s not spread 
evenly between the regions of the country. Contemporary opinion 
tended to draw a distinction between a relatively prosperous Inr;er 
:Bri tain ( the South 3as t, 30u th ':,-est, Landor. and the I.:idlands) aJ.1.d 
a depressed outer J3ritain. Tb.8 latter group,'ccn;:;istin,J; rriucipn.lly 
of South :,::·ales, lIorthern England and Scotland, experienced 
unemployment rates of 25-30)~, in the early 1930's, c;)mpared to some 
15/ in London and the ~30uth East. The regional unemployment figures 
for the years 1929-37 are se]; out below in Table 4.1. 
':211e areas which avoided the heaviest impact of the 81u,l1P were 
those which had a rela,tively broad based industrial structu:re. (1) 
In contrast, the depressed areas w(:re seen as being overl;{ 
on a fe-,v staple industries that were expel'iencing 1abou.r displ?ccr~1ent 
due to increased overseas competition, the pressure of 
technological change and an u....'1..favouTD..b1e export situation. 'l'hese areas 
nere the ones that had a relatively high specialisation in coal :Jini:ng, 
shipbuilding, iron and steel and textiles. In :Z.arch 1933, for exa:'1lple, 
the national unemplo:/-.:.:_ent rate in shipbuilding was 615·;, in metal 
(1) G. C. /l.llen, 'I2.1)our ?::ca.l1.sferenc 8 and the Unemplo;:n::C1ent ?:r. o"b len ' , 
'Phe Economic Journal, vol. XL, No ... 2, June 1930, particularly 
ps.243 and 246 .. 
co 
7 
'PubIe 4.1 
UnempIo;Y'Tllcnt Hates by l1ep;iona1 Divisions, 1229-37 
1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936* 1937 
~JOndOn 5.6 8 .. 1 12.2 13.5 11.8 9.2 8.5 7.2 7.0 6.3 
:50uth-l<:astern 5 .. 6 8.0 12.0 14.3 11.5 8.7 8 .. 1 7.3 7.2 6.7 
..louth-Western 8.1 10.4 14.5 17.1 15.7 13.1 11 .. 6 9.4 9.4 7.8 
,fidlands 9.3 14.7 20.3 20.1 11.4 12 .. 9 11.2 9.2 9.2 7.2 
;r orth-1';fwte:;'n 13.7 20.2 21.4 28 .. 5 26.0 22.1 20.1 16.8 13.5 11.0 
:forth-Western 13.3 23.8 28 .. 2 25.8 23.5 20.8 19.1 11.1 11.0 14.0 
rorthern 22.9 17.9 
'Jcotland 12.1 18.5 26.6 7.1 26.1 23.1 21.3 18.1 18.7 15 .. 9 
{ales 19.3 25 .. 9 32.4 36.5 34.6 31.2 31.2 29 .. 4 29 .. 4 22.3 
breat J3ritain 10.5 16.3 21 .. 6 22.2 20,,0 15 .. 5 15.5 13 .. 2 10.8 
Fouth Britain 7.1 10 .. 5 15.0 16 .. 2 14.0 9.7 9 .. 7 8.1 6 .. 9 
forth Dri tain & 
I!ales 13.8 21 .. 7 28.0 28.2 26.0 21.5 21.5 18.6 15.0 
EJourcc: Vli1liam II. Beveridge, Pull Employment in a li'ree ;;ociety, George Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 1944, p.G1. 
~* 'l'he l\dministrative Divisions were rc-arranged in A1l5'1.lst 1936, and hence two sets of figures are pl!'o~ided for 
1936 in order to avoid any possible distortions from this re-arrangement. 
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Great B London 6: Midlands \Iest riid- JJ8,nca- 'Uorth- Glamorgan 
Ilritain Home RidinG' &; !Jcotland shire Umbe:cland 
Counties Uotts. , and 
Derby Durham 
Coal 11.2 0.1 8.8 21.0 10 .. 7 6.6 37 .. 6 51.3 
Cotton 5.2 0.0 0 .. 2 3.5 2 .. 5 26.5 0.0 0.0 
Hool 2.fl.. 0 .. 1 0.5 15 .. 1 0 .. 2 0.5 d.l 0.0 
~~hipbui1dine 2.2 0.9 0.0 0.1 7-3 1.4 8.9 2.2 
Iron and Steel 2.1 0.05 2 .. 8 3.7 3 .. 6 0.8 2.6 5.6 
'rota 1 23.1 1.1 12 .. 3 43.4 24.3 35.8 49.2 59.1 
i30lJ.rce: noyal Commission on the Distribution of the Industrial Populati~n, Crond" 6153, H}:~SO, London, 1940, p. 268. 
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166,000 employers in Britain u:t:"eing them to give consideration 
to the employment of surplus coal miners referred to then by 
their local employrrlent exchanges. 
(iii) help, where necessary, by training or by grants tovlards the 
cost of moving. 
'rhe Boardbs terms of reference and povlers were as follmfS, 
\7e are not appoi:-.;.ted to supercede existing depal"~men-ts 
or agencies, nor 'I"[ere we g'l.ver.. executive power or 
responsi bili ty o1.,U'sel ves to effect transfers. -.. e 
were appointed in oreer :>0 advise how best to 
accelerate and intensify the process of transfer of 
labolU' already going on through individual initiative, 
tlU'ough the machinery of the employment exclwnges, 
the govern.'::lent training centres for unemployed adults, 
(both for home and overseas), tl,e juvenile unemploynent 
centres and the facili~ie8 provided for t:::lIlsfer 
oversear; both under tl-;.ei.:;mpire ,Settlement .,~C-£;, 1922, 
anCl by ordinary Il1i3Tatio!l..~ __ (3) 
The nain operational arm of the :transference policy \1iCl.S the 
government employment service. ~xcr~nges in prosperous areas 
canvassed employers to obtain vacancies fo::: workers fron depressed 
areas. If a local exchange in a • prosperous , area could not find 
suitable local candidates for a v20ancy it was to seek Hen from. the 
depressed regions before g-i ving th~._ vacancy vrider circulation. For 
a period of time local excha.ng-es in the non-depressed areas were 
actually aSSigned a quota of men from the depressed regions for whom 
they were obliged to find a job. In addition, grants were nade for 
the financing of local authority public works in the more prosperous 
regions. The terms of these grants stipulated that 50;: of -':;he men 
(3) Industrial 'llJ~ansference Boar~T;ort, Cmnd. 3156, IIL:SO, London, 
1928, p. 4-5. 
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employed on such projects must be from the distressed regions.(4) 
I'his type of measure was seen as a pJ?elude to these men gaining 
regular employment in the new area. 
In addition to movil~ workers directly to existil~ vacancies in 
other areas the l.Tinistry of Labour also traIlsferred persons to 
prospective employment, that is to areas where employment opportunities 
were considered likely to arise in the near future. 'rhis experimental 
measure of 1928 came into full operation in August 1935. A free 
rail warrant was also available for persons who had obtained emp1oy-
ment in a new area by meru~s other than the employment exchange. 
Pinally, discretionary &;Tants were avai1c,ble for persons who came 
forviard on their own initiative and 'l7ere considered worthy of special 
consideration. (5) In regard to financial assistance transferees 
from mining districts were entitled to the most aid. 1,1a.rried-me:: 
from these areas received a grant towards the cost of lodging, an 
advance of travelling expenses and the pajJllent of costs for the 
removal of the family· s household effects. ;")ingle men from mining 
regions had the cost of their' fare to the new area paid and ~Jere 
entitled to a maintenance grant to help support them until they 
received tlwir first pay in the ne,7 job. 
In 1928 Government Training Centres were established to train 
unemployed workers in a new trade,or to 'recondition' workers who 
had lost their former skills as a result of a period of prolonged 
~~employruent. ~tne Transfer Instructional C3ntres set up in 1929 
for all u.~skilled workers (except Biners) were desi[;'l1ed to 
rehabilitate men who had lost their physical fitness or industrial 
'morale' due to prolonged unemp1oJL1ent. For the years 1934-38 some 
In 1929, for eXaIaple, the Unemployment Grants Committee distributed 
over £10 rrd11ion for such projects. 
For more detaiilis, see the fmnua1 Report of the Unemp10yrgent As sis tar.ce Bb~ ... 
1936, Cmnd. 5526, 11:tl130, London, p. 52. 
2o;~; of the transferees came from the traininc centres and a further 
65;; from the instructional institutions. (6) 'rue ?,Iinistry of Labour 
acted as the executive body responsi1)le for co-ordinating all the 
transference arrangements. The necessary finance was forthcoDll1g 
from the L::inistry itself, with additional amounts froD the 
Unemployment Assistance Board and the Commissioner for Special 
ll:reaso, The I:Iinistry of Labour also enlisted the aid of welfare 
groups such as the tTational Council of Social :::iel'vices to assist 
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relocatees find suitable housing and to help adjust them to their 
nelr environnent.. 'lhesa 3upportive services were soen as being 
especially important for aiding the transfer of juveniles, a 
scheme for which uas introduced in 1928 and revised and extended 
in 1934. The supportive services included selection and approval 
of sui table lods,i.ngs by juvenile employment officers and -the use of 
'after-care cOTIllni ttees· to co-ordinate local welfare efforts \T,ri th a 
view to providing recreational and club activities for the juvenile 
mi[;rants. (7) 
The size and direction of the assisted flows 
The net change in regional population numbers for the years 
1923-39 due to overall mifJ,Tation flows we::-e as follo1'[s; the llome 
counties, the South East and South.'';est had a net gain of 2,400,000 
inhabitants, the I:Iidlands experienced almost no net cha.1'lge, while 
the North East, lTorth :,;'est, ;3cotland and Tales lost' some 2 t200,000 
(81 people. ) Some Dore detailed regiol~l figures for the years 1931-39 
are provided in Table 4.3 below. 
(6):3.Il.. J)em1.ison, The Location of Industry and the J)epressed ll.reaS, 
Oxford University Press, London, 1939, p. 177 .. 
(7) Armual H.enort of the I,':inistry of Labour, 1936, Gnmd. 5431, HIE30, 
London, p. 43. 
(8) C.J).H • .iorswick, "1'he Stability and Flexibility of Full iimploymenti 
in The Economics of Full :E:rrrploymcnt, The Oxford Institute of l!:conomics 
and Statistics, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1948, Footnote p. 75. 
Source: 
Regional Net lii.{sration 1elo17s, 1931-32, (tOOO) 
Region Numbers 
The Horth 
Northern 
-149 
East and 'l}est l-~idings 
-41 
North Western 
-59 
"Vales -182 
"--, 
Scotland 
-32 
Total 
-463 
'1'he South 
Horth I1idlands +32 
Jllid1ands +100 
Eastern +201 
London & the South-}~ast +458 
Southern +129 
South ':iest +36 
Total +956 
Brinley 'I'hor::tas, Eigration and Urban Development, ],~ethuen 
8~ Co. Ltd. ~ London, 1972, Table 6.5, p. 182 .. 
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The nUhlber of tL."lassistecl movers was considerably more than the 
mlmber officially transferred. The typical estimate is that persons 
movine of their own accord were twice the nUl;.,ber moved under the 
various transfer arrangements. (9) In the eighteen months from 
January 1936 to June 1937, for example, 61,600 wlemployed men moved 
on their oml initiative compared to only 30,000 who were officially 
transferred. (10) The ru1nual number and categories of persons 
assisted to move for the years 1929-38 are detailed below iY~l'ab1e 4.4. 
me Hum.ber of Persons Assisted to :;iove under the Authority of the 
Industrial 'rransference 130ard, 1;29-38 
Year Adults 
.. '-~~' Juveniles Fatlily ~lemovals 
---
Nen ;,Totlen Doys Girls 
1929 36843 2239 2622 1994 -
1930 28258 1752 1313 1708 
-
1931 17889 2631 868 1968 1680 
1932 8359 2651 638 2502 990 
1933 5333 4038 1117 2955 605 
1934 6928 4420 1661 3512 1308 
1935 13379 6330 5376 4643 3718 
1936 20091 8008 8699 5937 10179 
1937 17585 6416 7675 6450 7673 
1938 11687 6214 4131 5496 3500 
Source: Beveridge, op. ei t., p" 64; '3. R. J)enni son, 'rho Loea tio11 of 
Industry and the Depressed Areas, Oxford University Press, Lonc.on, 
1939, 'rable XI, p. 177. 
1,8 regards the direction of tlovell:;.ent, the two depressed mining 
areas of Horthumber1andjDurham and South ',',"ales provided 66;: of the 
A.J. BrOlm, The Frarne;;JOrk of Re':;iona1 Economics in the United 
Y>ingdom, . , C8,mbridge University .eress, London, 1972, p. 282. 
(10) Dennison, op.cit., Footnote 1, p. 172. 
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An assessment of the work of the TraIlsference Board 
The view typically expressed in most evaluations of this policy 
period is that the B08"rd was a failure, (15) although rarely if ever 
are the criteria by which it is judged to have failed made explicit. 
If this judgment is based on the failure to significantly reducE) 
unemploYDent numbers then there is little scope for disagreement, 
(although to be c::onsi st,ent it must be admitted that there is little 
evidence to suggest trl8.t the demc.nd side policies perforr.1ed cmy 
better in this regard). The most sensible judgment is tmdoubtedly 
that put fo~~ard by Brovm, namely that 'against the backgroQnd of 
massive general unemplos-ment, massive inter-regional differences of 
ui'1.employment and large voluntary movenlents of labour •••••• specific 
effects of the transfer policy are not identifiable by inspectic' (16) 
Accordingly the ability to draw an3T meaningful conclusions or lessons 
about the effectiveness and value of any policy concerned ~rith inter-
regional movements of labour (or capital resources) in a situation of 
severely depressed agL':rega te demand is strictly limited. ":11ile 
\'7hole-heartedly endorsing this general conclusion there are nevertheless 
some indications that the transference policJ.~ despite the many 
constraints under which it operated, achieved somewhat more than 
many critics have been prepared to concede. 
In their original terms of reference the 30ard was instructed to 
pay particular attention to the relocation of coalminers froD the 
c.epre3sed areas. Between 1927 Dnd 1937 workforce l11.lJjlbers in coalmining 
contracted by SOf;:re 265; giving i t, .. a rate 'Of contraction exceeded only 
by the cotton section of the textile industry .. (17) The l,:ukower study 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
r;cCrone, op.cit., p. 99. 
Brown, op.cit., p. 284. 
',;illiam H. 3everidge, Full Zmplo;:rment in a Free Society, George 
Allen &; Umd.n Ltd., London, 1944, p. 63. 
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also concluded that 8J"'";long the industries that should have contracted 
coalmining (together with cotton and wool textiles) had the hi~hest 
co-efficient of re-adjus'bJ.ent, 'iiThiL:: the shipbuildinc industry he.d 
the 10west. (18 ) The extent of contraction achieved in coalniniro.g, 
while not due solely to the work cf the 'l:ransference Loard, ':Je,8 
certainly not unimpressive in an industry noted for its 'closing 
occupation I characteristics, (19) especially so L.'"l view of the 
depressed state of agt,"Xegate dew,nd. Indeed the extel~t of c-Jutraction 
in the coalnining industr;;r would have been even greater if the out-
flow of adult labour had not been partially offset by the continued 
recrui tment of juvenile lab01:tr, (20) particularly during the early 
part of the period. 
1'he achievement of the transference arrangenents in this and 
other industries "muld undoubtedly have been much gr'eater, but for the 
vddespread unpopularity of the policy in both the in-migTation and 
out-migration areas of the cou.."ltry. The Board's lack of executive 
power greatly rest:r'icted their ability to actively 'push'--t~':.c pclicy-
as they were forced to operate t:b..rough the medium 
agencies. exhorted employers and local authorities in the 
southe:':n regions to notify the employment exchanges of all available 
vacancies in order to allow them to be made available to unemployed 
tiners in the !lorth. But in the unie.vO'J.:rable TJ8.cro-envirol1tlcnt in 
which the policy had to operate the necessary degree of co-operation 
was rarely forthcoming. Opposition from authorities in the 
(18) H. l:Iakower et aI, ':3tudies in the j':;obility of Labour, Part II', 
Oxford Economic ?ape:rs, vol. I, iTo. 2, 1938, p. 55. 
(19) J.ll. Smith, 'The Analysis of Lebour l.robilityf in B.C. ':i.oberts 
a"ld J .1I. Smith (eds) llal1.power Policy and Emplo;z,:gent 'l'rends, 
3ell, London, 1966, p. 95. 
(20) lifakower et aI, op.cit., p. 51-8. 
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South (21) was 2. COl1sts,nt fact of life which intensified considerably 
when the avail2.bility of nork on local :c.-elief projects beb-'8~n to 
fc1xy up1aJ.'ld/or uhen there ',\J"aS a general downturn in the business 
cycle. LL7J.d as t..... it was u3cessary to avoid too blatantly taking 
the bread out of the uouths of local candidates for jobs in the 
regions of destination I (22) this made the nuuber of -cl'ansferences 
extreuely sensitive to moveuents in the trade cycle. 
The opposition to the transference policy was even nore pronounced 
in the high lli"lemployment, out-migration regions. The :DistI'ict 
Commissioner for the South '/a1es Special Area e::q)ressed the flavour 
of this opposition in the following terms, Ithe policy of transference 
has been, and still is, criticised. In cornmon with many others, one 
cannot but deplore a policy which has the effect of :::.'obbing::ale~ _~. 
-""- (2-) 
her most enterprising sons and d&ughters I • ) It was rrideI;y: held 
that in order to maintain the acde})tabi1ity of the sche::rLe -to-employers 
only the most employable of the 1.lllemployed Here assisted to move. 
Hence the effect of the policy was to crean off the YOlmgest cDd [lost 
skilled workers of the high unemploynent regions. This view was 
accepted by a number of academic critics of the transference policy. 
Dennison for example, claimed that 'it seems clear that the policy 
will ha.ve affected in only slight degree just those workers ,[lho can 
be regarded as surplus; rather it has assisted the movcnent 01 the 
bet ter quality, •••• hence it car>..not be said that the policy ..... 
(21) Annual Report of the j,Iinistry of Labour, 1935, made explicit 
reference to the varying extent cf co-operation in the traJ.'lsfer 
of juveniles. A considerable number of local authorities in the 
southern regions simply refused to alIa'll the sC~'leme to operate 
in their area. 
(22) 
(23) :.caport of the Comnri ssionar for the Special Areas in Eng12.nd and 
,:'o,les, 1937, rTI.I:30, London, Cml1.d. 5595, p. 44. 
so .. 
l1.8.S been $ 1f; • te to t~2 nee~s of the 
The amOtlUt of evidence put in support of t}lese cOD.tentions 
is, as always, very little:" I 'he 
f)S' 
predominz.:we cf y01,lUger aged Dovers \. --~ ), but in regard to skill level 
(i)\~ ) 
the fibCll'eS are much less conclusive. \~V .2;ven if tia ted" the 
longer term. adverse cO:lsequ.e:lces of such selective flol.ls of laoour 
Bay be SOL:LBwhatexagGerated. Although t::1e South '.,-ales c:rea ::uffered 
t~'1e largest outflcvr of labour it still retc~ined in 1936 as cc 
) This may 
have been the result of high re·ti.,U'n r2i.:;ration rE;tes, pa:rticularly 
during the latter :,rcC',rs of ti.le decade when employment prospects began 
. (28) 
to improve in the :'lorthern reD-ons. It was estimated th8. t of (;2113 
150 ,000 men 8..."10. 40 f 000 7JOmCl1. re10cc ted. du:ring the pe:r:iocL Au<S,'Ust :....;.,_~ 
(20) to June 1937 some 50,000 men and 5,600 women had returned home. -' 
The.58 return migration fi;'Ures sUi:;'sest that even if t}ler8 WS.S Cc 
disproportionate out-flow of yO'J.n::;er, :::lore skilled wo:ci.;:ors the~T were 
not ir:rctrievab1y lost to the cree:, au:I as such their te:CI1Jorary absence 
lO:lEer term recovery 
prospects of the regions. 
{24) 
(25) 
(26) 
De~nison, ~., p. 185. 
~)ee, for example, Dennison, ~., 'l:able XIII, p. 191. 
For the eignteen Llonths January 1936 to JU:::le 1937 skilled and ser::i-
skilled 1110rkers together comfxised only 55;;~o of the 27,000 assisted 
movers. 
(27) ~E.P. Fogarty, ProsEects of the Industrial Lreas of Great Bri ta.ip., 
iIethuen and Co., Londoi'1, 1945, 'l'8,bles 18 and 19, p. 97-8. 
(28) I. •• except in the case of fa~;lily removal ••• trallsferc:1ce is often 
regarded as a merely temporary means of obtaining emp1o~~ent Until 
chances in the depressed areas L'1lprOve'. Jennison, ibid., p. _188. 
(29) lloyal Comr:ri.ssion on the Distribution of the Industrial POl-lulation, 
1940, Cmnd 61531 BJ~SO, IJondon, :;? 150. 
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W02'0 claimed to hfeve adversely efL:cteci the out-miBTfl tion rc:j.ons in 
this period. In rC8:i.ons such as "~:-;des.,'7here total populaticil muabers 
actually fell as a resu.l t of net out-c.i.::ra ti. em, it was clai;:led th2.t 
the social capi tal :,~tock became seriously underutilized. (30) Again 
in a:ceas of falling pop',11ation local euthori t;)T recei:;?ts L:or:l tl:0 
block crants were said to have Deem seriously reduced. It VIas cleimed 
that the T:hondda V2.1ley in30uth 'ales, for example, .lost OV82' 
of its block grant during the years 1934-9.(31 ) 
It is 11.otice2~ble tha"~ t:18 fev; scc:ttered :piE:ces o~· 8 v'l"ic18Y1ce Cll 
these and t::-ie other 2clle,:;ed costs 
,j;::!.n2:rJ.g c(ntr2;S '(,eretl:ere wa.::; an absolute decline in po:,?uletion 
numbers, v~hich reflected. their H"..;ted long term econorIlic ~Jl'C 
nay well be 2.11. extreme case not acc~J.:r'D.tel~; :reflecting the seneral 
,000 
position in the Q~emploJ~~nt reGions. 3ven leaving aside this 
qualifica tioY). it is esse::,. tial tc) note that these latter costs of the 
:21i;Tatio::k process 2.re unique to this p2.rticular period. of tim.e. Their 
validi ty depencis on a fall in absoluto popUlation m1.TIl1::erE' and on D. 
decentralised systeill of public financo (32 ), Doth of vrx,ich have Ii ttle 
J..'~._evance to present day conii tions in Britain. As Hancock has so 
aptly put • .l.. 90211 " , 'in an environ;;~e;:-::.t of high emplo;ynent, transfer-
ence may be a realistic remedy for the problem of v.C':':J.!.(~0":;(;~~ sraas 
(30) 'iills argument usually went ::)11 to claim that the -GJ:al1sference policy 
forced the cre2.tion of new social ce.pi tal in the areas of in-migration 
which meant a wasteful use of resources. 'i'his waste argUL1en';~ was to 
say the least an odd argument to put forward in the context :f high, 
ge neral u.nemp1 o;YJ:ieu t • 
(31) Dennison, l:lli., 1). 192. 
(32) "1'he vicious Cil"cle of rec1uoea rate income, increased need and 
poore:r SGI'vic8S, ~,<7:1ic:l :n3':.3 CIle c .. :' ~!~he most notJ..t:!le Ll'lsch.2.!lizI.15 of 
inter-regional destabilisation, is noV[ greatly YJeakoned'. Brown, 
~., p. 13-14. 
( . \ J.) 
( 
se 
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.As indica.:bed in still forr;:, t:.:e '10::t:c0.; :;Ii: -:he 
case 
TLere was Ii ttlo o:c :::;'0 
ax3UL1ents 
( ) 
( ) 
Il'1dustrial~':;:'::~'-3fe:;,'eEc8 I ,:.ocic1o~eview, 
October 1937, p. 331.354. 
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oil rig platform construction ( and public administration which also 
accounted for some of all jobs obtained in the destination areas. 
The few scattered pieces of evidence from the other three exchanges 
also tended to point to the metal, vehicle and engineering industries 
as the leading recruitment sectors. This small body of data does not 
permit anything more definite to be said at this stage, and hence a 
more detailed, conclusive analysis must await the ~uestionnaire 
results presented in Chapter 10. 
The demographic and labour market characteristics of the migrants 
The identification of the relevant demographic and labour market 
characteristics of the assisted migrants is important issue in 
view of the widely held belief that policies of assisted labour 
mobili ty "rill drain off a dispro:portionate number of younger, more 
skilled workers from the unemployment regions. wbile there 
are abundant assertions to this effect it must be stressed that the 
amount of available, supporting evidence is almost non-existent. 
the present time, there is simply no evidence for or ~gainst this 
argument because of the lack of empirical work on the Subject. (5 ) 
This is the issue exa::lined in this section. 
There icJ"ere only 4 females among the 533 relocatees. Marital 
status details were available for 395 of the movers, and of these 
206 -were single males and 188 were married men. 'me incomplete and 
uneven coverage of variables in this chapter is not the result of any 
selection or sampling procedure on our part, but rather is the 
(5) See B.1:'. Hoover, 'SummarjF Record of Discussion' Section in 
.t:;.A.G. Robinson (ed), Backward P..xeas in Advanced Countries, 
?iLacmillan, New York, 1969, p. 466. 
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complete list of data recorded in the employment files of the various 
full set of o-bserv2 tions on each variable "(vas not 
as the had either not 6 , or the relevant 
"lvere not available at the time. files were 
mis for administrative reo,sons and there was little reason 
suppose that 2.ny sYEtematic bias vIas involved (7 Nevertheless the 
a:Jsence of a -te S2-t of observations for 2,11 the variables under 
should be borne in 
first in to 'iThether movenent 1Ll'1(ler the 
1:-.,~ ;:;. lS selective in character I'las -~o consider the age strL,ctvxe of 
tb.'8 J:"eloca,te6s e relev8,nt a3,8 Cel for the tr2~nsf8J:"ees 
for 
(6) 
3 .22 
tb,e necessary i available, 2.::,e set ou"!; belJ~; 
22. 12. ) 
::3hmv -that over of relocatees were less than 45 years 
i'his set of must be related to some base 
the 
out-movement under the The 
set of information for 
As a 
-the office. The r.Lc,ues fron t:lis source 
f'2meS 
stubs 
to 
cbtain -:he 112cessar:.;r infor:nai:ic:l from clJ.rrent or t dead ~ 
sovxce of bias could be the 
'transferees tl.ad beCOT!16 
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102. 
measure in order to fully appreciate the disproportionate concentration 
of younger persons among the migrants. The 1971 Census figures 
revealed that only 55.87'10 of the economically active males in Scotland 
were aged between 18 and 44. Similarly, a large scale Department of 
Employment study of the characteristics of the unemployed indicated 
tha t only 58" 27" of the unemployed in Scotland were aged belm,," 45. (8 ) 
The figures in Table 6.2 are similar to the age findings of 
previous studies of unassisted migration in Britain.(9) This 
earlier work in Britain suggested that the age group 15-24 is generally 
some 1~; more mobile than the population as a whole, while the 
category 25-44 is over 25» more mobile than the population on average. 
But beyond 45 mobility falls off sharply, and persons in this age 
range are only 50t as mobile as the population in general.(1 The 
inverse relationship between age and mobility is readily explicable 
in both life cycle and human capital terms.(11) 
The theory of cUY.~lative and circular causatioh, which was 
discussed at some length in Chapter 3, identified age selective 
migration as one of the major mechanisms through which inter-regional 
growth differentials are likely to be maintained and even ,v-idened. (12 
(8) 'Characteristics of the Unemployed: Analysis by Region', Department 
of Employment Gazette, June 1914, p. 496. 
(9) A useful summary of these studies is contained in Michael F~nn, 
-'1iorkers on the I,10ve, Cambridge Uni versi ty Press, London, 1973, 
Chapter 2. 
(1 A.J. Brown, The Framework of Regional Economics in the United Kingdom, 
Cambrid{{e Uni versi ty Press, London, 1912, p .. 259. 
(11) Laurence C. Hunter and Graham 1. Reid, Urban itiorker 110bility, OlLCD, 
faris, 1968, p. 47-50. 
( 12) Gunnar II;y-rdal, Economic Theory and Under-Developed liegions, DucblOrth 
& Co.,London, 1957, p. 21. 
This particular argument has been subject to the criticism of drawing 
too strong a conclusion about the likely effect of age selective 
migration on regional disparities in (13 ) In order to 
satisfactorily formulate a general proposition concerning the effect 
of internal migration on regional income and employment inequalities 
one needs a great deal more information and data than the one set of 
fi6vxes relating to age structure. 
In Britain economists arguing against the extensive use of 
policies of assisted labour mobility have invariably taken up the 
age selective contention and enlarged upon it. Needleman, for 
example, has contended that, 
The people who migrate most readily in search 
of work are the young and the enterprising, the 
adaptable and the skilled, and it is not among 
these but among the older workers that persistent 
unemployment tends to be concentrated. Those who 
are most likely to take advantage of subsidies to 
move are likely to be those least in need of such 
assistance.(14) 
If relocatees are predominantly the younger and more skilled workers 
of an area then the effect of this type of policy will bel •••• to 
remove from area the t~~es of workers who do most to make 
nevl possible'. (15) 
103. 
(13) Bernard Okun and Richard vi. Richardson, 'Regional Income Inequality 
and Internal Population Wligration', Economic Development and 
CuI tural Chan!!oe, Vol. 9, No.2, January, 1961, p. 128-43. 
(14) Introduction by L. Needleman (ed) to Regional Analysis, Penguin, 
Harmondsworth, 1968, p. 14. 
(15) A book review by :L:.:.A.G. H.obinson of S.rl • .Dennison, The Location of 
Industry and the Depressed Areas, Oxford University Press, 1939 in 
The Economic Journal, Vol. 50, No.2, June 1940, p. 269. 
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general on the job training. ~-f f 11 B k ( 19.) d f· . ~ one ·0 ows ec er ~n e ~~ng 
specific and general training according to the applicability of the 
training to a single versus a number of fi=ms or industries, 
then a functional correlation is established between mobility and 
the degree of generality or specificity of the training. And if 
one assumes that it is semi-skilled workers who have received firm 
or industry specific training then, as a matter of definitiont 
their mobility is limited relative to that of both unskilled and 
skilled workers. specific produces wage benefits 
for the semi-skilled worker in that particular firm, but at the 
cost of a reduced potential for mobility. 
small number of serr~-skilled workers among the relocatees 
may, on the other hand, be a purely spurious due to the 
quite sizeable number of missing observations for this variable .. 
In allocating the relocatees to their skill categories 
the work \\Tas out in close with officers of 
jervices Agency. On anJ- occasion in there 
"las some uncertainty as to Ivhether a migrant \\Tas skilled or not 
the tendency was to err on the side of in placing 
in the skill In this way we ensured tha-t the selecti vi ty 
hypothesis a fair, or more than fair, test. In short, the number 
of skilled workers reported in Table 6.3 is, if , overstated. 
The category most likely to suffer from &,111'; such over-estimate of 
(19) G. Becker, Human Capital, 
l~e\v York, 1964, p. 18. 
Bureau of Economic Research, 
1 
skilled numbers is the semi-skilled one. 1:"8 well as BOI!lE possible 
discrepancies from the skill 
of may arise if there is any 
skill "bia.s irrvol,\7ed in tl~e ::n.is observations. 
vl2re of t118 , if unskilied 
ifl I'able 
seemed little likelihood 
that 2XJ;Y bias in the data 1:lOuld obviate our general 
that there 'JaS not a ct;,t-flOl'! of skilled 
under the scheme. Eu t the mJmber of seni-skilled '\~Jrkers 
The nu .. mber of assisted in different skill oa'G8c;ories 
will be sensitive to the represen~ation of these skill 
levels in the base total from "\tJhioh the assisted 
nts are cLra'-!n. One shOuld therefore relate these flOlvs to 
the skill contposi tion of the then c'Ur£ent stocK of in 
2cotl&nu., tions based on the of 's 
analysis of adul t 'tlOrkers revealed that 
the ! lab curer , os: constituted between and of 
in Scotland this 
unski118d relocatees 
relative their The '."e11 
the Office of the 
disappear, however, when one recalls that the missing observations 
1",ere felt to be over;,vhelmingly concentrated among unskilled and 
semi-skilled ,vorkers. 
a f~lrther test of the selectivity hypothesis the age and 
skill viere cross-tabulated in order to exarrJ.ne ,,,,hether 
the characteristics of younger age and skill invariably went 
together. The results of this exercise, for 163 individuals(21) 
from the four exchanges, are presented below in Table 6.4. 
Table 6.:l-. A CO;;'lparison of the Age and Skill Level of 2" Sub-Group 
of Assisted l\'iigrants from :F"our Scottish li:mployment 
Exchange nreas z 1973-4 (%) * 
Age 
18-25 
26-35 
Unskilled 
20.2 
11..7 
'7 
I 
45 & over 2.5 
Semi-
skilled 
1.8 
1.2 
1.2 
0 .. 6 
Skilled 
Frofessional 
16.0 1.8 
12.3 2.5 
10.4 0.6 
r r-J 
o. I 2.5 
-)to Percentages add only to 99.4 as there was 1 missing value 
contents of the Table do, not support the contention that 
most assisted migrants will have both characteristics of younger age 
and skill. The unskilled actually outnumbered the skilled in the 
age group 18-25, while for the category 26-35 skilled workers only 
108. 
(21) of the data obtained from the exchanges was not available in 
a suitable form for this type of analysis. This was because it was 
compiled on a characteristic(s) series basis, that is one co-
relate at a time (all age data collected, then all the skill data, 
etc.) rather than all characteristics being recorded for the one 
individual simultaneously. It was therefore not possible to 
present a complete coverage of all the previous data in this way. 
marginally outnumbered the ~IDskilledG It is only in the range 
36-44 that the skilled men -I;he unskilled. In the 
over age group (which is of limited for mobility 
p-urposes) the skilled \vorkers 1.fere also t!:J.e single group. 
The results of this exercise further revealed that of the 
unskilled workers were aged belm" 45 to of the 
skilled ~nual group. Kendall correlation coefficient 
-bet·ween the two variables was only 0.1762 indicating no significant 
of interdependence. In short the data suggested that the 
fact that could be predicted with any degree of certainty 
about an 1::.':['.3. mover \"as that he was most likely to be aged belo·w 
45. But beyond this he was at least as likely to be an unskilled 
worker as a skilled one. 
The m mre of the reloca-liion-retraining nexus: a brief disression 
identification of the nature of the relationship between 
r2 2nd relocation is an sub-issue of the general 
sk.ill drain . d- b (\22) exaI:une a ove. 'rhis is because 
policies for stimulating occupational and geographical mobility have 
been widely regarded as natural complements in that the geographically 
mobile trainee will secure an earilings differential over both the 
mobile non-trainee and the non-mobile trainee. -. The knmdedge o:f 
this differential, it has been argued, will act to stimulate the 
geographical mobility of large numbers of government centre trainees.(23) 
(22) In the United jtates one of the 
demonstration projects under the and 
t has been to an answer to this specific 1uestion. 
with and Relocation' in 
a Yfanpower Policy, 'v'iiley, New York, 1 p. 230-2. 
(23) See for example, Office of the 11inis of Iieconstruction, Employment 
Policy, 1944, Omnd.6527, EiiSO, IJondon •. 
In addition to this private gain society at large would benefit 
from such a~ outcome if the courses at the training centres were 
orientated to occupations in the demand 
a2:'eas. This vlould then ensure a of 
the I skills Ivi th exis job vacancy requirements 
in the removal of on the supply side 
of the labour market, ,-Ihich in turn should operate to reduce any 
ini'lationary pressure from this source. Such action should also 
l'linimise the extent and impact of ur.favourable exter~1.ali ties from 
retraining progre:>mme, s-ch as displacement effects. And 
finally, as trade union restrictions on skill dilutees are most 
rigidly enforced in -I;he high unemployment regions (25) the ability 
of the trainee to fully utilise his nevdy acquired skills ~ to both 
his and society's 
26) geographical mobility. 
, may be 
In addition to the natural encourai!ement to 
on his 
relocation ''ihich results from retraining, it has been suggested 
110. 
that any scheme of transfer be differentiated 
in favour of retrainees so as to encourage greater numbers of 
unemployed l.vorkers to acquire new skills -"hioh will them 
to take up employment in the hi;::h demand areas of the country. (27) 
(24) S. Economic Aspects of r1anpower Training Programs 
D.C. Heath and CO.,Lexlngton, 1971, especially Chapter 2. 
(25) The Hoyal Commission on 'trade Unions and i.i;mploy,?r Associations, (Donovan) 
1968, Cmnd. 3623, m:,so, London, Par. 345 , p. 89. 
(26) and i.G. \vest, Talee \"iork to the 
Workers?' 9 Lloyds Bank Review, No. 1 ,p. 
e 27) Hartley, I :Public Policy and the .l.1.t:,"'-'-lJU"" i , District .Bank 
Review, No. 159 1966, p. 52-7. 
As vias pointed out in the previous chapter, an element of suclJ!: 
differentiation does exist in terms and provisions of the :S.T.S. 
the scheme was first introduced in April 1972 a worker who 
lived in an assisted area (prior to transfer) was entitled to a 
rehousing grant, but if he had completed a government sponsored 
retraining course he was entitled to the maximum grant of 
It 'vTas this differential paymen in favour of trainees tha't 
to the scheme's introduction spokesmen 
from the unemployment regiOns.(28) 
The assumption underlying this arrangement is that relocation 
and are complements in the preference patterns of workervs 
(29) This is accepted both the advocates 
and opponents of an explicit lir~ between the two policies. In 
order to test the validity of this belief a small study was made 
of the use of the L.T.S. in the direct placement work of the 
Government Scotland. 
centre is tho;; centre in 
;)cotland in -lierms of both trainee num-oers and the range of 
available courses, and is situated in the traditionally 
Central area, it '.\Tas the obvious choice for this 
particular study. If any centre had made extensive use 
of the .~. T .3. in placing its trainees it v[ould be the Hillington 
centre .. 
(28) Hansard, 23rd ?1arch 1912 CoL 1726 and 1746. 
(29) It should 
for an 
retraining course. 
tha t a "lio move "llpOn the 
is one of the necessary preconditions 
accepted for a government sponsored 
111. 
112 .. 
The placement records were ex~~ned for the 
12 months of 1973, a period itlhich 219 trainees were 
the centre. These placements were made the relevant 
officer at the , and not local exchange officers 
referrals by the training centre. As the centre attempts 
all trainees in the 
course, these early 
6 weeks of their 26 
should be a reasonable 
indication of what the individual trainee would like to do, as 
opposed to ,,,hat he is forced to do 
difficulties. Out of the 219 direc-t in 1913 of 
the ~rainees moved outside the Cen"Gral labour marke-t area with 
o::.e aid of the E. 'r. 5. Jus t under 50~~ of those who did ?'love were 
iil the trades, ,vi th the remainder 
those in radio and television repair work and agricultural fitters. 
This small-sized out-movement of trainees seems somewhat 
surprising in view of a cO:Ilparison between the post--i:;raining earnings 
of movers and non-movers. records at Rillington indicated that 
a trainee, especially in and repair 
trades, could and did obtain at least an extra £10-£15 per week at 
that time if he Ivas prepared to move away from the \i'iest Central 
area. By moving to a tight labour market area the trainee could 
enjoy such a wage gain through obtaining access to a considerable 
amount of overtime that ';vas not availa,ble on the same scale in the 
slacker labour market of ,lest Central Scotland. This was particularly 
so in 'the case of trainees. 
Despite the evidence that and relocation 
co~plement each other, in terms of a differential wage to persons 
113 .. 
taking advantage of both policies, the number of trainees who moved 
from the 'Jest Central area with the aid of the .i;.;.T.S. WetS insignificant 
rela ti ve to the total number of trainees at Hil2.ing-ton. This 
lS seel1 as an a~ternative or 
substitL1te for relocation in preference of the 
of persons and a course. 
impression is that retrainine is valued by an 
as a means through which to obtain employment in the local area, 
and only if he experiences difficulty in this regard \dll he be 
prepared to use the relocation scheme as a last resort to try and 
obtain satisfactory employment. 
The heI'e receive indirect from a 
of the pos experience 
of trainees in i;as"t Scotland. (30) 
that some 1 of their of 258 trainees moved 
outside the local labour market upon tion of their training. 
And over 33; of these moves appeared to be enforced ones in 
the 'stated a for local area .. In 
fact just under of their sample claimed that they undertook a 
course to avoid to move away from home. 
conclusion vms that ' appea:r:s to 
be related only to age, previous geographical mobility and housing, 
d t t t . . I 31) an no 0 ral~ng •••••• Similarly, only 97c of the sample 
l"enne-th Hall ctIld Isobel llil::Ler lletraining and Tradition, 
George Allen and UmTin London, 1975. 
(31) Hall and ~1iller? 0E- cit. p .. 1 
in the Parker had undertaken a course wit~~n the 
2 months to relocation, and of the 
upon tentative 
in favour of a sUbsti-;;ute between 
and relocation under the L. T .. S.. are in line wi th the res1..11 ts 
obtained from a nu~ber of more detailed studies 
1'11'1io[.: have been conducted in the United (
z~ 
tes. /) 
evidence detailed in this section is 
1uestion 
, but is 
not a sufficient test of an assUI,~ption that has such 
implications for both and 
great deal oore is needed befcre 
s can be made the 
direction of the and 
of labour. 
The duration of unemployment prior to migration 
If "'vie ret-urn to 8rouP of assisted from 01..1X four 
;::;Cottish the next issue for attention is the 
11 
dur2~ Hon of to the that necessitated 
::1ovement outside the local labour oarket area. The relevant 
information was available for 225 of the movers is set out 
(32) Parker, 
for the 
33) G.E • 
.c;valuation, 
Some in 
liesearch Uni t, Uni vel.'si 
of contrast emerge 
vhe the dl.;xati::m 
lilluer 2 
11. 
survey of 
of this grout: had ~been 
of 
for a 
are 
ti'1e assisted 
0-1 
'lTee~s 
1 
group of 
the 
grouy • 
,Jeeks 
8.22 
plus 
8. 
,imlT 
TO"Gal 
OO\liCiO 
(225) 
33.5-)(" 100.C 
for over 2 years. 
fCI~ lass 
's 
time. 
term 
June "I 
e'vidence eEcrlier iD. Table 6. 1ilhich incUc2.ted the 
di number of youn;:,;er persons ~llong the 
This contention follovlS fro:n the r6 of various 
of 
':lork. ( It: addition a rl1.lnlbe~ of st~dies 
~~tilized f to leave 
one of the or indices of job 
te:::-ll 
Hovever l t shoul::i not be concluded from -the in 
6.5 that assisted l2,bour mobili yoliC~l carl assis-G the short 
who because of favourable and labour 
market characteristics, have litHe 
) been for 
::lore 4 ,,,eeks was after all 2 .':.;lzea"'Jle rr;inori of the group. 
-1 and Herron used different 
their contained a 
S:::02:'t term ir. 'Table 6.5 
r 
\ 
of the rS!l:2XJ::S in .16.rian Sinfield, 
?aris 1 
( ) C'alJle I, p. .\ l'2..bls 5.7 p.62. 
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and yet both quite justifiably concluded that a substantial number 
of their respective samples had experienced considerable re-employment 
difficulties" 
lJ10si; durati::m in 
term 
1 second t.w quite 
tend to suggest the bili 
broad groups of assisted movers dis".,"~~~ differences in person-
al and labour market charac-iie!:'istics and job 
s The traditional distinction betvleen I wand 'pull' 
motivated may have some validity here, or perhaps some 
variant of the 'sticker-snatcher
' 
in a 
39 of necessary 
any detailed inves of these possibilities .. 
:revertheless it is ,'iorth 8mphasi the potential importance of the 
14-26 'deek in any final on tJ:18 re-
value of the ~.~.j. 
It is no-v! a well that of 
froill extent 
on the the period of From 
this fact it been argued that the or source of 
benefi t of a such as the:::.T.3. is its abili to accelerate 
the process of labour redeployment relative to -the of the 
( 
( ) Ei .• F'. }t'oi,,r!er, uuration of Unemployment on the .iiegister of 1,\iholly 
3tudies in Cfficial >;)tatistics Jiesearch ;3t;udies, 
, 1 
normal, unassisted market adjustment mechanism. In particular, 
the gains from identifying potential long term unemployed at an 
early s on the register and then of assisted 
la'bour nobility to speed up their natural, unassisted rate of 
are likely to be substantial from both an individual 
and social point of ) In line i¥i th this the 
operation of the -,7 r,l -, ....; .. J- • ,:) • ::.ay have a substantial number 
of 4-26 vieek for any 
of time? into the to shift 
term an in 
possibility, this must remain a specula'~ive one in 
of the relevant infol~a 
Het"L1.rn Flovis among the OUtmigrants 
The final issue for consideration here is whether the operation 
of the :2 •• S. has resulted in a shift in the 
loea tion of labour. In 0 the:.:' ,rlOrds, mar~ of the assisted migrants 
from four 
enviroruuent and hence remained in their respective demand 
areas for a specified period of time follouing relocation. 
full examination of this question requires a complete record of the 
post-migration emploj~ent status of all the movers. This task can 
( ) A • Thirlwall, 'Government Policies in Britain; 
Their .?ca tionale and Benefi t8 I, British Journal of Industrial 
1:i.ela"l:iions, Vol. Q, ;.~o. 2, JU .. 11.e 19(2, p. 174-6. 
, 0E. cit. • 175. 
~ven if is correct 
be s 
msthods 
particularly if 
job without the 
vwuld be 
the individual 1lOrker 
aid of the E.T.S. 
can 
search/finding 
for at least part of the benefit, 
could have moved to the new 
119. 
be undertaken in tI10se areas\vhich have experienced an inflow 
of labour, as a full set of the necessary information could only 
forms which are held in 
local in. a of this 
constraint a rather treatment of this 
can be ~~dert~~en here. fuller and more detailed 
of return flows under the E.T.S. is 
in the final section of this chapter, and again in 
11. 
In case of mOV8men'c from four this 
specific topic 'I-laS a cross-check of the 
available files of the relocatses with the records for 
trcL tion a~;; t11ese the '18 month 
to June 1 who had 
at any time this 1 month period and re-register3d at '~he 
relevant I-jere classified as 
The time involved here is a much test than is 
'if,hen the success or failure of 
In the labour mobili demonstration under 
the ~ct in the uruted 'tea a 
successf"Lll tion is defined as one "I;[hich has involved 
in the destination area for at least tivo months@ results of 
this inves may still be wi th the rates 
under the l~erican schemes is because 
the vast of return L10vement unci.er the -,.T.~,. to be 
concentrated in the two to three months immediately following 
relocation. In very fe"¥J cases did the relocatee return after 
staying in the demand area for more than three :rconths. The 
iniormation recorded uhder the 'last contact' on the 
available files, ,,-Ii th the anecdotal evidence 
ob-Gained in conversEc-GiOl1 the 
,also tended to the -transferees rarely moved 
between jobs in the demcU1d area anCt few move on to a 
third area; in if or became 
unemployed in the demand area returned to '~heir area of 
origin. 
1'1:1e relevant information was oi.,tained for of the 533 
c_s2isted from the four ,':;'coHish of 
and indicated 
that 18 of these 426 movers had returned home and 
at the concerned at som€ -time ~his 18 month period 
i.e rate of that the 
not abOl.1t 
of the movers; the scheme appears -GO 
-chis group of indi viCtt;;als "vi th a short period of s 
are2:' e 
This calculation raises tviO questions. Is this 
for return for the E. ~S 
12C. 
.Britain? vvu~.~.Y' is an average return rate c&lculation 
, or are there such inter-area 
v:::D::iations in return flows as to limi-c the value of such a 
calckla tion'? Some evidence on these two ::.ns will be presented 
121 & 
in the following section which considers the assisted inflow of 
labour to the exch2nges of Greenock, :Dundee, Edinhu.rgh and Irvine 
this 18 month there were assisted incomers to 
G-reenock, 1 to 02 to Dundee and 32 to Irvine NevI 
8. total oi' 3 much of this 
the use of for'fls vlhich J:.'ecorded a 
nThllber of kej' and labour market characteristics of the 
movers under the ~. a full 
st of information on ths characteristics of these 
~overs coulc be obtained. fact the reaSOl1. for at 
t11(;;se irJ.flo-vvs was to a TYlOre of the size of 
return Han flmvs experienced under the scheme. 
rather pieces of information and data on the 
c~a~acteristics of these revealed that the incomers viere 
from 0 ~~tler of \,;ere 
;nales under 
and married ;nen. sKill distri~bl)_tion of the ~:-:overs was 
m.linbers unskilled 
sId lIed :nanua,l ~,vorkers sI:1all nU!l:lber of semi-skilled 1,;orkers 
there v/ere more 
,here than in ~able 6" 3 
\ 
due to the inclusion of in 2:rouP" ) 
( refer 2 t21s of 1973. 
lis t of ua:nes Vie,S c~:ecked t those for the .... "lOU 
exch,' uges so dS to avoid an) double 
;}-:;i.3 
the 
of 
tabul2X form here. 
re;:;ords, and discussions wi to 
officers. The limited coverage and documentation 
~:;!~e decision not to the data in 
122. 
The really valuable information obctained froTI the records of 
tl16se four 
Dundee 
(,reenock 
Irvine 
concerned the issue of ret~xn 
flows from these f::mx' 
( for 
of 1 ) 
for the fou:::' 
areas are set out bela", 
~;um-ber of 
Incomers 
axe 
Humber and percentage 
of l.h"lSUCCE:ssful-k relocc.-tees 
'7 
I 
11 
(63 
rsb,;n:::ned home; 
returned home. 
the 
relocatees failed 
-GO remain in the dE:ma.na. area, ';111ich_ in the vast ori of cases 
re turned to theix' area of res't~l t is 
ra.-te 
rate calculations in 
si:rri12r in a :;:oet-urn rate of betvleen 
2.11,d of limi te,'i interest and 
v2-lue kvhen there is such sizeable inter-area variation as indic" -ted 
by the for Greenock (63 .. ) and Irvine NSIV ~own (7. 
In an to ascertain" the s) presented 
above are acceptable from a policy vie-vlpoint it is essential 
-Co place our in contGxt of the size of return 
rates elsewhere 'vi th this type of policy. 11....'1 ex-:;ensi ve 
survey of +h<~ V ... J.._ of such in and North America 
cOEcluded the rate of ret~n to the home area EJ::;Out 
'1'he precise rate varied lri th the of time tha-t 
had since the move OU t if -,~re the of as 
a reasonE,blG benchm.ar~,;: then rsc tes under the 
here see~ so~ewha excessive. 
The above conclusion is underlined the e}cpectation the 
costs and of assimila movers into ne,,! areas 
would be less than in the ~uropean or American situations. 
~ o-L • . ~. Cllo,rer in Bri tain is of the sa;-r.e ethnic group as the general 
tion in the areas, and from an uroan area is 
used and ire "". modern ind.ustrial enviromllent This 
12.:r less true in. the case of ~.ilisden and the Uni.ted ~tates ri,here 
of assisted labour has been 
enVil'Ol1IDent to 8.1'1 urban 
r~LCal to uIban transi tiO{l involves two for 
is the of -Co a very 
iiff erell t \'lajT of life 2.8 Q10Ve of this nE.t-I.lre :r:ust iLvolve 3, 
( ) ?roF~ra,llS f:r ~-,elocE_tin?;orkers used -by G-overnmen-I;s of ::Jelected 
Countries, Joint .sconomic Com::1i ttee, Congress of the Dni ted States 
,ia.,;}:-:inGton DC ~ Governmsnt Office, 
1 
considerable cul1;Qral wrench. In addition there is a more specific 
problem in :nuch of the relocatee's previous job 
training and experience vJill h8,ve little direct application in 
industrial employment. :;'anders, for 
the re8",30ns for ts to the area 
of ) He that the "Gion 
of the 
more than in the industrial area 
obs. ,,[as not particularly 
3-3 19; of his of 1 had any 
previous occupational relev"mt "Go 
the 
reloca tees frorct the northern oriented 
::;f S,veden ".!ho have moved into the central districts ,of the 
{ ..roun·.!. As the ':::'.1..~. is free of 
diffic"Lllties of this sort one reasonably have expected 
lOvier rates than under the f,'1),ropean and .f..merican relocation 
policies. 
In order to mol'e the ra-i:;es for the .w.T.S., 
;:a,rticularly wi th a view to corrective measures, 
~Je of ',vol'ksr is least 
to stcccessfully, and also to the or 
or environmental factors 't;hat have hindered the process of tment. 
( 
( \ j 
~C:Lnders" i The 
£IuJna11 .h:esc>1x'::ces, 
leo iJa2~ser:. 81'10. FS).-11 -.Jre~ve', 
~~~~~~--~~~ 
SS..:'Con 1:10L~se 
Journal 
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. A .. s a point in this endeavour return may 
be divided into the following :-
ts \'lho had no intention of to setUe 
down in the new area. ia because ~Ghis 
move ,;Jas one 8f a nv~ber 8f such trial moves that 
are likely to m~~e in the labour market at this 
s of their life and work 
ii Fersons to fixed duration or contract work in 
the de:!1and area.. riere the limited life of the 
dicts tes tha-~ 'iflill inevi tably move avray from such 
in the demand area. 
-; : l' ') 
-- ' 
~GO settle do""n in the demand 
fer vm:-ious rea,SOllS fail to do so. 
is not a deal that can in practice do 
about the first group due to the of this 
of mover on but a post-hoc basis. Nevertheless 
a fevl comments may be advanced about this group 
of 
The most candidate in this first group is 
the your:g person \vh:) can afford to in 2. relatively 
to intensive) search of the job market 
bec",:use of his limited and financial Such 
2, ,yorker has also had li tUe time: to build up the 
area 2ttaCP.1Xlents that may aot to constrain mobil'::" therefore 
costs of conti~ual less 
older more astablished 1t{ork:eY'e 
rnover rates of 
in 
in the 
'lihe ver;/ 
III 
evidence dr'alti"O, from the 
is 
\ 
J 
s for 
the 
the least to settle 
If 
cor:c61a tEd vli 
in the 
retention rate of Irvine 
in these tenus, but 
i L: still all of the incomers to Irvine ,,'ere 
~2hi.s pe of ccnclusion lS -c.se for 
curposes due to the of all habitual n01'1-8 
'che time of their for assistance. 
the process u-l-'1der the 
In Canada, for , the process 
lor trle has been biased 
in recent years in favour of older married workers ,>lTi th 
families. is because are the group found to be least 
51 
127. 
likely to move of their mNn accord t but having been assis ted to move 
2re the most likely to settle dOltTU successfully in the demand area.(52 ) 
short of Ivorkers of a type (for 
, young persons), ,:[hieb may be nei thar desirable nor 
is not eet to a deal of 
control. is not the case, how'ever, with the purely 
structural discussed balm". 
most se1-J.sible of some t into possible 
rate 
size, i e. u.reenod{ ana Irvine In the case of 
t112 to be the nature of in the 
indus to v,hieh the vast of relocatees were 
::"e.b::mr tUJ-::nover seeD.S to have declined 
for tl16 ir:dus as 6: \'Thole in recent years. 
recent suggest that its ;;-'clrnover rate is nm" belm" the 
average. is a result of recent 
tional in the that have involved the 
ccnsoli,~a tion of a number of firms into groups. One of 
or benefits from this has been more stable 
for the labour fOI'oe since workers ca.n -be transferred 
between the iictate5 of the ',iork cyclee 
52) 
( 
Role of Benefit-Cost in 
Ul .G. Somers and'·J \yoods (eds. 
Analysis l'~anpower Policies, Industrial Centre ,c~ueens 
University, Dntario, 1969, ':)0 
is fuxtheI' bili"Gy of an in-
~rea vihich mal~e for ::eten tion r9", tes are to 
2.. ttr2"c t.~~e of \/·Jo.r-t::er ::.:1,OS t , and vice )lersa. 
resvlt is an of vlOrker area cb2.racteristics 
egg for policy-
m2.kers .. 
'Labo-.;cc Turnover Group, 1 New 
~3timates', Department of J1mplo;ymsnt Gazette, 
}?c2S® 
Survey 
1975, Table 2, 
128. 
has meant a considerable reduction in 
not of intra-indus movement .. individual 
as opposed to the has for 
:'-C'eaS01'lS of 
) in 
is 
SlI1:::z-sa::1ti2:.1 service 1;;rade 
tion of a 
are there viill -be a subs tantial drift 
labour from the ccmcerned. 
have -been the of the assisted movers to 
fro'll the s in Canada also 
the notion of the of the of to 
reloca,iee is rreaber the 
of 
relocation moves were succes in term.s of -the 'flo~}~er 
) 
return home 
in and 
industries rates 
The expected. job tenure of ';'lOrkers In the 
w indus tricil ",ectors nOel one of tr:e sub-models in 
full cost-ten.efiJG mod.el 
sc11erD.8 in ) The feedb&ck 
from -t!.:iis mOclel been -;:, tili zed officers Cv local 
) 8. Hvnter, tproblems of Labour in 
0econd 2'Iarlo,v Lecture, 'fhe lnsti tution of 
.c..n,~ineers andShipbuilcers in Scotland, 1967, in particular, P.79-6• 
11.obert Je--nnes S , 
~p' .. cit. p. 202-4. 
Mobility in 30mers and ',\Iood (eds), 
to try and steer relocatees away from ill8xket sectors that 
have been identified as (58 As a result 
it is not to under the C'anadian 
3C,neIl.18 in recent years It is now 
full tin:.e 
}l.S well 2,8 this built-in 
situ2 irr &lS0 have the 
C).rea"" .! I inclica"ted that 
sorne of in Eri ts"irr o:-s 2~ 'llhole is :rented froT .. local 
of 
sector vast ori of 
local ciU 
fi~c: this 
sec closed 
the residence 
( ) 
Hon 
concl~sicn ~s more 
) 
often asserted than proven, but there are some seattered pieces of 
ev~idence tbat illustrate its iClaasen and for 
discussed 
re thin 
retllI'ned the firs Elon th e 
of 
satisfact~r:-:l in Icuton 
lJ6re to thE: local aCt 
list after 2; 
necessar;y befo:c6 he could 
8.0 were forced 
to ~ove into poor 
them settle QO"IVn in the area. 
on 6t al a recent scale of housing 
that of their 
able to choese 
Tior: in ne\lT a.reas to settle for 8.ccolIJ[10dation 
believed be 
li::-.. i ~[jed in t:neir ct';.()ice of 
addition to the choice of access 
accc~:1':1oJ .. ation of 
"rere to take up 
s of their move, for a of 1 
the 
l11 .!::;I~2ir s 
were forced to remain in 
t112~1'1 ;; months, 
The latter consisted 
( \ j 
of' 
in the initial 
months. 
accommodation 
than 1 
to 
purpose 1.8 to 
and acb.iev-e 8, balanced al1.d 
the 
fo-:::: nobile vvorkers. in 
or of involved in 
Irvine 
aims houses fo-:::: \iorkers the 
i nuus tri al it1 the area, as to 
This means that any incomer to 
considered for the of a 
rented house, as as hisitlOric is in the 'I own 
ax'ea. is tila t, in contrast to areas as Luton, 
few incomers are to an:f of time in poor 
"' is therefore 
...;--"'> that a o:ci of m.arn.~al vlorkers uv to ,,)cottisl'1 
( Jo~nson 3t al.:)p, oi t. p. 236-41. 
t 
I. J Johnson e a1., ibid. p. and 
66 
1 
" 
vIere 'leoti va ted more than 
evidence for Irvine s'aems to 
( 
considerations.' 
that the more assisted 
flo\tlS can De orientated -to\-lards the T01ms 
to a recLi.cti:::;n 
difficul~~ies 
te~ from unsatis~ 
.'\ -F' re h:rn 
be 
l!2staIl 'p::tn~csa for 
:lot 
a Sl1f£icieD.t c:Jnc~i tiO~1 1 ()r s"L~ccessfl-:l the 
stina.tion area s i.s 
in 
vias 2,v2'i1a1:1e from the 
-::er ~re tl'1erefore f2e2 
) 
132. 
) 
!2'ole in rela tior;. de stionnair6 
of 
same time of 
issues outlined in Tb.3se 
addi tional ~GC c:)ntained in 5 on of 
O:r.~ierl ta ted iriller-
eviience 
a,Z8 skill selec indica-Gion 
of the size Clf return under 
number of other more 
the movers' 
of time OlJ,t of "Fork these 
,Jill be taken Uy in 2Clre detail in Ifder 
the (if less ',:;enefi t of this field 
came from close contact 'Ni the local 
officers 'ble for 
from these officers 
a 'feel for the of t:16 scheme 
issues of th.is Hll OJ::"12L 
number of the reform mea,snlres 
2. 
1 
In the brief involved 
and surve~r is 
response 
135. 
CHAPTJ.'JR 7. 
In.troduction 
The internal employment eXChaU&;6 reco:ccls utiliz8Ci. in chapter 6, 
while undoubtedly providing some useful evidence on the i2pact of 
the scheme·s operation, did not contain all the necessary demographic 
al1d labOlU' TJS,rlret hl..L'or'matiol1 requi:rea to teet the full :ral1se 
hypotheses outlined in cha,pter 1. questionnaire su:cvey therefore 
;::r:c,'J.DJ:. necessa:r~r in order to ::;ener:::cte a much broader and illore 
ccetailed set of data. "~question::.1aiTo su:rvey also offered the 
of a much e}cpanded geoGTaphical area of coverage in the 
study, • '.L. 1.1l Y. UJ.. ve 
labour marh:et circmilstances could l')e examined simul tar:e,]usly. 
Lccordingly it Vlas decided to aclDinister a questionnaire to a 
sample group of :3cottish assisted migTants du:ring the 12 r:lonth 
pe::::iod July 1974 to June 1975. It then became necessary to select 
the i~ticul2:r exchanges vrhich ',"jere to be the sa.mple points in the 
su:rvey, and to 2_180 come to some measure of aE';:reement with the S'rrljJloy-
:J.lent 3ervices ~\.gency on the matter of a suitable su:rvey procedu:re~ 
In order to choose the exchanges 7rl~ich were to be the basic 
sampling points London and ':";dinbu:rgh headCluaxters of the .smployment 
::':ervice3 ,\g8nc;;..- provided an excJ:ange level b:reakdovm of Scottish 
movement under the _:" • .L.:l. fa:::: the trlelve and tr.u:'ee mO:llth periods 
provided the basis for some of the analysis contained in chapter 5, 
and in addition explained the particular exchanges chosen for case 
study purposes in chapter 6. 
,\fter discussine the subject vn th the relevant officers in 
London and Edinbur,::;:h it was decided not to follow the case study 
approach of using area of ori2,i.n exchnnges. This we .. s because of 
the frequently very short time lapse be'tween an application for 
assistance and actual moveClent to the new area which was b01 .. md to 
:;':Jroduce considerable problems of non-contact. Purthero.ore, all 
ap:)lication form information was J1elc1 at local excr...anges in the 
des tina tion ax'cas, and as access to this material \'fas required it 
was cleo.rly sensil:lle to concentrate on the one set of destination 
area exchDnges. '.J.l}J.e information provided by the .;i;mployment Services 
,\gency: covered the twent:r-three leading recei vini:; o.rea exchances for 
3cot'~ish assisted movers. This information is rep::'oduced below in 
Table '{ .1. 
Table 7.1 
The Leadinr; Destination ,",rea ::Xchanges for ;~ssisted ,:.:i:::-rants 
from c:';cot1and 
3cotland 
(3 months ending 
30/3/74) 
Invergordon 296 
Aberdeen 137 
Inverness 43 
Livingston 43 
Glenrothes 28 
3asterll and 
':)ou thern reGion 
(12 lTlonths ending 
30/4/74) 
Luton 63 
Cambridce 37 
J\y Ie s C't1J..ry 16 
Oxford 16 
~aoubh 14 
.:atford 13 
:.:.: au thamp ton 10 
London and the 
south-east 
(12 oonths ending 
:)0,/3/74) 
':estnlinster 83 
Croydon 44-
KinGS Cross 32 
DogenhaIil 29 
r=arylebone 26 
Acton 24 
City of London 22 
Hounslow 20 
J.l.idlunds 
(12 TIonths 
ending 
30/3/74) 
Corby 
Il:u.gby 
Coventry 
153 
65 
24 
30urce: Unpublished fi£;ures provided by the London and BdinburAh offices 
of the Smployment.;ervices l1cency. 
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The choice of Sall1I)le exchanges froB this list y;as dicta ted by 
tvlO considerations. Firstly, it y;as :lecessary to obtain a sample 
of sufficient size to provide a valid basis for generalisation, and 
hence a sampling frame which consisted of a large number of exclk:.IlgBs 
which individually received only a small nU:ffiber of migrants was not 
a practical proposi tioa. 'r~le choice was therefore the exchanges 
which had received the largest assis'ted inflows of labour from 
,:cotland. In addition to havillg all four re[;ions in r1'able 7.1 
represented in the sampling fra.::n.e it 'Nas necessary to have an 
adequate cross-section of the differcl:.t types of receiving area 
exchanges for ;]cottish Ii~overs. }ille najor destination cer:tres of 
the assisted labour migrants from Scotland have been one of the 
following types of exchanze aroa; the oil employment centres, the 
new tm1ffis, the one plant domino.ted labour market centres or the 
London area exohan;;8s. As a r8su1 t of the;3e considerations the 
fo1101'11.n5 twelve e::~changes. ~'lere selected to be the basic sampling 
points in the survey:-
Oil ~)nplo~~ent Centres 
Abel'deen 
Invergordon 
Inverness 
One Plant 
new Towns Jonina ted 
Labour li,;arkets 
Glenrothes Corby 
Livincston Dag~nham 
Luton 
Hugby 
London 
Croydon 
Y.ings Cross 
",restminster 
Tho placeE'<ent of Corby in the above category is somewhat complicated 
by it's Hew l'o\m status. But the available evidel'l.ce points to this 
area's importance as a receivine centre for assisted migrants from 
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3cotlartd prior tJ its He'IJ TOl1m d;::siG-nation. (1) lIence it ,YOuld seen 
that the dominance of its labour narket by a single plant is the 
prime factor in accounting for the in-migration flows. 
The ;iurve;z Procedure 
As a natter of financial necessity the survey had to be lmde:.:-taken 
by means of a postal question..."l.aire. This thesis was a completely 
self-financed project; a fact that imposed a ve':::y tight budgetary 
const~air;.t which cf:t:13ctively ruled out any possibility of using a 
team of paid interviewers. The fact tha"c the sample was non-clustered 
in both spatial and temporal terms further c:ictated the need for a 
postal questiollllaire. 
" number of considerations which have been shown to affect the 
response rate to a mail questionnaire w'ere incorporated in both the 
design and subs'3quent organization of the questioillJaire. (2) A draft 
questionnaire was tested on a small group of E.~Ll.:~. applicants at 
the Southside enployraent exchange in GlaSGOW. The major aim of this 
pilot run was to identify any I awk'li'ard I questions which respondents 
might object to completing, and ",'{hich, if retained in the schedule, 
could result in a low overall response rate or an uneven pattern of 
answers between the various questions. A cOPJ of the draft questionn-
aire was also sent to Lor~on headquarters of the ;;:~ployment Services 
Agency whel'e it was checked for any possible aml)i&'Ui ties in wording 
and instructions. Some ;l1inOl." al tera tions were then made to the
r 
•• __ 
content and format of the questionnaire" Copies of the final 
(1) D.C .D. Pocock, 'lJ.ne MigTation of ~~cottish Labou:r to Corby Hew Town l t 
~;cottish GeoF,raph;r IJ:aga,zine, vol. 76, :Ho. 3, Decenber 1960, p.169-7l. 
(2) For a discussion of these matters see Stanley S. Robin, fI,- Procedure 
For 3ecuring Returns to T.;ail~~uestionnaires I, Sooioloe;y ru"1d Social 
'j:esearch, Vol. 50, No. I, 1965, p. 24-35. 
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questionnaire "'lere provided for each exchange involved in the 
survey. This was done so that any migrants who were t.mdecided about 
whether to participate in the survey could be shown the ty]:)O of 
questions that they would l:Je expected to answer. 
A number of possible arrangements for org'anising and l'wic"1ing the 
survey ';were discussed with officers of the Employment Services Agency. 
'l'he proced"k:.:'e finally ag:reed upon took the following fOl"W.; the 
relevant officer in each sample exchange was to ask all assisted 
migrants from Scotland whether they were willing to take part in a 
study of the workings of the Z.T.S. which was being conducted by 
Glasgow University. (If necessary, c copy of the questionnaire was 
shown to the migrants at this stage .. ) If they ac,"'Teed, the mic;rants 
then signed a prepared stencil authorising the release of their name 
and address for survey purposes. The monthly total of names and 
addresses for each exchange were then passed on to Edinburgh 
headquarters of the Employmeht Services Agency and from there to 
Glasgow University. 'lne monthly list of questionnaires \l7ere then 
sent out to the individual migrants. 
The Problem of lIon Co-operation 
11lis particular survey proceduxe contained two possible staGes 
of non-coopera tiou on the part of the assis ted mif,Tants. PirstI;y, 
there was the possibility of inadequate coverage due to a high 
proportion of the tote.l number of cigrants being unwilling to take 
part in t11e survey. frhis could produce selectbli t,>, bias in sample 
coverage. 1he second possible source of difficulty concerned the 
much discussed problem of non-response bias in the results of postal 
questiOl1naires. The dimensions of the non-response problem are 
IT-umber of 
1)18stiOlmaires 
Sent Out 
304 
Usable 
1.eturll;:; 
222 
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Iron-usable BetuI'ned ~ost Cffice 
=~ett.1rl1S 1,-£.x1:ed t GOlle 
'rhe usable response rate of 73;~;rjas a highly satisfactory 
result, particularly given the cha:racteTistics of t:::.c popul&:tion 
under inve:.;; tigation. (3) In the United Jb.tes, fOT the various 
stud.ies of wanpm-rer )ro:;rarumo p:::,rticipants have typically aCl'licved 
a x'osponse rate of only some 60;:, even 1:11ien erop1nying a personal 
interview technique. (4) l'h8 response rate is not the 8rld of the 
story. '1'he costs of nCl1-:response bias in any survey can be sig:l.'lificant1;:r 
rto·duced if the nature and extent of the bias can be estatlished. In 
our case access ,'HiS obtained to the application forms of a group of 
non-res~)ondents 1;0 the questionnaire. Information on matters such 
as ".ee~ u"l8.rital status, skill level, and industry of employuel1t v;tere 
extral?t:::;d from these forms in order to see if there v{ere any obvious 
sign.s of bias present in the questionnaire .,retuxns. This (,18:'c2" -"hioh 
is reproduced under a separate heading in a rlillllber of tables in 
chapters 8 - 10, revealed little evidence of nch-rc.sponse biEL:::. 
G = :'oseI' a.nd ,:;. ~(al'cont S'll-ry-e;t ~,I=et~hods in .~)oc-i al In""v8.:t; e;e,tio11, 
Heineman, London, 1971, p. 263. 
) :';:ichael 12;. Borns and Gha:ch,s G. 3untz, '?roblesfJ a"~c:. lc:'::ues in t~le 
I~valuation of I.=anpower :Pr08}~8.mmes I, Industrial and Labor ~~e1ations 
Review, vol. 25, ITo. 2, Jam.l2.ry 1972t p. 239 .. 
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r:L'he pToblem of inadequate COVGTaee, "fthich could :dToduce 
selectivi ty bias anong l:;11ose who agreed to t2.ke part icn the sUl'Vey, 
\12.S in reali ty muc;a more of a The total illl[:;.\)er of 11Z'J:.18Sj f 
ac1c:res:ses supplied by the '.18:.3. less them an on the 
basis of t~le past inflo':1S of labour into these excha:1G'es, aEd i:l 
:relation to the total Il1XTibel' of these the 
S11:r-ve~r period*, t]10 S1J.I·ve~r assisted frO:ll 
2cotland declined Telative ~~O tl10se for the previous 12;;~onths, 
particularly in the case of tile e:x:cb,ange s. 
example, there 17e1'e 10 from 5cotland to 65 for 
the 12 months 
eJCCl1a11ges o:f CroydOl'1 and ~Ci:ng~s Cross tIle total nu:::bcr of :'3co~~"tish 
incomers fell fTom 76 to 
i:hese reduced ill.mbers weTe a x'eflection of changed economic 
conditions in both the areas of origin ruld the areas of destination 
during the survey period. :S'or B2'i tain as a whole unenploJTlent rose 
during the sll:."vey months fro2 2. 1:[1 
keeping Iii th this oV8rall trend the ~I;nG'lish saLlple exchanges all tended 
to experience rising ullemplo;yTJont rates and falling VaC8.T.Lcy rates 
during the period.. Ii t the same title, while lmemployment rose in 
absohrce terms in Scotland the imprclll8cl uJl8mploy:nen'~ dj_ffere~ltial 
1)etween Scotland anc: the rest of t:::o -C;ni ted 
resul t was an increased prQyortiQl1 of intra-ret;rional I:lovers for 
Scotlanc: during these Dontl-:'f3. (5) t;he tendency to z--.,bshtutei:c'ltra-
re~gio:r'lal :10V8tlent fo::~ i11tc:r-rec;'io:l:::.l 
earlier in 8hapter 5) increased the surve~r perioc .• ::!hese trends 
(5) Some 65/ of the 4,286 mi{;xru:lts of Scottish cries-In Eoved within 
Scotland during the survey period .. 
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in mover.~entt although rEduciI:.g potential sample numbers~ weI'8 Clot 
Vii thout interest in pointing to the shifts in size and direction 
that mm,-ement under the E.rr.S. is subject to in a situation of 
rising general 'tmemployrnent .. 
The other problera for sample numbers, which vms again exogenous 
to 01.,1.r control, was tr.tat the nunber of l:lOVerS who signed the ste:,cil 
(agree inc to take part in the S1.1rve;y) ,Jere undoubted12l influe::'lced 
the extent to v,rhich the eXC~18.nge officers tried to actively 'sell' 
the idea of participatinG in the project. These 12 non-ehs uere a 
particularly awbm.rd ti,"IlC fox' conducting any academic survey which 
required the co-operation of personnel in local emploY:21ent exchanges. 
This was clue to the transitional difficulties over: staffL!.2: al'::d nork 
load allocation which followed the st:ructuxcd re-orgcJ.I1i:·ation of the 
activi ties and fuX"wtions of the Dcp&rtmcnt of Empl0311r.e:r:.t. Compli::.ints 
of excess::' ve worl: load local officers of the newly created 
Zmploym.ent Services ;~gency resulted in a vddespread IY.'Ork-to-ru18' 
caIilpaJ..gn during tl1e last quarter of 1974.. This campaign culminated 
in December 1974 and January 1975 "lhen various local exchanges ref1.J.sed 
to collect arlC!. Teturn Uc'1employment and unfilled vacancy statistics. 
C'cienty-one exchanges also refused to file their noroal I~. T.3. returns 
for thEe quarter ending December 1974. 
These industrial relations difficulties resulted in a n~iller of 
awk:ward proble[;1s for "I;ho smooth 1"'Uru1ing and completion of the survey .. 
~:he ?Iorth East regional office in ;3cotland, for exa:ople, insisted tbat 
the Aberdeen, I:2J:vergol'don 9,nd Inverness exchanges should supply only 
a fixed quota of names and addresses. 2ven beyond this initial 
constraint ihlposed on the poteJtial size of fhe smaple, there was a 
proble:o. of certain exchange officers rna.king Ii ttle or no atte:opt to 
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er.:.c Olli~8~0.~e tl'.e c,ssistec1 lJ.CY,\l" e I<;2. ··Co tal(e 1)8.1' -':, in the px'oject. I'here 
l;e1'e, for exauple, 61 movers from 3cotland to Luton this 
period, a:;.1.d ~ret the exchange only on to us if l1e,nes to uhom 
questionnaires could be ser:t. It was Gui te obvious fro;n t}:ese 
figures that Luton ;'[as one exchanGe that wade little or no atte:21Jt 
to :oaximize the numlJer of assisted w~lling to participate in 
the survey_ 
l'his sort 0] problem ::nade it impera,tivE' to obtain B.ccess to the 
a~lJplication forms cf ;novers to OUy' sacple exchanges ;:i110 had refused 
to take il1. tl1€ st1.1dy. In ft:wt it VI&S possible to obtain. 
umdllh1g to fill in a questionnaire. 'l'he information 8):tract::;d from 
tables in chapters 8 - 10, covered certain key pers01:1al 2.l1.et labour 
Elarket characteris·~ics 3uch as age, tl<lri tal st2tus 1 skill level and 
industry of employLlent. The results :)1' this exercise revealed no 
obvious indications of selectivity bias in the questionnaire results. 
Conclusions 
In retrospect there apl.:;eared Ceo be only one cost of any significance 
which resulted from the enforced use of a postal questionnaire L.'1 
this study .. This arose out of a ~ ., lear 01. a trade off bet";leen the 
length and complexity of 8. questiOlmaire and the problem of non-response. 
In order to ninimize the risk of a low response rate it was necessary 
to economise on the number of questions asked, and to f:ra::ne all tIle 
questions in a very straightforwaI'd rather black and '\1hite nanner. 
This meant that the prepared answers had frequently to ,be lJo3ed as 
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CHAPTER 9 
JOB PI1Dn~G J,J:':'l'HOm 1118 '.PIE llOLE OF TImij;o'l.'.s. 
PRGmTTNG GbCGRAI1ITCAL ?!IOBILIIT 
Introduction 
The means of finding jobs in tr.l8 destination m:.'eas, in conjunction 
with the mobility assist211ce from the 3.'l.'.S .. ,forID the E:ssential 
linl-c betvloen the pre-migration and post-mitzration labo"LU' market 
positions. In performing this bridging operation they are amons the 
major determinants of the extent of i..."'1.dividual and social efficiency 
wi th which these labour resources [lave been redeployed. ]?or example, 
the extent of an individual roigrantts gain or loss in waGe and 
occupational status terms bet\7een the two labour market situations 
_viII in large measure be determined by tIle effectiveness and efficiency 
of the job search/findLng process, and by the extent to which 
assistance under the B.'l'.S. brought about a particular move that would 
not or could not have been undertcl-cen in the absence of aid from the 
scheme. 
'rhe key questions for exar:lination in this chapter are therefore 
as follons; by what Deans did the assisted migrants find eIrll')loyment 
cJUtside the local labour market area, and how essential VIas E.I'.S .. 
assista"'1.ce in stimulatillg and permitting movement to these particular 
jobs? The follo;vinC section contains an examination and discussion of 
the job finding methods used by the questiolh"'1.aire respondent group. 
The successful job finding methods 
It is n01"1 a well documented fact that the mobility a"'1.d recruitment 
of labour within the confines of a particular local labour market relies 
heavily on informal job search/finding methods. l1ees and Schultz, for 
example, in their study of the Chicago labour market estimated that 
informal sources (i.e. referrals tp~ough friends/relatives and direct, 
off-chance applicc,tions) acc01.mted for more than 80;; of all l:l.anual 
(1 ' 
worker recruitment. ) SiI:J.ilarly in J3ri tain l'lackay fow""1.d that 
friends/relatives and casual applications were responsible for 53 
and 66;:~ of all hires in Glasgow a..'1.d J3irminghaI:J. respectively. (2) 
This conclusion has also been supported by a number of smaller scale 
studies of involuntoxy movers '~10, follo,ving redundancy, sought re-
emplo;Y,2ent within the same local labour market areo.. (3) 
The traditional explanation for the popularity of informal 
information networks in the local r:w.rket is bo.sed on the distinction 
betvleen the intensive 8..L"'1d extensive marc;ins of search. It is argued 
that t~le job search/findinG process wi thin the local labouI' f'J.arket is 
confined a.lnost exclusively to the intensive lilarg-in of search '-,here 
the informal methods can best supply the type of qualitative 
information so highly valued by both employers and e=nployees.(4) 1:'h8 
relative usage of informal and formal job search/findinG' methods Ir.ay, 
however, be quite different in the case of jobs obtained through 
moving outside local labour market b0U11daries.(5) This possibility 
is aC~'1.owledGed by even as staunch a defender of the value of informal 
(1) A. Rees and G.P. 3chul tz, -\[orkers and-.'ages in an Urban Labor 
lJarket, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1910, p. 201. 
D.I. ::Zackay et aI, Labour I,iarkets Under Different ~ployment 
Conditions, George Allen c::; Unwin, London, 1911, p. 351. 
See, for eXarilple, H.R. Iealm, l\.enercussions of :iledundancy, George 
Allen & un~~n, London, 1964, p: 93-100. 
A. Bees, 'Information networks in Labor Markets', American Economic 
Review, Papers and Proceedinr:s, Vol. 56, lTo. 2,']fuy 1966, p. 560. 
In this reGard one should recall Reynold's much quoted dictunl tl1at 
i .. ... the most important boundaries betlYeen labor markets run along 
geot,'Taphical lines I. Lloyd G. ~eynolds, The ;3tructure of Labor 
l'J:arkets, Harper, Hew York, 1951, p. 41. 
information networks as Albert }{ees, 
search at long distance is indicated when theTe are 
serious local imbalances bet'ween supply and demand. 
The em.ployer will enga£;e in long-distance search i',', 
cC.se:::; of e~cceSG demaml and ·the employee in cases of 
corilZlunications networks connectir::.,g widely separated 
locations make the most se~13C" (6) 
~ccordinz to this tl:e forual job 
~;reater sic;nific8.nce 1J7heD. vacancieS e,nd applicantS' are matchec over 
geographical distance as here workers, in mavin.-,S' 
of their f8nilis.r local labou;r Darkets ~ are likely to be engaged in 
an extensive search process, and this necessitates the use of' mo;re 
forDal information llechanisws which ere tte best eQlu2ped to provide 
a reasonably full covera:;e 8f the national labour narkct. 
'1:'11ere is, however, an alteI'Ilative arg-'<lment to tJ:1C one a'boye. 
1'hi3 stresses t~1e likelihood of a wides:;:lrc9.cl 'chain miSTation I 
due to eo.rlicr ni[,To,nts fostering further mi'i:;ration by 
feedinz back job inforoation to friends or farrJ.ly still living in 
t~'loir for:1er home area. In their national survey of geographicc:~l 
i~'1 tlle uni ted ~ta.tes and =.Iuellcr re:p8rted tl1D.t 49;~· of 
tt.0ir res]ondent group ho.:1 otJtained their :::,elevant jot information frOIa 
fl'ier::.c1s a~'ld rela"ti ves ~ which in tu.:rn helped expl;;;,i:.'l so ;:,,~n~r of the 
T:::Us findins s"tLCsests tl1.at for a sis:nifica~:t proportion 
of letters and ,r~~si ts hO~lle from p:::'evious migrants cOY'.sti tute 
the :principle scurce of information for job over dist2x.ce. 
phenomonon means that the 
current s~atial allocation ~f is D. function of the s:;!atial 
(6) """ . t r:;/'r- ~ -".ee8, 01).C]. ... , p. /0)-0. 
(7) Jol-"m 3. Lansing aEd :: ..:'va LuelleI', ':::118 Geographic ?,obj)it;r of Labor, 
~1ese9,rch Center, Institute for Sccis,l 3e:see.:rdh, ..... ,n:::. /l.rbor, 
1967, p. 2l0 .. 
allocation of migrants during previous time period/i.. This h~y"pothesis 
has been tested and substantiated in a number of .A.merican studies. ( 8 ) 
Although this area of investigation raises important questions of 
labour market behaviour, and is an area ripe for empirical investigation 
in view of the competing nature of the above two hypotheses, there 
has been little(:i,f any) empirical work concerning the job finc1inc-
mear..s involved in the process of geographical mobility in Britain. 
This topic of investigation aSS1.:lD1es even greater importance here due 
to the fact that the w.ig-.!'ants were assisted to move by means of an 
instrument of government nanpovler policy" The results of this 
partiCUlar investigation are of considerable polic2i significance due to 
the fact that the potential vahle of a policy of assisted labour 
mobili ty can only be fully ree.lized if the majority of migrants are 
assisted to move to jobs found through the employment service. If this 
is 110t the case then the ability of scheIlles such as the::;;. c;.'.S. to 
match the :right type of' worker vtith the appropriate ,job vacancy, which 
is an essential pre-requisite for positive socia.l benefits from this 
type of policy,(9) is strictly limited. The non-fulfillment of this 
condi tion means that; the effect of the scheme is merely to round off 
a decision which lIas been largely determL"1ed outside the influence of 
(8) ,3ee ~Jichael J. Greenwood, I ::~eseal'ch on Internal Ei{~;ration in the 
United Sta.tes: Ii Survey', Journal of Zconomic Lj_terature, vol .. 13, 
Ho. 2, June 1975, p. 405-6. 
(9) Here l!te are concerned only wi th the social benefits or gains frou the 
policy and hence this contention does not imply any support for the 
now' rather discreCi.ited arg"l.ID~nt that the individual user of informal 
job search/findil1C; methods "till himself experience a dispI'oportionate 
share of costs, such as a longer period of unemployr:lent, a wage 
reduction or occupational dow:ngrading, relative to the users of the 
employment service. Ii'or evidence on this issue see Grahcull 1. lleid, 
'Job Search and the Zffectivenes3 of Job Findir",s; l,lethods I, 
Industrial ru~d Labor ~elations Review, vol. 25, No.4, July 1972, 
p. 479-95. 
the policy, and hence the 2cheme is unable to play any positive role 
in shaping the preferences of the migrants in re:;ard to the t~Y1?e of 
job sought or even the general destination area of the move. 'rhe 
unfavourable effects of this late entry of the policy into the 
migT~~t decision w4king process will be discussed in more detail later 
in this section. 
The questionnaire ini'ormation provided no definite indication 
of job search octhods, but it did perr::dt a useful comparison of the 
ways in which jobs in the destination areas were found. The 
distinction bet-IYeen job search an.d job finding methods ",ust be h:ept 
clcaxly in mind as it does not necessarily fol-low that the successful 
job finding method 
search method. (10) 
7iaS the wost frequently and intensively used job 
The job find.ing I:J.ethods used by the sample group 
may be divided into the tr2.ditional cateGories of 'formal' and 
'informal' methods. In this particular study the formB.l group ilicludes 
the emp10yoent service, private eIDploJ~ent exchanges, neus media 
advertis9Iilcnts and the placeaent facilities of education institutions. 
The informal category covers referrals by friends and relatives and 
direct application (by letter' or' in person) to firms. The figures 
in 'I'able 9.1 below refer to the job finding methods used by the 
question..~aire respondent group according to their pre-migration 
employment status. The perce"ltages are based on the respective column 
totals. 
(,10) ~e~d op c:t p A8" 0' II  I ~.~., • ~ )- • 
Table 9 .. 1 
./\. Com arison of Job 
Status of the :~uestiomJ.8.ire 
Zruployment 
service 
Hews aedia 
advertiser::.ents 
Direct 
application 
Friends, 
relatives 
Yteferral by 
education 
instituticn 
More than 1 
me thod -){"'** 
Column total 
Unemployed 
reGular 
'Jorkforce 
rn.er,ber 
32.5 
14.0 
25.4 
18.4 
3.5 
..,. r.: ).) 
III 
In 
emplo;ymenV:--x-
23.9 
17.4 
26.1 
21.7 
4.3 
~-)chool 
leaver 
19.4 
37.1 
12.9 
11.3 
19.4 
62 
::~ow total 
and pex'centage 
60 (27.4) 
47 (21.5) 
49 (22.4) 
38 (17 .. 4) 
18 (8.2) 
7 (3.2) 
219 
* Only one person failed to provide the necessary information. A 
further two 111ig:r.a.'1ts found their jobs through private employment 
exchanges. 
** In stop-gap employment or under notice of redund.ancy. 
·H-,c r.i.'his multiple user aate,iOr;t consisted of 5 persons i'Iho had used the 
employment service in conjunction with the network of friends/ 
relatives, 1 person v1ho used the er::.ploYTuent service together ylith 
a press advertisement to obtain employaent, and finally 1 movel' 
who found his job by l;leanz of a news media s.dvertiseLlcnt and a 
referral from friends and relatives. 
The results in TablE) 9.1 support the hypothesiS t:b..at the forma.l, 
institutionalized job finding rJ.ethods aSSUTJ.e greater iLlportance in 
obtaining employme;:lt outside the local labour market aI'ea. ~'or the 
sample as a whole the most popular job finding means nere, in order of 
importa.."'1.ce, tho employment service (27.4~j), direct e.pplication (2:2. 
news media advertisements (21. 5j~) an.d finally referrals by friends and 
relatives which accounted for 17. of all jobs found. The informal 
BOlu'ces of direct application and friends/relatives have normally 
accounted for upwards of 60;; of all jobs f01L'ld in local labour 
market studies, but for the assisted migrant sample here these tyro 
, 
sources together "accounted for tL.'1.der of the jobs obtained by the 
movers. Conversely, the importance of the formal job finding mechanisms 
here was greater than that revealed in previous local market based 
studies. 'l.'he figures in ':rable 9.1 may be compared with those conhdned. 
in the Parker Report. ;;Johle 23j: of the Parker sample obtained their 
job through the employwent service, 23/" through newspaper advertisements, 
by direct, personal appliea tion and 115; through refe'i':::,;:.l 8;:'; 
f · 'I d l' . (11) r~enQS an re at~ves.. ' 
There are few differences between the job finding methods of the 
various groups in Table 9.1 which are ~\Torthy of any extended comnent. 
Perhaps the most interesting finding to emerge was the substitute 
relationship bet1ifeen the use of the employment service and llews :Jledia 
advertisements. This rehttionship is sugGested by 2. comparison of the 
job finding methods used b:r persons who were ref-rular wQrkforcc menbers 
wi th those methods employed by the school leaver category.. 'E'ce :>:AZt:12,l' 
T.vorkforce members made above-average use of the emplo;ymcl1t service and 
below-averaGe use of n8';lS media advertisements, while the reverse was 
true for the school leavers. This difference essentially reflects the 
different occupational labour :"J.arkets in which the t'lIO groups sought 
employ-::1ent. The evidence to be presented in chaioter 10 indicates 
that the school leavers ab-Gained emplo;yuent in the highly structured 
whi te collar ErmploY'illEmt sec'j:;or whose national labour ":1l8,xl::et orientation 
(11) Jtanley Parker, Assisted Labour 1:obility, Unpublished ?eport 
prepared for the Department of ~~mployment, Jl.!.UZllSt 1975, p. 9. 
i::1vobres a well ostalilishcd, in-luilt source of job L:forITl8."tio::1 - i. G. 
j ou:rnal s. ( \ ) In contre.st, t~:,ere :LS no 
systeJ:.w.tic job infcr:rtntion for 
sen:cree of 
for" tIle 
lesser skilled) whose labol1r r.1arke·~ is lOC2~11~i" defir~ed, 
and her-lce their ~leeC:: to most on the 
in jobs the 10c2::::" I:lErl:et are2. 
number of com~ents about certain 
c,:~te::sories in Table 9.1 are necessary at this staGe. In this 1J8.:'" ticul,s..r 
study the I direct 2.pplication I cate[;ory cannot be equated in a 
strais-ht-forward mamlGl: vri th 9 casual' or I off-chancel 
has been the case in :9revious market st;udies.. :';"he dix8ct 
application eate:;'ory L"'1. this t;wo ;::Jepu.r2,te aIld 
distinct 
the youns~ school lcavers the to civil se:r\rice 
emploJ'T.':.er: t in I.lo:a.J.on or to in ;'Lberdeen, the 
second 
oil rig platform construction 8.t I:w8x,'c:'ox'dol'l in3cotlanc.. 
groups ,fas that t:~lerc wa3 no indicatic::: of an extensive 
random search process 
jobs. 'lrie scrJ.ool leayer co. 
definite ideas about 1::18 
enter, and acc0rdi:~J.[;ly t;18ir scare:':: ]:~JCCSS cO:-l.siste~. ')f little mo:':) 
than the of 3. sinGle letter to the relevant 
authority i.e. the Jivi13ervice :Bcc)'rd or the 
--------------------------------------------------------------------_."-------
(12) ?ee, fOJ: , Geor2;8 ~:: • .Jc~:;;lltz, f' ~:o:1-Fn.ic;:1 :;;:.x!:e·~ fm' 
Labor I in Lspects of u,bor =conornics, ~;2t.:urcau (;f 
0:;conorrd.c :::esearch, Princeton Urd. versi ty l-'res,,;, Princeton, 1962, 
p .. 107-46 .. 
Again in the case of the UIwEtplo:led ';J.~)vers to InvorgOl'don there was 
little evidence of any ra'1dorJ 'c;,oor lmock t:r]o of sea:roh 9roc028. 
:rhe impression Vias the 
(l~\ 
on becoGin~; uU8nployed )) these 
nigrants had made no reed a.ttempt to look for alternative 
in the local are"" but rather Lad moved 8_IT:1ost to 
InverGordon (14) where it 7!U3 Y"Videly :m')wn that simply 
labour shortage area& 
second point to beax in n1inc~ ytfhen com::iderinD -~~1C re8ul ts in 
Table 9.1 is that the friel:ds/:relativos network, while it cert;::d111y 
played a much smaller job fi~~dil1g role in overall ter:ns tha.'1 has 
been the case in previous local labour lU.8.rket studies, did aSSUGe a 
nosition of above-average i:nportance in certain destination areas. 
'1:hi s findi:llg is in k:eepirl£' vli th ::l nn..":lber of other findings w11icn 
emerged in this :3 tudy of the workings of the :S. rJ: .). , 
certain as!'ects)f the operation and iTIrpact of the polic;)' had a 
defini te area.-specific dimension to tl'.cm. Among our twelve sa:nplc 
exchange a:reas information on t::.8 ::le2.:18 of fincling jobs in Corbj" 
indicated that just 1l:::1der 33:: of the movers to this 2..rc;;a had ol:>tai:led 
their job t1:'U'ough huor:nation provided by personal conti?~cts already 
living i.il the area. i-i:his illustration of a ch,dn 
at work is readily ~:1derstandab1e in -de,: of Stewart 
(now t);e Eri tish '-3teel Corporation) 10Eg history of labo'.-,r r 
(r\ 
from ~~eot1and .. \ '] j 
's 
(13) number of tJ-:e iLtima ted th8.t J::ce.C1 
qui t their previous job with t.jlC express intention of to 
'Nark in oil construction. 
thei:r low dur[~tion 
v[hieh was typically less timE 2-eeks to 
(15) ~~ay ;.f.'homas, J~';;rcliffe to Cumbernauld, PEP Broadsheet TIo. 516 t 
London, 1969, p. 854-8. 
t 
It is necessary to enquire whether the relative importance 
of the different job finding methods varied accordin:~ to any 
cr...aracteristics of the migraIl.ts beyond those in Table 9.1. 
question of particular importance here is whether the migrants who 
fOUlld their jobs thrOllgh the emploJT,ent service were disproportion-
ately concentrated among the Ullskilled and semi-skilled GTOUPS of 
uorkers. This issue warrants special attention as the inverse 
correlation between skill level and the extent of employment 
exchange contact and placement is held to be a major constraint on 
the employment service assumd.ng a more central role in the operation 
cf the labour market. (16) 
The results from the examination of this issue are presented 
in ~able 9.2. In order to increase the confidence that bould be 
placed in our s3Llple results the various occupational t;rades were 
amalgamated into two broad categories, namely unskilled and 
semi-skilled workers versus the rest - i.e. skilled lTI.9.nual, sales, 
clerical, adl:linistrative and :;)rofessional workers. The school 
leavers ','lere included with the la tte:r group as tr~ey were over-
whelLlingly mOving to clerical, administrative or professiona.l level 
positions. Only the four major job finding methods are included 
in Table 9.2 and the percentages are ba.sed on the respective colUul11 
totals. 
(16) lO '. Daniel, stratep,'ies for Displaced =:Jnployees, P:8i' 3roadsheet 
);ro. 517, London, 1970, p. 32-3. 
Table 9.2. 
~~: e-,78 ~,.ledia 
aC.:7e:i:~ti.se~J.e~1 t s 
:;]in,ct application 
1T~:';.slcii101~~, , 
semi-z~dllecl 
12.1 
·'~~l{::t.ll€d, sE:les, 
admiroistr2 ti ve/p~cofessiol1al 
a~J.c. .8c~nool 
26.1 
III 
T:::e~;c:sults contained. in 1:0.'0118 9.2 conform to eJCpectatio~:s with 
t service J' (;;18 or :ne2.l1S of job for the 
lesser skilled wor~ers ( 
Teferrals relatives a,nc1 triO Direct application 
i.cthoc: bo':h cf vrhich accou~ ted fOl: 25.3; of 2.12. jobs fcu:~~c1 
SGI'vioe 8ecor~.G~ c~heBcl of the 
direct tion :::lethod \. 
The 
::Jervice in both skill b.f'oL;.)ings 
of for t>e 
service ( rhie incicG.tes tliat the 
service for e.ll GTades 
c)f wor~=ers. . eV8rtheloz:... t!W cliLC'ere::tial rate of u.se of the service 
, p. 161 .. 
the 1.hJ.skilled/ SCIJu-skilled Harkers and the occupational 
-,V~S ~~ till quite 
9. 2 then t_'l8 follmvin;: 
( , • '1 
\J.J.) 
(18~ 
s:'he u.s€: CL~ the 
:;:'0lc;,tiYe to the .', t' 1:l.':'Ol"':t:l2. l.on sourcea, 
~ ..L.. "'i: .-l.n vJ1J.S stuc1~- than has [,een the case in 
studies of jot within laboD.I' mUkets. 
only some of ti:le full fou;~d their 
destination area jobs the serYice, while even for 'elie 
3ub-sawple use:c of .:;1].8 f , " seryice \l;ae 
the relevant fi;:;ure was still jobs 
just oyer a the 
questionnaire respondent ;TOUp moved to jebs found 
exchange:::: to 'the likelihood of a 
constraint On the potential efficiency of the • .J... • 
'ihe :::,emainder of this section hI'icfly discusses tile likely 
adverse implications of these jol:J finding results for the 
efficient operation of the Z.'l' :3. 
;:::18 full SUIJ. of bel1ei'i t.;; :r:esulting froili. lllov0me:o.t u:'Jd.er 
·:;l assisted 
pl~OCCS,s D.Z ~:rell as tllose 
of a job 
for 
;;.obili ty assistc.:::ce U:'1.der SC;:-~€J~:es of the As a 
Helocation' , 
resul·t; a necessary condi tiolL for the realization of such social 
is a 8ufficie!1tl;;- high of ir2.terdepe::lde:'~lce betw'eell 
the twin :processes of mobilit;I - i.e. one 
must ses.1'ch for and obtain jo'~;:; 2.gencJ ,inic;l <1otu8.11y 
;s.!:1::::il:.isters tile 1ll0bili t~T :policy .. if this condition is met ca.n 
mOV€I-~ be the availability of relocation 
8,s8i::;tar:ce,stlch that tIle :polic;;r has a positive, identifiable effect 
decision precess. xhis is a necessary condition 
1'01' fav,:::n;:.rable social be::efi ts to r03ul t from a policy of assisted 
I:ne resultE, in Tables 9.1 9 .. 2, however, sue5est that the 
operation of the J.:;.T.,:3. I::k'l.y Ilel1 be hampered by the old fB..iJ.iliar story 
of ti:;e j)OOT irlage of the 04plOTUl6Et sex'vice" r..as so aptly 
:pu tit, On one side it nas been seon mainly as dealin[: Iii th undesirable 
:ob8. 1:.. vicious circle is set up as many employers who EaVe vacancies 
above the level of unskilled labourer do not ini'orm the office, and 
!~ a \ 
people seeking good .jobs do not go tb.rough the office I. l,.Lj I lI'his 
argument implies that only a minori tY"'of tb: migrmlts obtained their 
jobs tl1roUCi1 er:lplo;'jtme~t exchar<::es because only a limited l1ll:Jber of all 
job V8,C' :10:'OS are actuall:; notified to (20) a!ld 2,t t1:8 same 
a :celati vel:" small ysrcen of 
u;::;ers of '1)118 \ $ j , especially above t:18 lower 
skilled tservice for search ~ LlI'pOses. 
(19) 
(20) 
effect :)f these constraints from tl1e demand and supply 
! ti2e vacancies ~'ierc t"lo:re but; those tll8., ','rere both acceptable and 
suitable had the exchanges', 
sides of the la-bour market is that the ~. T. 3. makes its presence felt 
in the migration decision making process at too late a staee, and thus 
largely constitutes a 'rubber stamp' on a decision 1llhich has been 
basically arrived at outside the SlJhere of policy influence. Some 
evidence which 1Jears on this contention is presented in the final 
section of this chapter. The question examined there is the mig:rants l 
propensity to make a similar move in the nbsence of assistance from 
the S.l'.S. These operational constraints may also offer some partial 
explanation of return mibTation rates under the E.T.3. which, 
according to the evidence in chapter 6, appear to be high in relation 
to a priori expectations and in comparison with the wastab"e rates 
experienced elsewhere with such 1Jolicies. This question of retLU~n 
migration rates is exawined further in chapter 11. 
The low percentage of migrants finding their destll1ation area jobs 
through the emploj~ent service has also been identified as a major 
constraint on the effectiveness of assisted labour mobility policy 
in the United States. In J:.!llerica, it has been a.:rgued, that the 
traditionally passive role of the employment service in both the 
recruitment of labour and job development must give way to a more 
posi tive agency 2.pproach involving an active out-reach effort on both 
the der:1a.no. and supply sides of the market. This is because 'on the 
basis of project findings there apj)ears to be general agri:.~ement that 
the Employment 3ervice cannot effectively adrdnister the relocation 
projects without extensive modification; both structural and 
procedural, of their present operations l .. (21) 
(21) CilIa J. T?eesma.n and David ~-=:.. Zimmerman, <Forker ::telocation, 
1965-lj.12, !l ~::eport to the U.:). Department of 18.bor I,ianpo¥ler 
Administration, l!'ebruary 1975, p. 87. 
This conclusion seems equally appropriate to the current 
operzc tion of the j:;;.1'. J. in. Britain as evidenced by the rGsul ts in 
this section which sUGGest a need to tichten up the relationship 
between the processes of job finding and spatial mobility Le. a far 
higher percentage of destination B~ea jobs must be searched for and 
obtained t:r~ough the medium of the employment service. If this 
condition is not achieved then there is likely to be little separate 
policy impact on the participant C::rOUpSI labour market status, and 
the relocation assistw1ce ~~ll, in subsidising a disproportionate 
volUl!1e of migration that v;auld have occurre.d anyway, produce very 
little in the way of social benefits.(22) 
The meaLS t:r~outSh which the migrants learnt of the availability of 
3. r:i' .:~. assistance 
The evidence on t~1is question of the propen.si ty to move in the 
absence of L;.T.3. assistance is presented in the fiIk"l.l section of 
this chapter. Before we umlertalc.e this exercise some attention shouLl 
be given ·~o the task of identifying the channels th:l.'ough which the 
assisted mig-:rants fir;:;t ceJ!le to learn of the existence of the ;~.'r.~. 
This is on important matter because of the numerous studies which 
have revealed a hig'h degree of ignoraJlCe of the scheme i s existence 
among groups of unemployed I'mrkers. (23) The results of this brief 
investigation may therefore provide some u~.eful ~idance on the question 
of how lJ9st to fil tel.' information through the labour market in order to 
reduce the gal) between la.tent and actual mobility. 
(22) Failing this active out-reach reform on both the demand and supply 
sides of the market the only feasible alternative may be to restrict 
the provision of relocation assistw~ce to persons finding a 
desti..'1a tion area job tr ..xough the eIilployuen t service. 
(23) The most recent illustration of this fact is contained in 
:0aniel, ie liational ::lux-vey of the Unemployed, P';:;P Broadsheet 
lro. 546, London, 1974, p. 143. 
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indicated the need to amalgamate various sub-categories of the 
respective independent variables as the original small sub-cell sizes 
were likely to have reduced the possibility of :st?tisti.cally 
significant results. The initial cross tabulationE provided the basis 
for selecting the appropriate sub-categories for amalgamation. The 
variables were all entered in dichotomous dummy form and the 
resulting form of the equation was as follows:-
Y is the answer to the question Vlould you have been able to move in 
the absence of assista:rlce, being coded 1 for Yes and 0 for I,To. 
A is the age dummy being coded 1 if aged below 30 and 0 if above 30 
years. This particular break or threshold in the age distribution, 
at the point of entry to the prime workforce years, was apparent from 
the initial cross tabulation results. 
E is the marital status dummy coded 1 for single, widowed and divorced 
persons and 0 if married. 
S is the skill dummy being coded I if a higher skilled worker and 0 
if lesser skilled. This was not a simple blue collar - white collar 
division as the former category included skilled manual workers as well 
as clerical, administrative and professional workers, <;'1"11ile the latter 
covered sales YlOrkers as well as 1L"1skilled and semi-skilled workers. 
The school leaver group (prior to relocation) ':lere placed in the 
former group as they were moving to either clerical, administrative 
or professional level positions. 
If is the pre-move housing t;Y'1?e dummy being coded 1 for those types of 
housing tenure considered least likely to restrict mobility and 0 for 
the other tenure types. The former category included private renters, 
those in temporary accommodation and persons living vri th their parents 
or family, while the latter covered o,mer occupiers and public 
authority renters. This division 'Nas based on previous housing-
labour mobility studies. (35) 
D is the distance of wovewent dummy being coded 1 for intra-regional 
movers and 0 for inter-:cegional movers. 'J:hese two categories are 
utilised as proxies for short distance and long distance movement 
respectively. Their acceptibility for this pux'pose was again checked 
by means of a cross tabulation exercise. This was to ensure that 
there \',ere no awkward categories such as 'border hoppers I in the 
inter-regional group. The results indicated the satisfactory nature 
of the proxies. 'rhe intra-regional movers were in the main h"loving 
from Glasgow or Edinburgh to the l~ew Tmms of Glenrothes and Livingston, 
from small towns and villages in the Horth East planning region of 
Scotland to l~berdeen or from centres in the ~J)rth -,[est liighla.'1.ds to 
the Harth East Highlands of Scotland. In contrast, the ir:cter-regional 
group were in the main moving from Glasgow to London m' from Glasgow 
to the one plant dorrrinated centres such as Corby in the l',IicUands. 
e is'a rruldom error terml 
:aefore presenting and discussing the results obtained from this 
model some consideration must be gi'ilen to possible statistical biases 
resulting from the use of ordinary least squares to estimate an 
equation containing a dichotomous dependent variable. ',C'i th a de:pendent 
variable of this foro the assumption of ordinary least squares that 
disturbances are homoscedastic is no longer tenable ~~d the stru~dard 
errors may as a result be biased. This problem can be overcome by the 
use of the two-stage generalised least squares procedure suggested by 
(35) James H. Johnson et a1., Housine: and the Lligration of Labour in 
England and "fales, :)axon House, Far'nborough, 1974, p. JtQ9-l1. 
Goldberger. (36) However, some recent work eI:lploying both techniques 
indicated thai: with a sample containing more than a hundred 
observations very little difference emerged between the two resulting 
sets of estimates.(37) A second possible statistical problem is 
that the use of ordinary least squares to estimate a relationship 
involving a dichotomous dependent v.;:;.::i.s;.11G li,ajr 3'&nerate predicted 
values which in some cases are negative or greater than one - i.e. 
they lie outside the true probability limits.(38 ) And as a result 
theory 3uggests that it is necessary to specify a f~_ctional form 
tl~t is constrained to the unit interval. This would require the 
model to be estimated by means of logi t analysis. .Again, however ~ 
the outcome of various studies utilizing these different estimating 
techniques has indicated that this theoretical weakness has rarely 
been a problem in practice. (39) In short if one is concerned vath 
explanation rather tb.an prediction then ordinary least squares seems 
adequate to the task undertaken here. 
The results for the estination of this equation are set out in 
Table 9.6 below. 
(36) Arthur S. Goldberger, :Gconometric TheoJ.'Y, John -"iley, l;-ew York, 
1964, p .. 235-56-
(37) V.K. 3mi th and C.J. Chicechi tti, tH.egl.'ession AnalJTsis with 
Dichotomous Dependent Variables', Paper presented to the 
Econometric Society :Lleeting (nimeographed), Toronto, Decem.ber 
1972. 
(38) Jan ti::renta, ::C;lenents of :E;col1ometrics, l:lacmill,m, Hew York, 1971, 
p. 427. 
(39) ::3ee, for example, =i~orley Gunderson, 'Retention of l'rainees: Ii. 
study va th Dichotomous Dependent Variables I, Journal of 
Bconometrics, vol. 2, Ho. I, April 1974, p. 79-93. 
Table 9 .. 6 
.2e,c;ression '~tesul ts: The Variables Associated with the Ability of 
the ;~uestionnaire l1espondent Group to j;Iove in the Absence of B.T.S. 
Assistance 
Variable ReGression Standard t statistic 
coefficient error 
Age du.mrny 
1 = below 30 0.12698 0 .• 07666 1 .. 66-l(-
l,iarital status 
dummy 
1 = sinGle, widowed, 0 .. 23846 0 .. 07826 3 .. 05*")<-
divol'ced 
Skill level dUlliI!lY 
1 = higher skilled 0.22321 0.05740 3 .. 89*"* 
grades 
Premove housing 
tenure dl,,1J."i!1IlY 
1 = tenure types 0.05301 0.07466 0.71 
least likel;:r to 
constrain mobility 
Distance of move dummy 
1 = intra regional 0.03412 0.05557 '0.061 
mover 
standard error of estimate 0.39882 
* Constant term = 0.30258 significant at .05 level 
(one tail test only) 
-/f* 
significant at .. 005 level F = 15.22061 ** 
(one and two tail tests) 
'I'he results in 'I'able 9.6 perform according to expecta tiOllS -ni. th all 
coefficients having the predicted positive sign. The r;J:"ri tal status 
and skill variables are significant at t:.le .005 level, while a:.;e is 
significant at the lower order .05 level on a one tail test. ine 
migrants most able to move in the absence of assista.'1ce were unmarried, 
aged below 30 and enplo:;red in the higher skilled occupational g:rades. 
The fact that these three characteristics have been so widely 
established as the correlates associated vd th unassisted mi,:;.;ration 
must lend c011.Siderable SUI)port to the v8,lidi ty and eenerali t;{ of 
these results. Conversely the type of Vlorker using the :8"T.3. who 
was least likely to llave been able to nove in the absence of assistance 
was married, aged 1'lbove 30 years and a lesser skilled person. Iihe 
implication is clearly that the ~.T •• in seeking to maximise the 
movement of pel'sons who could not move in the absence of assistance 
shou~d in the future concentrate on older, married or lesser skilled 
workers. 
There are two important points to bear in raind when interpretating 
these results.. E'irstly, these findings may well be specific to the 
present level and structure of financial pa~nents under the rn :'< .J", ..L .,;..;« 
Under the present arrar.,:;eruents single movers (who are likely to be 
young, but not necessarily unskilled) receive the minimum level 
and range of finatlcial assistance as marital status is one of the few 
cri teria upon which paynents under the j~.l' •• are currently different-
iated. Thus one might well obtain a quite different set of results if 
the present basis of subsid;y differeIJ_tiation under the :2.T.3. was for 
some reason altered in favour of sint:::1e movers. ;3econd1y, the limited 
3ee for example, -iillis, op.cit., chapter 2; Laurence C. Hunter 
and Grah2.ID L. E:eid, Urban .. :orker ],=obility, 03CD, ?aris, 1968, 
chapter 2. 
r8.llf;e and low level of subsidies to the single migrants mea!lS that 
the findings in Table 9.6 a..re less important for their budgetnry 
(rather than real resource) saving' implications than for the fact 
that the number of would-be migrants, ~ .. people "ho say the~r ';Ja-r-Lt 
to move but who fail to 8.ctu,:11y do so, considerably exceeds the 
volume actual movement. In the United states it has estimated 
th2.t for every actual migrant t two people expect to mi&Tate alld four 
say they would lilce to migrate. (41) SCr:l8 smaller scale su.rveys in 
-r • t· 1 • d ult 1 ""1 1 . (42) - . . 
.::lrl. al.n1aVe prOCluce' res s a ong Sl.llll aX .. _l.aes. ' ..L -c l.S 
specifically schemes of the ;:';.1.3. type which be capa.ble t 
thxou.:;h an active out-reac~1 effort, of bridgii1g t!iis all-L.'TIporta:;rc gap 
bet-'ileen intended a..'1G. actual noveDent as undoubtedly rlD..l1y 0;;:' the 
fo:rmer group aTe olde:r, married 2.;10 unskilled work
'
3rs. 
The sig:ns on the housil'l.['; and distance of move variables D..ccorded 
with a prioI'i expedations, although neither were statistically 
significant in their oym :right. In the case of housing this was due 
to a positive interdependence with the statistically si,:c:nificant 
personal chc.xacteristics of age and m.a:ri tal status. I'he simple 
correlation coefficients botvlee:n housir.g tenure type and nw..rital status 
and age were 0.64188 and 0.46809 respectively. The likelihood of 
such inte:rdepelldence has been raised in a m.unber of previous 
li terature reviews of the relc.tionship cetween housills c.fi.'l laboU1: 
mobility. As Hunter and Reid, fo:r exatlple, emphasized, 
~;uoted in ~r,oxrison in :0'riedmann and Alonso (eds) ~ ~. 1 p. 226. ( ) 
(42) ,:,jee, for example, E •.• ::ticharclson and E.G. '!Jest, II,~llst,.~e 
Takeiork to the -.!orkers?'t 1lo:rds Bank T:.eview, 1[0.71, Jam.lary 
1964, p. 38. 
•• •• home oV'Jl1ership may ~1ave little additional effect 
in determining whether or not all employee ,qill move. 
In many cases, ~1.ome ownership is positively correlated 
td ih age, occupation al1.d job a ttachmen t, and family 
CirCUIJ1stc:,nces, all of which tend to militate against 
geographical mobility •••• the main effect of home 
ownership may 'be to ma,ke people with other c[.'.ar:::teter-
istics of immobility even less willing to move. (43) 
In a more general discuscion of the full range of housing tenure 
Cullingworth also questioned the existence of a simplE) st::.'aight-
f'Jrward relationship between housi:1G and labm .. 1.r mobility due to the 
difficul ty of identifyi~ the influe;,~ce of hO'.lsing indepsndently 
of other factors involved in labot1.r mObility.(44) 
The distance of the move appears to be insignificant due to the 
offsetting effect of the personal characteristics of the movers.1:his 
was clue to an interdependence of the spatial cr...axacteristics of certain 
destination areas and the personal characteristics of the migT~~ts 
moving to these particular destination centres. iimol1g the questionnaire 
respond.ents the lOllS distar:ce mi,gran,ts oontained a disproportionate 
rrw~ber of persons :the particular age, marital status and skill 
characteristics that most predispose a person to move in the absence 
of assistance i. e. YOlli1t;, sin:;:le, skilled vwrkers. In contrast thE; 
intra-regional movers had those pe:rsonal characteristics that no:n:12.l1y 
militate nobility. L3 a result it Vlas not possible to test 
the separate influence of the distance factor on the abili·:;~i to move 
wi thout assistance due to the non-fulfil111ent of the r£cessary ceteris 
paribus ass1.lIDptior;. 'J::his foll0".7ed fI'om an inter-relatiol1shi];, oet1ileen 
destination area and ni;;rant charactel'istic~3 that ,ms essentially 
'conservative l ir~ 11i'lture i.6. those persons having the least ability 
J.3. Culli:l2,1'lOrth, Housing an.d Labour :;~Iobili ty, OZC:U, Faris, 
p. 67. 
to move on an unaicled ba.sis nere intra-regio~1.al 
miE.,Tants and vice versa. IYl to the housing variable this 
conteEtion was suppor-ted b~f the extx'emely low positive co1.'1'el13.tion 
coefficients lJetHeen c.1ist2.:~ce mld the personal characteristics of 
age (0 .. 04986), IJaI'ital status (0.13057) xld skill (0.06471). 
11~!e separate influence of si:;:~,::'le v::..riables only hae been exami:J.ed 
in this equation, Xi~ hence the analYSis needed to be developed 
further given that joint influence or interaction effects between 
inter-correlated independent variables may be of considerable importance 
in stimulating ::1igration flows and accountiU[; for their cOllYJosi tion 
and pattern .. (45) :Chis possibility YIas tested by multiplying the 
three statistically significant varia.bles in Table 9.6 in order to 
see whether beine both young and single, or highly skilled and single, 
or young and highl;;r skilled, would :rezul t in a probabil:Lty of 
able to nO've on ml unassisted basis "thr;,t ,tas greate:r tl1.arl the sum of 
the pI' obabili ties fOI' either of the two variables considered 
separa:tely. YtlC estir::J.8. tos fo:::' tb.is I'e,g_cession equation revealed that 
none of the interaction terms were stc-tistically siC;f.ificant and 
as tilere -:fD.S Y!..O ::r..arked in overall explanatory po-,mr the 
I'csul ts are not reproduced here in 'l'abular form • 
.. Conclusion. 
The major conclusion of this chapter is that the proba1Jility of 
being able to move in the absence of ':::.1:.3. assistance was to a 
significa,nt extent a f1L.'1.ction of the marital status, skill characte:r-
istics and to a lesse:::' extent the age of the movers. ~:.s the central 
(45) i~. G .:,illis, I The Influence of Spatial :3truct'l.L::'e a::1d 30cio-
economic Factors on :,ii6l'atiorl =1ates. Cast 3tudy: rr':;'Yl8side 
1961-66 1 , :1egiorlal:::tudies, vol. 6, ITo. I, 1972, p. 74-5. 
aim of a policy of this t;;rpe s:hould be to assist the mi,sration of 
persons wh.o not or would not other"irise ':LClve moved then the 
i:''1plica tion of t:1e Table 9.6 is t:,e :::':.1' •• should 
in the fut1.:cxe activel~" out reach to aid the Dovement of the married, 
olc.er or lesser skilled ur:.er:r:;:,loyed. 
T~1e value of this specific polio;)" orientation Y'lOuld be further 
er:hanced if t:hese particular ch.aracteristics Viere those that most 
predisposed a migrant to e,djust successfully in the denand area. 
If this was true the result of the above policy recoJ'llkendation 
certainly be a desirable reduc tior! in the size of Tates, as 
Teflected in TetuTn flows, experienced undeT the policy. 
'rhe evidence of chapter 6 points in tl~.is diTcction, ml.d thus ad:3.s 
vleight to the that the futu.re operatio~l of t?leS.l.,':l. 
should pay less ;;,ttention to the VO:i.tU::18 of migration and concentTate 
on orirltc;ing about a oore desirable composition 8,':d diT8('tio:l of 
laboLlI' flows. 
The question of return migration flows under the • is ta..1.;:!:cn 
up in chapteT 11. Friar to this, ho',;ever, various aspects of the 
assisted migrants I post-move labour narket s"!;atus ax'e exa'!1ined. 
'i'his taGk is undertaken in the follo,ring chapteTe 
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The Demand Industries The Supply Industries 
Vehicle marmfac-G'.:tre (3.2 to 32. truction (19.6 to 3. 
(5.6 to 1 drink and -t;obacco 9.0 to 1 .. 
Professional and trades 8 to 3. 
scientii'ic ,services 1. to 9. 
}ublic .8 to 8. YliS8ellaneous services 9 
sectors (11.4 to 12. and. commw."1ications (6.4 to 2 
vehicle indus vIas the net 
net of fianpOly-er. The other net of labour vvere metal 
mauf2.c"Vure and the t-icw order service sector groups \vhile 
the sector from the flmvs. In addition 
to the construction , the other net of TI1anpo\ver 
'/ere food, drink and tobacco manufacture, the two lower order service 
sector groups and the transport and communication group. These 
are broadly similar to the of the Parker 
cufter some allovlance has been made for the differences in sample 
basis emd survey between the two studies. 
further exa:Tlination of these flmvs i8 necessary in 
the industrial of movers 
to the recruitment injustries which were set out in Table 10.1. 
task involves establishing the extent of flO"\;is 
the existence of any sizeable flows of labour 
between a: related industries. 
11 detailed eros of the pre-move and post-move 
industrial sectors ,vas possible for the questionnaire respondent 
, OPe cit., Table 10, po 11. 
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manufec , the tradeu and service 
sectors. A smaller ~nount of labour was attracted from other plants 
in and metal manufacturing. 
Tb,E in of 
indus-[;rial recruitment ,';ould, c, least in broad terns, reflect the 
conai iiens and industrial stru,cture of the 
these general influences must be 
Vii th indus try factors in order to account for 
groups of , such as 
identified above. The of the distributive trades and 
miscellaneous serilice sectors in younger aged persons for 
the sector, (1 the i{ell established two Vla'J- exchange 
of labour be~.,een the construction and vehicle manufaci;uring 
in order to provide interim, gap for 
( 1:) 
construction and 'regular' car viOrkers respectively, 7 and the 
'J.ovement of labour betiveen the related set of metal work 
metal manufacture and are 
all of the latter of influence $ 
In the case of rccrui tr'1ent to the service sector establisi1Jnents 
a rather different industrial was evident, no 
d:::rl,lblj d.S a res.:l t of differences the inte~-related factor 
status. ,\Tho moved to 
e t a1., 0 p cit., 
( 8 1 'Labour i=obili Over the Life 
(19 ) 
(20) 
of Industria,l Relati,ons, Vol .. 13, No.2, 
OPe cit., p. 298. 
level ncm-manual 
B~i~~is.h Journal 
1975 ~ p. 201 @ 
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at practical level ~ost of the ldage series are 
fscilitat6s 
lSOZlS the in 
level of wage Iliade else\vhere in 
Eleasure one IliUS-G 
one element, albei evn 
of the ne benefi -GS of I 1I[l,ich 
is ::1SSl1TIlad as tiJ.e process of 
the uSe of ~ ;;tuestionnaire 
Yfl6alE issl.:tes 
3ti8~1l'1aire ~ 
l1B.tUI"t8 of 
tr;:;.vel oVerall 
cone ept of benefi~s 01 the job t;h6se factors 
the!: could 
8,/'EC SOr=l6 loss from 
as an over the one 
(27) s. Eottenberg, 'Gn vhoice in 
28 i.3 
As vii t1:1 most studies of laten.IT a jOillt retur11s 
6y;ists here in that the full extent of any vJage 
Hem cannot be attribu'ced to spatial as such 
also ref'lects -~l~e influenc2 cf indus tri2.1 to a lesser 
axtell for a considerable 
of the the tiOle of a of 
edtlca ti 011 a,nd and hence for this a 
of any y{age retl,lrn rclust be attributed to this 
scyarce of investment in nUl1l2m 
inte:::'vention W2,S involved in 
of -:he 
in the absence of assistance 
iderrtified from 
:;;:;rocess of ope::C8~ ti 011, al'ld 
of 
studies of effect of on have 
a l)road di,stinction lJetvleen rclovers. 
a reasons one 
irl Sa1l16 or (~vec bracket. The 
Jffie is a distinct 
his loss of any accu~ula possible la,clc 
releval'lt on l)asic 
i~e,oili control the of move ~J.ay expose him to 
~2.,urence e Ilun ter anCi. 
I ?aris. 1968 p. 20. 
\ i"1211s-Jo2.chim Eodenhoi·sr. '':'he Fcbili of I!abor and theJ:heory / ' 
of Human " Journal of H~an rtesourc~s, Vol. 2, No.4, 
1967, p. 431-48. 
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a market In 
short, for '.corkers lITho are a 
reduction may be expected, this does not 
... ,",~_J.. -~~'le 
-workers to 
a lac~,: of ef"ective ' . cnOlCel\\ ( 
aX'8 considered to h2~ve a much 
due to the of 
~h6 job search ana as a 
lYrO-v€; 1.11 orde::c-
of fav.)Urable ccaDi -Gians in. relev8n'G demand 
8\ride!1Ce in 
s 
facilities may 
to sone extent the J 
of i The Jl18S tion lS this 
i.n 
esta':::;lish 'tude, 
the overall 
relocation ana post-relocation B.re 
Hunter r~eid 
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based on the \.Te CC..Lumn tot2..1Se 
Table 10.6. A Com12arison of the Pre-move and Post-move Neekly: 
t-reloca:l;ion 
8 . 
• 8 
28 
1 .. 1 .2 
total 7 1 
to 
is 
due to the 62 school leavers 
fc:rce to rslQcc: Ill,.lIr1ber 
) -v{ho failed to of -their 
level 
The results in Table 6 
as 8. conse 
relocation. If one takes 
~ivi 
less thaIl this 
\ ./ 
sss:"stec. 
"'lage 
inflation 
less c"-l" :c"silec 
OCC1:~r=csd 
l 
se 
,'-
,,0 
of 
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only rose by some These 
small sized average changes are therefore likely to conceal elements 
of movement both up and dOvIn the ''lage scale as well as a 
in The of 
Elore of move~ent is exa~ined in 1 7. 
a more detailed set of wage categories than 
con-Gained in 1G.6 and is designed to the 
s in the 
o. is , -02seCL 
t;!:'OSe 
~-cell 
sizes 
on r8S~2C~lVe 
:See J:aiJle overlea.f 
of contentz 
of ~~11E i2:' 0 b in t!:2 
6x:t6nt of frO:11 
-0. 
--0 
~ 
--: 
• 
v'" \..;'" 
'-
,--,,, 
--:; 
• 
answer t8 the first 
1 of tte 
experien.ced a \~e 
rel;::, 
a3sistea 
L: 
'i'las revealed in. 
in the same wage 
31.ufered a -v.rage 
"Toun o ~ 
are not too 
\1hich co;:.(cll:.ded 
this and 
revealed 
these years of IS 
S~C8ess of the sectoral reallocation process about 
after a 
G.aii t or 
1 is 
ctive c 
G~2.in.ers 
c p2:r 
to 7 
15 
Col1A.r.£:n total 
( ) ?arker~., i}. 12. 
(34 
London, , 0:£. cit., 
251. 
0: 
2 
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The the 
was ~ reflection of the r2,te of ,,,age inflation 
have 
in t1:leir 
1Iage 
is the 
household may riep 
of 
::12,rriec1 J13,,16 
is 
of Britain is not revealed the 
3.i1l0l1D.t ~f 'conc88.,led 
authorities and the of "hi:lis concealed 
1.3 tt..,s varia tior. in 
'I 
; 
;::18 evidence and. bear out the firs 
as there was Ii ttle if a:-ry evidence 
~ion assistance in their 
OeiJ.sfits of ::.lovement under the " "~ .:... 0 _~ it J ... ,.' $' must take account of any 
i:c the &..x"ea r-elc:", ti ve to her \J'ork-
force in the 81-lPf area. 
onsG 
2,C 
Jlor a SUl;I:aary of relevant 
J 1(. B01vers j 'Bri tish j~ctiviRa.tes 
So dti.sh Journal of ::'=011 tical ';:;con::l1IY, 
1975, p. ')7-90. 
t11ersfore 
in 
to 
fr;.nction 
of literature see 
~~:rvey of Research', 
VoL 22, ~~o. I, february 
( ) 

Such 8" is 1ll1certain 
dorainanc e 
,,,ill the resi..llli 
of 
SCh.e.:u8S of ~\iork:e27 ~eloc2~tion in0.ic2~tes 
in 
in .:f the fS"fllale 
on6 assumes 
).:nerican and 
t li ttle of -che 
of 
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112\ Lj. ) 
) 
:)D,trSl.st the movers i..IDder the ~. 
ttr8 i::1 tl'lis 
:110vers 
) ::':a:[.col1-: F iS~1er 
..:ic~olson 
:E,l&c~( e t ?l G 
Industrial l1.elations, VoL 1 
:.~ahlberg 'Leonomic 2nd Social 
=,Io~Jili 
LJr.ci versi 
.2 
;z;t: ~.I 
.IV , 
and the 
for 
total 
Relocation' , 
1975, p. 73-4; 1L~e 
to Geographical 
Umea 
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th.8 
are -tb.a t i 11 ons sl.:<.c11 2.8 ::;cotlZ.DJi t116 assisted 
Sl.lch 
"mel Inverness etc. is more 
di:;ectiorl of 
onal ana. 
the te form of 
., 2.ssisted labcux 
lsvel of fema.le 
of suitatle 
destina-Gion areas nas beer:: considered the or constr8,int on the 
ilas been eonsi~erable 

the a.f' 
before the c.esiI'ed fOrID. of Both of 
'.!ill ~~sc~sse~ In relstion ~o 
~:re in Tabla 1~$ 
inJ:'able 
size direc tLm of flO1,-is bet"01een 
of held 
2 2 2 
.5 19 
.5 8 
2 
.. 
is 
'7 
j 
" 
I 
sa6r::. 
-:iOl1. of ]E.rSOrL3 local 2,-,} -t:hori 
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vide use of residential for 
local c:,uthori ter:.2.r"'.ci2S has beer: 2,ccused of cons 
Se \ 7 
ti:ori t2n:~nts 
ob 
cr~cice in the 
i the anS"ltJer to t11e 
s - •• ap;ears to be those who 
( 
I" 
in Tth€ir 2~locatioh 
o 
re-ent;er 
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of 
of a 
cr:oice si 
2 
·:;:.::~~er status. 
-,~ >- "'", 
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) 
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\,'orkers Used Governments of Selected 
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of rates 
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this C1 .. z:e not end of the 
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of this question.(l) 
(ii) r~~le figures in chapter 6 deal:b almost exclusively in th intra-
regional migrants, but as psychic costs and impel'fect labour 
ma:rket information (,,[hich build in uncertainty and risk into 
any figration decision) may be a positive function of the 
distance moved (2 ) then return migration ra.tes f'or intJ':a-
regional movers may be conside:t.'ably below those for inter-
regional movers. This is a hypothesis capable of examination 
here as the new data related to both intra-regional and inter-
regional migTants. 
(iii) In order to properly define a 'successful relocation I the 
defini tion must contaia a specific tiDe dimension L e. ther-e 
must be a minimum duration of residence necessary in the 
destination area before a neve o;Llnlifies as being successful. 
In chapter 6 it vias sugzested tha.t the return mie;ration 
flows VIere overy,helm.i21gly concentrated in the first twelve weeks 
after the original move. T}18 basis for this suggested figure was 
the ru1ecQotal evidence of local employnlent eXCrmilS€ officers 
responsible for administe:ri:'lC tlle E.'r.S. and the 'last contact I 
entries on a nurrwer of the relocatees~ emplo~~lent exchange files. 
There was clearly a need, howeve:r, to provide a more :l'i8orous 
in-depth ffilalysis of the tirrcins of the return moves as some 
American studies have sUGgested that the use of a broad stayer-
leave:r dichoton;y is likely to conceal a nunlber of important 
differences between I early' a~:d 'late1' leavers. (3) In order to 
(1) CilIa J. ]eesme.ll and David ~.l. Zimnerman, 'lio:rker :tlelocation, 1965-1972, 
A rteport to the U.S. Department of Labor Manpower Ldministration, 
February 1975, p. 129. 
(2) Lowell S. Galloway, 'Industry Variations in Geograpliic Labor Eobility, 
Pat:berns I, Journal of Human Resources, vol. 2, Iro. 4, Fall 1967, p.471. 
(3) Reesman and Zilll.Uerrncm, op,cit,o, p. 135 .. 
investigate this possi1)ili t;T the timing question is specifically 
taken u; in this chapter tirrough the construction of 8" decay 
fur~ction which. is capable of 
discontinui t:r or threshold in the length of staJ-likelihood 
of retlrrning relationship, \I\fhich retlITn flov{S tedl off 
to such an extent that tllis may be deerr.ecl the critical PiS: _.)cl 
of adjustment for the 
• 
'rhe dat::. for examine this p8xticular question WQ3 not dex-ivr2.:::' 
from the questionnaire schedule, but ra-cher the ag:reed p:roced1.rre W0.8 to 
bave local emploj'Taent officers in ten of the twelve 8lITVey exchanges 
(Abe:rdeen and I:;:wer;:;ordon had to be excluded f:rom this exercise on 
arlminist:rative gI'olL'1ds) sepa:rate out the retu:rn miG:r.:'nts on the basi;:, 
of the application fo:rm reco:rds fo:r all assisted mi.£.:rants to thei:r 
particular axes dlITing the SlITvey period July 1974 to June "].975. 
:'he information used in pe:rfornillC this task Vias -[;i18 'last paYL1cnt 
or 'last co:atact I date :ceco:cded on an individual' s a~)p1ico. tion/payment 
fO:1:~ms. This last cO::1tact (or ckte meant that [lie Vl2.S 
!10 10;lge:::' employed in the dena:,-d a:reL u21icll, acco:rdirLt~-;"GO -;he officers 
corlce:rned, inva:riab1y hlca:::-,t that he Lad retuI'tied to his area of o::::'igin. 
This :-.tacl tVJO over the U3e of a 
missing f:rom Ol-1r ds:t:a set \ihic]: 
bias i~ito the :results. i~nd secondl;)!, there was no neecT to c21culate 
a sta:lda:rdized rete:'ltior:. rate which is a necessary but awkward ta.sk 
when t~lf", follOlil! :.] period at the time of interviei'r.i\z the :reloce.tees 
varies 
of ~\merican studies in this area. ) '1:11e disadvantage of this illetl1oci. 
(4) ~l8esnan and ZimDcrw.an, ~ .. , p. 130. 
270. 
was that no info::':w.a.tion ''las provided on the demographic and labour 
market characteristics of the return Dovers. 11.s a result it W2.S 
not :possible to present a detailed c.i.scussion of the personal and 
chapter si:t:lply focuses on the question,:; of the rate and of 
rettU'l: 
Thex'e are t',70 points to bear i:::: rind '.'Then consi~18ri=-LC; the 
figures :9resenteCl in this chapter, ::?il'3t12', the figi..l::'cS ::~C'C::1 t::1G 
Luton, Da.zenham cmdestminster 
regardless of ;:'c,:;ion 0:" origin, y,'hereE\S the other six onl;;' 
:~rovided details for r:j,ovsrs of '3co+;tish Ori6.Ln. Lnd secoYl.c"-l~/, '.':l.'lile 
t;he figures from t~le ::~n€;lish 
surV2~r period those fox: the :::cottish ex:::hanses covered 
quarter endinG June 1.n5. 
excha.'1.ges, the 
Sl'10111d be trea.ted Y~ri t:1 some desrec of cc1.UtiO:l • 
reason t:].ese :lifferellces . ::;uld introduce an~r tic ~ias 
int:: tl::e results, aIle. certainly -I:;l18 trend in the results ·oel0',';' L3 so 
Ul1lT,istakable as to preclude the p:::sibiL.ty of any sig11ificar~; 
distortion in the do.ta., 
'.211e return migration rates fo:e the ten SUI'V::< excha:1G8S 83'8 set 
out below inlable 11.1. 
(5) l~'OJ~ sor:::e 8vio.eD.ce on. t~:1ese :;:-J.C~ tteI?S see 1?2.::::e:c' 
Laboux !::cbili ty, Un:;mb1ished =::eport I!repare6. for tile 
of :=mplo;;i'J0Ylt, \\<,~us'~ 1975, p. 17-18. 
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lIable 11.1 
,jetllrn =~i;Tation :iat;es of the Assisted. " .. igrants LOLl :2en of the 
Destination i:"rea ::;zohanges 
z.xchange 
Croydon 
31e!1.J:otb.es.J(~ 
Inverness-r. 
Cross 
cl. vingston-X-
'~,:estr:1.inster-)(+' 
'I'otal 
Total nurriber O:L Ulcomers 
durin:;- the relevccr;. t time 
121 
35 
39 
312 
10 
198 
886 
for the 
The of incomers 
recordecI [LS no longer 
being in the 
area (; ) 
'7 1 
.0 
2 
-x+. All incoI:1ers regardless of of origin. 
'The contents of 11.1 even 
conclusion advanced in chaptel- 0 that; wgc.;tage rates under the ...:~ •. ~ .•. ,. 
-:;ive to both a 
l~a tes e:xperienced "th ' .l~." (6) va _ S-L_cn po lcaes. I~1. 0-[eral1 terms 
just over half the migrants had returned home 8.t SO]';l8 tine 
the s1..lrvey period ~ a result that ~lcL 
location of unemploY8d laoJu:r. 
rate of return is not a particularly meaSUJ,8 (due to the 
very sizeable inter-area vari2,tion.s in th.c rate of retllI"n) it is 
(6) Lartin ::"icilllitzer, 3egional Uncmplo;'{illent and the :.~eloc2.tion O-I~ 
y'i or ker s, :?r aego.r, ]:1 eJ' Y or k , 1970 • 
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nevertheless clear that hiGh ret~ITn rates are the rule rather than 
under tl18 ··_:1 rr ..:: --t ..... -e"'-'. for cvercll 
T0vealed. in To:::!le 11.1 is that 
";;he 
inCOl'.:.eTS) are the very O~les tl:.s·~ the 
tio:;: rates tb.esc plant dODin2. 
for 
been counted as unoucce;:;sf'c.l • 
I'elocatiol1 success car:. judged wi t11 :"cfc::'cnce "::;0 some 
ninimum length of in t~le destil12,~~iol1 area. 
of time by 1TII:..icf1 to m:LcC8S3 
or failtrre? In 
the va:t:ious stochsstic l;loclels of the pTocess which··i:.z.7G 
of tion or 
(lecreases cyi t11. 
of decrease in tho 
to be constcmt 
in the 
1.'0 t-urn novenen t .. 
likelihood that s certain critical lenG~h of 
adjustncnt difficL1.lt;ies decline to 
(1) 11 useful S1.lIll.Tilc:".ry of tilis literatl.ITe is contained ill l~erUlel:;ll G. ,i11is, 
F'roblems in 1,Iigrc,tion .;:u18.1;[sis, 3axon House, l"arnborot!:[;,h, 197/], 
chapter 9. 
.c.'he L~entification 81 au.cll a 
discontixll.li should Lidiaa te: tile 
:rei.ccation is ~~"ce~:ec1 Sl.lcCGssf111. 
1::1 the United feT a relocation 
success1!;.1 if t21e 
rr~Oll t113. The basis fOI' c:lOosi:lg t:::is :;:::::rticu1a.:r 
for 
arc 
Table 11.2 
1'b.e ~~~:LQj.ill:; of -.~:le :~etu.:crl ~~'~o'ves of 
of t~lC:: JJestination .!~J.rea 10:changes 
Eul:change 
1,111:'::er 2 2 11. r 
-
J 
- 7 
v.reeks weeks vle,eks 
G1enrot1:les 37.0 22 .. 2 
:~ugb::r 22.2 
Luton 18" 18.8 
36.5 13.5 
Croyclon 16.7 33 .. 3 
Li "ri!l:;~sto:c. .( 2.9.2 
Corby 13.8 13.8 
( Au6.rey Ji'reeillnan, 'Labor 
Ii:onth1y Labor Review, vol. 
22.2 
" /' .. --
11.5 
16.7 
.2 
0 
41 '_J 
demonst:rs.-t;i 
results frOB 
Hine 
Lel1F,th of in t1r~'2; :c,rJal1d l:..rea 
c 10 (..) 
-
nE:'s~s weeks ~.'leel-t8, ,:~eeks 
.4 7. 
33.3 1 ' , -I ':'._.p-'-
14 .. 1 3 1'- /' --I" 0 9.4 
15 .. 4 q ,- .5 / ;) 
.. ,- 7 ~_ '-.J .. 16.7 
15.4 ,.., 7 ~ " t . jeD 
17 .. 2 10.3 1(' it c2 13$ ;:} 
for t~le 
Ju..'1.e 1968, .i?ootl'lote 2, p. 61. 
tl:.'iC8I' 2 
Inverness 
J.:o-G8.1 
.,'!- Percen -CaGes 
') 
,-
2C. ~: 
5~-.O 
Len;'?th cf 
8 - 10 
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in tb.e ~)en~~::tnd i~rea 
Treelcs 
.u 
26-52 
":7eel{s 
·:~-x- ~'.·J10tlleI· 11 ::'8·C·l..ll.':1 I.1GV81'S i:C'O:l ~',rere recc::'~:ed 
1)een cmplo;)T',-,G. i: the 2:rea 10:[' 1.1:"(1(.0:::' 20 '.186k3 4 
fUl1ctiolJ. 
:;ollcentration of return s 
CC, te ':;ories. 
ten weeks 8.fter the I.:lOVe which tiDe ( 
cases of Corby s.nc. I~u :;ver 
did so. If a did not retu..:::' his -~};.i.ll. ti.:ese 
ment difficulties sufficie:ll; to tate a t :::~eci3iQ:1 to 
retul-:: ~:Ohle VIas 
t11eir which extcmded 
cri tical 10 vTeek period. Is there DnJ'" way in 1v11ic11 tl18se 12. tG 
returners differed from the ~::cverG \;ho left 2f'ser a 
10 weeks? Some of the 1.:ore i:ci~luen.ces on tl18 c~8cisio:~ to 
VIas ( tly) ce?ltred aroull.d t'c;e early le2.ver c·:; and so 
late retu:cl'1e:rs. 
In seeking to explain Jate returns our only source of infortlation 
was the a.""'1ecC: --';al evidence derived from. discussion and correspo:'1de:"lce 
wi th local ewployment exch8,ng8 officers. Tbe indication frou these 
sources of inforU8:!;ion was that late returners, unlike the migraflts 
who move back wi thin the initial ten v:eeks, have not really experienced 
probleDs of adjustment in t110 :-lew area, but rather t::,eir move .. e 
;,23 pre-deter;:nined in that r.:.8ver' intended to try 8~ d beyond 
a fixed period of tir:::.e. Eere OEe li1a~T usefull;;r bo:rTo~'r 20 torr;;. f:colf. 
t;le developuent eccnow.ics litorcture in describing this 
group of return as I ta-rget ymrkers I - i.e. -;,'or:;:~rs YEllo moved 
to these cer'.tres "ii thout 2.flY reo.l inte;·]cion of .ng to settle CO'v'm 
This pi1en011enon was particularly prevalent 8.moEg mi,:::ra::1ts to the 
one plant dominated labour warket ce;~tres. This is not 2,11 together 
sur:,;:rising in view c,f the predominant industrial backgTol.uid of these 
assisted l'1overs. ~;:'he larcest si;:'.cle GrOUp of assisted migrs.:r:ts to 
Corby, :Dacenham and Luton had lJreviously been e.mployee in the construction 
industry where seasonal ircflueI:ces and the limited lL'3 of indivic,ual 
si te employment necessi tate per~.odic noveraent i:1to other industries, 
paJ:ticularly high wage inch.l~3tri8.3 such as vehiole D2.nuL:cti..1rint:.::. (9) 
In the vehicle manufactu:;'ing plants of Luton and Dagenl'laL1 these assisted 
migrants can accumulate a '::lest egg t as ql;d.ckly as possible " .ils 
Wo.i tine;' for emplo;rment to become available again in the construction 
industry. 
'I'ho exi3te~ .. ce of targc"c ·;;orker mentali ty crea'~;es proble:r.c.s for 
any attempt to ne.xilllize dem&l1d 2l.'ea retention ra.tes unc.:.er a policy 
(9) :]eport of the Comnittee of Inguir;v U~:der Professor l:;.II. ?helT2§. 
3rmm IY'..to Gertai"1 :,::atters Gonc8r:~ing Labour in 3Lrildb;~ m~,d 
Civil Engil1eerir£, Cmnd 3714, H.:,~;.)O, London, 1968, paragraphs 159 
and 265-6 especially. 
of the l:~. T .,). :type. The ::16 :'Tt of t:c.e pro bIen is tl"e difficulty of 
Ol'l a 
1101 
certain obvious p:t3ce.utions can be token. \- I This mea:1S that a 
certain level of rete". migration \'Jill exist even in t::e cOr:1:?lete 
absence of adjustme~lt difficulties, ar: .. ::1 further;l1ore it ':rill re;nain 
outside n:.e· orbi t of remedial policy i:c.fluence. Unfor for the 
operational efficiency of the~~. [1' •. 5. t~lis particular is 
once Q,2',O' ... u T:1ost acute in tl'iG e:w.ploJ"";:r.e:lt centres that are t:,8 
recrui tel's of labour under the scher,1 e, ~. the one plant dor::.ina-ced 
labour market B.:reas. 
Conclusions 
'1';le data that formed the basis of the results in both Tables 11.1 
and 11.2 was not available in a form sui table for cOI'lductinG det2,iled 
cross tabulations of the relevant demofraplric and labour me.xket 
characteristics of the ret1.l,I'll migrants.-'Neverthelc.:"'s one or hm 
interesting findi~~s emerged in these tables which are worthy of 
investigation in B...."1Y future large scale study of the'.T.S. '1'he 
major points of interest, ,""Thich bear on the three outlined 
in the relevant section of chapter 6, were as follmv8 
(i) T!:>.c c>,vidence in chapter 6, i::1. tIle 
Parkerleport, (11) poin"Ced to a c,isproportionate ccnoe;~~t:r8.tic, of 
YOlmg, persons amo:::lg the return :w.igrants. Is this co~,ClU::3ioi'1 
contradicted by "t:le below-avczrace return migrCl tion rate,s of ymX:1g, 
single persor;.s -'ho \.l.,-":.;._~_",,.ted 8..\1:.ong the assisteCL DiGTatio:~, flows to 
(10) -Jnder the preseLt teras and conditions of the .G.T •• SOIlle atterlpt 
to restrict the extent of this })!'oblell has been ::J.ade 
denial of t3..ssista:lce '[;0 seasonal v:or~(ers, and the 
condi tions on intro.-constructioll moveillellt. 
(11) Parker, op.cit., ~. 18. 
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the London eXchal1:,"Bs? This alJpa:r€mt contradiction is explicable in 
,}f the necessar;y ce·teris paribus 
assumption in the case of the Eli2:rants to London. T21e 
argument vias that ~V-OUlI2 single persons ceteris paribus, are 
to have above-average return mic~:r2tion rates.. However tLe mi .'. ts 
to London were overwhelminrly persons who, having recen~:ly completed 
university and similar education courses ,were ta..1ciug up 
administrative or professional level eI'1ployment posi ticns. .'\~J.ese 
. (12) 
I C8.reer step occupatJ..ons I involve B strong careeris~ orientation 
which imbues the mi!:.Tant with a strong commi ttment to his work in t!18 
new area.. The st2bilizing effects of this careerist orientation, 
goes with employment in the hicher occupational grades, e.:YiJears to have 
more than ()ffset an;y turnover 
t:,::.at the mi.s:ra.nts to ! .. ondon were YOtL1G, pe:c'sons. 
(ii) 1'11e return migration floY,-s from the ~Jew i'ovms of Glenrothes and 
Li vint;ston were is ~U'prisingly large relative to a priori expectations 
and in comparison with the chapter 6 results for Irvine ~;;ew 'l'ovm. 
The migrants to these two areas "rere predominantly older ( e. over 
25), married persons who were ualikely to have experie:wed an2t DU'3.jor 
difficulties in obtaining satisfactory l)eruanent accoImnodation in the 
new arearithin 2. rea.sonable period of time.. In the case 01' 
for example, it ',1[::;;3 claimed that housin.:; has never been a l)roblem 
for incoming workers ••• as the n:.a:z:iuUTIl 
more than a 7:eek ox trro on average i .. ( 
perioa. has -:ever 
evidence to subs,;a.ntiate t~le:i .. r COl1te:tio:"l the local 
(12) 
Q,-. (1 T ~,7 '~;n-i + '" ( ~_'<.4 U •• ~J.4 :-:",,1._ ... '.J ... -!.. -.. 
Bell, London, 1966, 
of Labour ~.lobili ty , in:(ob(::I'ts 
E;olic:r and .I~E10;{r:ilent ,rends, 
(13) Letter from t::..e =.:an.8.ger of the J::bployment :;:''xc;la;;).~:;e in Glenrotlles 
19th December 1975 .. 
or source :)f which 
of t~.\ese mar:r:ied 
>vas the ;f their vrife, partioular'ly if she '{fas ]lot 
vrorking, to settle dc:'" a:1(. into t?:e r:.ew 2.rea. 
This is an importa..'1t :L'en:d"n(~er of "the fact that it is t"le 
or faGi1y, and not the primary :'"1'1[:13 earner, whic~'1 is the 
uni t of impact and assessmeLt in the case of a polio;:, 01. 2~SSiGted 
1abou:.e mo1Ji1i ty. 1'ho was"bage re.:lJe for Caenrotlles a::~d 
Livingston tend to bear out our earlier .suggestion that the 
of sui table accoI!l!:lo(1ation ir~ tr~e r18W area may be a r..ocos:: xxy, but 
not a sufficient conci tion for succ8;"sful adjustment 
TI,e 
{or t21 e in 
fl':?n.t in the destination aI'ea. The vast 
to the car 
an irilmedia te 
of to 
reasonably indicative of tl1eir 
to be 
special :"£ture of line 
plant. In vehicle mantUEwturc, 
pace of the line is the over-l'icli:::"g' factor, 8.c"lcl is the 
feature of the 
con,sti 
C 
\.l 
t~:e 
of a deeree is seldor:1 ':ound in so developed a fOI'ill in othe:!:' 
ihdustries'. (14) rr.h8 f.3trictl:r controlled pace of the lLw, 
(14) J". "Goodman and P.J • Samuel, -The ?:::otor in a 
lJeve10pment :Jistrict: Case :3tudy of the Lab om' Factor', 
British Journal of Industrial :::e1ations, Vol. 4, 1:0. 3, ;;ov8Tf"ber 
1966, p .. • 
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i:n tion, 
has been shown to :::,:roduce adjust::2e:'lt Gi:,:Licul ties 7lhic:: 2"'.a':,rEl led to 
r 
})l'Gvions experience in the vei1icle '.', \ 
may well be an important 
the Luton and Dagen.hwn exchailces. 
causal of returx). 
really tenable. Insteao., 
e. IilUl tiplici ty of il1ter-depe:'l6 ell t i'aC-G2:rs 1 ::Ian7 of ,r}'ic:: c.:re 
exogenous to l'emedial polio;;, irLllu2:1ce. 
identifying and cor:rectiYl-!; t~~.e 
return mit;Tation D.nde:r sCl:emes :Jf assi 
("1 .c '\ 
he.ve ';ended to imply • .Lvi 
Gcodlnan 2.11d :5nmuel, o-o .. oi-[;., 358. (15) 
(16) l~:lle i_lsr:~2~1 teLI:l.er.:.c~t ill i..,:;::" ·~s .. :..~~~ ;.1.2.::: ::ns;erl. to -vie\j t}:e 
·:.tc.is 
entirel:,r in terms Qf:~:'~ff:~cul ties in J~:,s ~~::='0i""J2:~::~cn 
areas. ;:;oe, for p. • 
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CIHP.L'ER 12 
CONCLUSIONS ·"rJ:H HEGARD TO THE FUTUI12 :::tOIS AIJD Lmaln,jTI'J~TIOU OJ? 
Introduction 
The aim of this concluding chapter is to consider the major 
empirical results of chapters 5-6 and 8-11 in the light of certain 
lessons dra,vn from the operation of assisted labour mobility policy 
in other countries (most notably Canada) with a view to providing 
the foundation for some possible reforms of the provisions and 
administration of the E.:~.3. 
The central c;c;';2"LlUlent to be elaborated here is that the failure 
to specify a definite set of aims and zoals for the has 
resulted in the scheme being administered according to the dictates 
of only one operational criterion, na::lely that of seeking to 
continually increase the overall number of workers assisted to move. 
This operational priIJ.ciple implicitly assumes that the :::osts and 
benefits of migration are essentially uniform in nature regardless 
of differences in the personal and labour market characteristics of 
the migrants themselves, 8...n.d irrespective of any differences in the 
spatial scale and pattern of the moves underta..~en. The logical 
inference dray;n from this assumption is that the mo~a mobility 
that can be encouraged the better as mobility is desired as an end 
in itself.(l) 
In cont~'::lSt, the proposals outlined in this chapter seek to 
(1) A general ctitique of this type of policy approach is contained 
in Hilda R. Kalm, t Labour ?.Iobili ty: Some Critical Iieflections I, 
District :Bank :i.eview, No. 157, l:;arch 1966, p. 47-64. 
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mEk~e the operation of the "";1 ;":1 
.:.J" J.. • more selective in terms of the 
composi tion and direction of the resulting assisted migx'ation 
flows. A change in the orientation of the s.rr.~.3. along these lines 
is necessary in order to overcome the two major deficiencies of 
the scheme's present operation which were identified in chapters 
9 and 11 of tILLs thesis; namely, the subsidisation of a 
disproportionate number of migrants who fully intended to undertake 
a similar move even in the absence of relocation assistance, and 
the high wastage rates under the scheme which r.'lanifested themselves 
in the sizeable return migra.tion flows identified in chapters 6 
and 11. The means of reducing the incidence and mab~itude of these 
t-o'1O problems will be outlined in some detail in this chapter. ~[,he 
pQ-r-t;icular reforo approach &'.dvocated is based on a desire to build 
i:i."lto the policy's operation the ;:naximum possible amount of rself-
supervision' which would minimize the need for introducing ad hoc 
solutions to cope with difficulties after they have arisen. 
In previous chapters reference was fre .... luently made to the 
experience of other cou.'1.tries with policies of assisted. lab01.lr 
mobility. The aim there was to compare certain findings for the 
z.'r.3. with those documented for such policies elsewhere.rhese 
comparative results pertained to the major hypotheses used to 
evaluate the performance of this t3Tpe of policy. The aim of this 
chapter, however, is to draiv out the key operational lessons of 
these overseas policies in order to provide the basis for certain 
necessary reforms of the contents and administration of the Z.'1'.;;;. 
The focus of attention is on establishing a cen.tral direction of 
reform, rather than on the production of a set of rather loosely 
connected ad hoc changes. 
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The discussion largely centres on the Canadis..ll 1,;anpower I.Iobili ty 
Programme" A detailed review of the relevant body of literature 
on the workings of assisted labot~ ~obility policy in lUnerica, 
Canada and3weden p:covided the basis fen: this choice. :0he general 
ai!:ls and mmmer of operation of the Ca..'18.dian policy appeared to be 
In addition, the operational 
prol)lems which the Canadi~m policy is currently seeking to elblinate 
are the same as the I trcx!.ble spots I fex the E. T.:~. Y\Thich <;/ere 
identified in chapters 9 and 11. ~lnd finally 1 perhe.ps the fliost 
compelling reason for drc>:.ring on the lessons of the Canadian 
expe:1.'ience is that Ce,nada has been to the forefront in conducting 
empirical studies of assisted labollr lliobility policy; the results 
of which have provided the basis for i~1-troducing a ::1lllilber of reforrls 
to the contents and adrlinistration of the ID8l1pOWer mobility 
policy. ( 3) The smaller nun-bel.' of studies in the other cOll...'1.tries 
(wi th the possilJle eXC81)tion of ..:\merica) have not produced results 
which have led to changes in the contents and organization of their 
respective policic~ 
It must be emphasized that the line of reform IjrOposed in this 
chapter will not, and moreover CamlO"t;, fully eliminate all the 
operational problerls experienced by a policy of assisted labour 
mobility. This is because every influence on the direction ruld 
outcome of an assisted move is not amenable to remedial policy 
(2) Here we are referring to the inferred ains of the IG. T. ,:). which 
were outlined in chapter I. 
(3) Despite the much larger sized labour mobility policy in Sw"eden 
no empirical study had been rr~de of its operation ll...'1.til the 
completion of' the project at Umea University in 1975. See Ake 
Dahlberg, 'Economic and Social j:;ffects of stimuli to Geographical 
Tiiobili ty - .in :E:mpil'ical Study', Department of' :Zconomics, Umea 
University, ~\"~eographed, 1975. 
influence. As a :::'8sult the:::'e is a finite limit to how far the 
policy making authorities can go by the:r:2selves in the attempt t;O 
l.mprove the efficiency of operation of the E. T. S. ':2he final 
section of this chapter suggests a nunber of subjects for future 
research which areecessary in order to ensure a fl.uler understand-
ing of the I'ole of these migration influences which are exogenous 
to policy control~ However, as a first step in the attempt to 
specify the necessary reforns to the administration of the :~.'i:.:3. 
a brief outline of the Canadirui manpower mobility scheme is presented 
in the following section. 
I'he Canadian Eanpo7rer Kobili ty Policy 
Prior to 1965 transpoI'tation assistance was provided the 
national employment service in Canada to unemployed workers in 
de signa ted labour surplus areas (4) so as to permit them to t81~e up 
employr~ent in other areas. ?inancial aSSistance, individual meals, 
lodging assistance and provision fo:::, the D.ovement of dS'Dendants 
and household effects y{ere also available. The policy was desiE,'1ied 
as a short term energency measure in that re[;'ions frequently 
remained designated areas for as little as three lIlont:lS. 'Phis 
fact, when coupled with the application of a means test for 
assistance, ensured that the number of movers under >~he scheme was 
SIl1all. (5) The majority of the movement under this policy involved 
the relocation of 1"lorkers from various branches of the mining 
industry. 
(4) These ,[ere areas in wbi ch industry had cut back or ceased 
production to such an exten1r~that there was insufficiel1t deJ:'L8.nd 
in the area to absorb a.."'1.Y displaced <7orkers. 
(5) Congress of the United states, Joint Economic COfilli1i ttee Economic 
Policies and l=TacticGs Paper Ho. 8, PrOf;rans for ~-1.eloca'ting 
\'iorkers Used by Governments of ~)elected Countries, U.S. Goverrment 
Prin:tri!1g' Office ~ ,,':::;shington DC, 1966, p. 59. 
The Manpov/er ~.lobili ty Pro£;r3JI!ille superseded this scheme in 
May 1965. The initial IJrovisions of the new progTamme stated that 
a worker was eligible for a loan or grant if:-
(i) there was little or no likelihood of securing a suitable job 
• 1" , ill ~1J.S nome area. 
(ii) there was suitable employment in the new area to which he 
was seeking to transfer and, at the same tim.8 t ther'e was a 
shortage of workers qualified for such employrn.ent in that area. 
(iii) it vras likely that the new job would result in perllllli'lent 
resettlement :' .. n the nev, area. 
A ywrker who was unelilployec1 or clue to be declared red1L11dant 
within 30 days was eli::;ible for a loan, whereas the followiYl...g: 
categories were entitled to BTants:-
(i) those workers who had been unemployed for at least four out 
of the six months prior to application. 
(ii) workers who had completed an approved training or vocational 
rehabilitation course. 
(iii) former automobile or autoparts workers who had been declared 
redundant. 
(iv) key skilled workers req1.ured by employers who wore in receipt 
of development assistance gTants under the ;\.re2. Development 
Ince:ntive Act. 
Loans covered the transpo:etc::.tion costs of the worker &'ld/or his 
dependants, the cost of removing household effects and a resettlement 
allowance of up to ~11, 000. i.1he loans wel'e to be :repaid in not 
more than. 20 monthly instalments commencinE; 4 months afte:r the loan 
was made. G:rants included the sar:lC benefits as above, but if the 
wo:rke:r had no dependants he vIas onl;y- eligible fo:r assistance towa:rds 
the cost of transpo:r-:ation. Y?o:r the pe:riod Decembe:r 1965 - Ap:ril 
1967 1,500 wo:rke:rs reoved with the aid of grants while 8..:.'1othe:r 1,300 
pe:rsons -.m:re assisted to reloca to with the help of loans. 
In April 1967 the applic2.tiol1 conditions ·were liberalised in 
an attempt to increase the numbex of assisted movexs under the 
(6) 
programme. ~'he new provi::ions eliminated lo~'1s altOGether' I a::ld 
the four months pre-:requisite fo:r grants was dropped. 
In llarch 1968 a furtl:er cunendment extended grants to 'under-employed I 
vrorke:rs - i.e. persop..B employed for less than 30 hours a ·week, or 
\'\Tho were employed in jobs whexe their main skills were not being 
utilised. Under the revised prog:rarnme the following benefits i"\'ere 
made available:-
(i) KJCploration or travel gants to encourage search fo:r jobs in 
the neaxest area he,vine better emplo;yment prospects than their 
home area. 'ihese were to cove:r travel expenses a.:"ld p:rovide 
a living allowance for the worker's dependants fo:r up to four 
weeks while he was away looking for a job. Tho :.llowc;.nce varied 
by p:rovince and region from a minimuu of %12 to a m2~im~~ of 
¢40 pe:r :;reek. 
(ii) Reloca ti 0:'1 crants to workers vrho moved in order to take up a 
(6) 
new job. 'l'hese covered the trB.l'1sportation costs of a worker 
For the fiscal yea..r 1966 
%351,733 of the total of 
end of that yeax. 
loans wexe Dade to 851 wo:rke:rs, but 
,677 :remcdned outstanding at the 
and his dependants to the new area, an allol';,o.nce for the 
removal of household effects, a resettlenent gra.."1t to a 
maximum of %1,000 and housing grants of up to /5,000 were also 
available. In July 1969 the ,000 ceiling on resettlement 
gran.ts was removed and the maximum housing grant was raised 
to 500 .. 
In the first year of operation (fiscal ;Tear 1966/61) some 
2,138 worl-:ers received loans or grants to aid relocation. Lore 
recently i"" 1911/72 9,026 fa::;dlies were relocated, uhile 1,784 
individual ',7orkers received exploratory grants. (1) The total 
expenditure outlay has risen from %1,380,809 iY1~1966/67 to 
(8\ 
,891, in 1911/72. ) Ap:;'Jro:dma of all mov9nent is 
within the same province, averaging some 500 niles in distance at 
a cost ~f ¥600 per relocatee.(9) 
11'he 'irork of the I,IanpOtler ~":'obili ty l~ograIlli;}e has been extensi vel;; 
monitored in order to assess the impact and effectiveness of 
relocation assistance and to help che.ru'lel the assistance along 
(1 "~) 
increasingly efficient lines. \ _u:rhis p2:'ocedure has p:rovided 
information on various deteI'uinEtf:.ts ~,"~ the effectiveness of 
assisted labour mobility policy. ThE, 'corts of which have 
been investigated are as follou8:-
(1) 
\ I ':r:hese more recent fi:s~c.res I'e;?::"8sented less than of the total 
nw':lber of unemployed workers in that year and VJere only SOilie 
of total unassL,ted f10us. 
(8) These figures are ta~en from the respective Annual Reports of the 
Depf!.rtment of r:anpower and Immigration. 
(9) l,iartin 3cllni tzer, l~er;ion8l lTnemploymec:t and the Relocation of 
';!orkers, Fraegar, :;ew York, 1970, p. :15 .. 
(10) !~ comprehensive accouat of the monitoring procedure is outlined in 
~Zol:Jert; 1"" J emless, l~obili ty I.:>rograms I i.e'1 G. G. Somers end 
'.,i .D.'iood (ed).. Cost-3enefi t Analysis of llanpoVler Policies, 
Industrial Relations CentJ~e, Queens University, Ontario, 1969, 
p. 184-220. 
( . \ J..) what type of YlOrker is most likely to readjust successfully 
in the new area? 
(ii) Ylhat industrial or geog-raphical sectors or aI'eas are likely 
to experience abOVE: averab:e l'eturn migration rates? 
(iii) which component parts of the progranne havE ~een the costliest 
or least efficiently administered? 
Data on the personal and labour narket characteristics of the 
as sisted m·~"lTers has been used to calculate an individual worker t s 
probabilH;:;r of relocation success, as ce8sclI'ed by the length of 
stay in the derr..and area, the extent of th§: __ wage gain experienced, 
etc. 'l'hese a priori estiDates h2:ve then been !2odified in the light 
of feedback infornation on the actual post-relocation emplo;yuent 
positic of the assisted rr:icrants. The full model used to generate 
tl1ese a priori estimates of relocation success consists of t~1ree 
ITL8.,jor sets of informatioa; differential probabilities of labour 
turnover "between the various industrial sectors, the demogTaphic 
and labou.:r market ch2.racteristics of the movers and an estimate of 
the likelihood of 'autonomous' or non-assisted mobility based on an 
individual mi,§;Tant's characteristics, income level and past history 
of migration. 
The modification of the 2. priori probabilities of relocation 
success, tl1J:'ough the provision of information on 2.ctual post-relocation 
employment status,has enabled E,lterations to be made to the scheme1s 
selectio~l criteria so as to re-orientate the resultillg composition 
and direction of labour flows along increasingly efficient lines. 
Selection under the scheme, for exmrrple, has been deliberately biased 
in recent years in favou.T of older married vforker's with large families. 
23,0. 
'n:lis is because this group has been found to have the 10,Test 
probabili ty of beir~g a1)le "1:;0 move on the basis of their own resources, 
but once assisted to nove they have the highest probability of 
successful relocation in '~he sense of remainiIlg in the deI!J.a,.'1.d areas. 
Similarly local employwent officers have been encouraged to try and 
steer relooatees ar,ay from chronically high turnc,~8r sectors which 
could be expected to lead to high return mig-.cation rates. (11) 
'J:lhe screening lJI'OCeSs seeks to iden:ify, and thereby assist, 
those.cular applic2.1J.ts Yl~10Se circu:r.;lst2.~1CeS and character~ sties 
1:10St accord with the central pu.:;:'pose of the policji-,vlhid\-ic 
to assir3t the movemE::nt of vrorkers who could not otherwise have 
d (L~) move .. }:..t the s8.necllle a pcsi tive a.,ttempt is :;;;'2.de to influence 
the direction of the applicants proposed move. In vic';7 of these 
efforts it is hardly surprising to find a relatively high degTee 
of success cu:uently beinC·-c.cbievod. uJl.der the policy. The most 
recent evidence suggests that over 80;:.) of all relocatees are in 
full time el:lploymcnt one ;{ear after t.i1e nove and tb.e :1odian income 
gain from assisted movement is of the order of ,%1,000 per year which 
regresents an increase OJ. SOmB 25;~ over their p:re-move,.'.08.rnines 
levels. un the basis of these figures it has been estimated that 
r:U{:;'Tants will achieve a ""et increase in il1corr;.e l'ri thin one year 
that is more than sufficient to repay the procr8.J::IWe I s fin2iicial 
outlay on th~ir behalf. (13) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
',i.:~. J);Y1Ilond, 1'1'h8 :.fole of Benefit-Cost Analysis in FormulatinG 
~Jall.power Policy I in 530mers ancl.c'od (ed~J, , p. 53. 
Jenness in Somers senel . load (eds), , p. 211. 
R.A. Jenness, 'Canadian I=igration al1d IlllXIligration Patterns a.nd 
C~overnment Policy I, L'lter:1ational :~i{ll'ation RevieYi, vol. S, 
Ec. I, Spring 1974, p. 14. 
In terns of its lessons for the operation of the B. T.:3. the 
Ca.nadian case reveals the value of pI'Clviding sone measure of 
central policy direction for a scheJ::le of worker relocation. The 
pI'ovisio11 of central guidelines are based on the :cesults of 
the mani taring exercise) to local eCLplo;;("ment officers has been 
important in helping to re-orientate mmrement away from hiGh 
turnover sectors likely to lead to above-average return 
rB~ tes.. ,:~ t the saL~:8 tiDe tJ:1.8 use of a sc~reenins: htlS "beEr:.l 
\vor}:ers '01110 axe most to 
benefit from the availability of reloc£d;ion assistance. (14) 
'r'rle ';:;.T.'J.: a !:lore selective orientation 
1'- discussinG' -the fut-i.1re :role ar~d o:rganization of the B.T.3. 
our point mU;3t involve an acceptance of the political 
:reality that this sC::t8;ne will continue to play very much a sec:ondary 
role to industria.l relocation policy in Britain I s overall proGramme 
(15' 
. of regional adjustment assistance. ) The task of the authorities 
:responsible fo:r the Ii!. '}1. • then becor:.es one::;f ensuring that the 
poteT,tial value of the scheme is ma'1Cim.:Lzed ':vi thin the present 
(IS) 
size con.strain ts of the policy." I This recorfu':1enda.tion of course 
bees the question of hovr best to ensure tll.e Illexir.1izatiol1 of the 
poterctial value of the .::';.T.3. 
(14) ITnrler the prese:d; :::.;. T.;:;,. t::tere is :really no screeninc l)rOCeSs, 
which is rather in. Vi8',"[ Tfiles Ha:c.sen' s coc~aent that 
nost relocation failures can oe traced to an inadequate screening 
procedure. 2Tiles Location P::eferences, I'~i 'l'r2:ticl1. ar.d 
Regional Gro-vrth, Praegar, :TeYJ Yol:k, 1974, p. 58. 
Illis juo.g'ment steU3 from the political Iweight of the 1Tarious 
arguments outlined in chapter 3. 
(16) frhis is the essence of the uessage conveyed in 1.L.0. Unem.:e1oyBent 
and ::.>tructural Chan"~e, Gen.cva, 1962, p. 188. 
As the pY'ese:::t SClleDC is cOl'lcerned solely with the vol"U.El8 of 
Llovement little or no attention is paid to the question of wheU:.er 
the 'right I tJl?8 of labour i~ assisted to move in the 'right' 
direction -yi tl~ t~~e policy although 
produci::;: little in t~1e way of tU1f::voru.~able external effects, has 
generated few positive social bm:efi ts from the R"'sisted Ilovement 
of unemploy-ed laiNill'. lack of i~lt€rest in attem:pting to influence 
the composition and direction of assist,ad r;:-Ligratiml flo·,78 stens in 
turn from an absence of explicit, dete.iled aims and guidelines about 
what the pc licy is actually desigl1ed to acrrieve. 
in a refo:.mulation ~ 01. 
:::::.:1:.3. i;:;" therefore, to zo bc:wk to fi:r'3t principles mld establish 
a consistent set of aiI!'.s to ·be achieved by the policJ" :)ne CD.l'l 
a spect:rDLl of geY!.eral Telocatiol1. policy aims, rcnG':mg from. 
simpl~r movL1g an individual worl<::er out of uneoplo;ynent aECl i1'lto a 
re9-sonabl;:r sl:d_table job to the more positive er:.d of the spectrDL1 
which involves suic'cing the cliTectio!l and composition of labour flows 
in order to maxiY:lizG longer term 
In 
costs) froD. t:l.(; (17\ of the l1.2_tional economYe \ .) 
specific aiIUS for t::1B :.:.;. _ •. ~. the focus of atte;ltion should 
be on specifying t}le desired composi -cion and direction assisted 
labour mi;:ration flows. The oTderi::1C:i o:~ these aims should be 
flexible in that some capacity for re-evalua.tiol1 and adjustment must 
be built intl.f.l the policy. ThE:: priori t;r accorded to the various 
ini tial aims should at least be capable of variation t:lrouc:h time 
(17) See the list of l)Ossible aiEls contained in Eelvin~~othbE~\;ul1 s 
discussion of Gerald G.3oI!le2's :93.])er lOur Lxperience ~7i th 
J.etrainil1s and :-~eloca-cionl in ::iooert A. GOI'aon ( ,'';:oy!a:eds 
p. 244 .. 
in response to bei~!:g fed back from a monito:ring of 
the 
This has been the app:roacll in t11,8 case of the Gs.nadia:l 
Eal1.power i.~obili ty Pro€,Ta.D.1T2"L8 whiC~1 ,las 6.iscussed in the previous 
section. ,1. cost-benefit ::'1odel l::.as "been set up not zo r.mch to 
produce hoc e"valua;t:io~.s of tl:e im:pact of tb.e polic~r -biJ.t ratr:!.er 
to act as 8. monitoring instrument whicl1 can provide t:Cl8 T'..eeessary 
empix·ic8.1 fo:c the o;,erational effectiveness of 
sou .. I'ces of f"J'aste' a.:-.:.cl 
axe Llaxginal to the of , (18) The pr ogr a:;me ' 
results then provide the IJaais fo::.' deliber8.tely re-orientatin£: the 
policy's fc.cili ties to'iJ~2.:rds t.i1ose ;;rou~s of 7Jorke:rs ide:l~sifiec:. as 
i.l'he results of this moni tori:1':; operation provide the basis for 
any necessary reformulation of over0..11 :,?olioy goals vlhicll a.re in 
turn fed through to ti16 1008.1 level in the:6:rm o.f operational 
guidelines. 'l'his c8n Jsral G'Cl.iclance 'co the polic:l implemcntation 
leyel serves tvo Dajor I:r~':.}:poses. 
officers ',"Ii th i:n.foI'Jllation on t}l€ 
should actively seek to 
interest in the ide;::. of l'elccaticn, :':ElG. to which are2,2 or industl'ies 
mcve;:len be deliberately encom'aGed so as to E.la.<'l:iuize the 
pI'ob&bili 2.I1C sllcoessful adjustmcrJ..t. 
sec end reason fo:?::' c:.cl'\iro cat ir:;;.: sl::.cl::. C8Yltrc:tl to local 
(18) in :30mcJ?s 
ia -'- ~ c..r ..ui ~inimize the ~)O8 of ',Tide variations IJV 
ill the way in 'iv-hich -'ch.e policy is ope:I..~2,ted ~ .... tl:2 local ex:c 1\all{~e !Q..v 
for the • 
actiO:18 of 
(19) 
'i'he essellce of this vftI'ia tion In2.y be conveyed a cha:cacte-T-
isation of the~wo C2.ses c>f officers 
c.:t tl-:.e In 
users acti vel.:r the idea of relccaticn 
01-' cfficer ftufillcd ~~is 
at the re~~uest of 
unsllployed rro:'k.ers W-rlO oon3i0.e1:0('. t1':.8a801ve3 mobile 1 t]:'8 apllI'opriate 
tIle te:rT~ls 2,l1d CC11d.i tiOl18 of "'(;118 
-cions of an,Y iJ.t the ctrlc~ C11:l of t11G 
rid of difficult cases. This ca 
t118 ic:e[~ cf 
relocation to the 011 tl:e lOCctl 
AlthOt:.gh of 
hard to ~llace 2;Tobler.1 cases sore,a otr~e:r' area, lO.P' J, 
period of tiLle. ~ the use A~ centr~l information directives 
T:le likelihood of such an Gventuali ty was raised by E. 
~:.lichardson al'lcl ~ G~(I! :es-c, 1~·.=l~L.2t -"e 11:21:e ",-;:;~l: '~.~! tIle 
";orkers? I, ~l[5 Bank _~evieYl, j;To. 71, January 1964, p. L~6-7,. 
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alon€::; the Canadian lines could not entirely eliminate such variation 
it would undoubtedly help to reduce its incidence and extent. 
The operating principles of the Canadian Manpower lIobility 
Progra:o:une reject the notion that all migration, regardless of the 
particular composition and direction of the migTation flows, is 
desirable.,. and instead seeks to encourage the relocation of 
particular groups of workers to particular industrial and/or 
geographical sectors and areas. In orde:r' to achieve a more 
efficient and productive pattern 8f assisted miGration flows central 
directives, which incorporate a sumoary of results fed back from a 
continuous monitoring of the scheme's work, are issued to local 
exchange officers so as to indicate the desired composition and 
direction of moveoent which shoclld be encouraged under the progrO.l"lllYte. 
Ii differentiated structlAXe of relocation subsidies 
If one accepts -that only I pu:;:'poseful
' 
labour mobility should 
be deliberately enc.ouraged and assisted then the future ori;..,ntation 
of the B.T.S. should be along the lines of the Canadian mobility 
(20) 
scheme. In order to achieve the above aim an alternative to 
the Canadian approach would involve a much greater differentiation 
of subsidies in oreer to try and alter the structure of incentives 
so as to bring individual mi;":t'8.l'lt behavio1.u' into line with Wh2. t is 
considered socially optirJ.al.(21) There is some differentiation of 
(20) In response to the possible arsument that the extra ad~inistrative 
input entailed in such an approach is not worth the effort in the 
case oLsuch a small scale scheme it should be pointed out that 
the scale of ~peration of the Canadian scheoe is also snaIl, in 
terms of the number of persons moved relative to total 
unemployment and LL~assisted migration numbers. 
(21) In terms of economic efficiency this is the first best solution, 
although it is likely to be opposed on the groLL~ds of involving a 
trade off with both equity and technical efficiency considerations. 
( 2~) 
,- in cOlljUJ.lction with the eIi1~i:t:ical results of 
this tllesis to tho VE~lc;'_0 of il1.Creasj n:; tl:e de[,rree of 
of 
The vit£.l issue tl'len -becomes t~lat of ceternining the basis 
upon which t:le 3):oulo. be differontiated. If 0:::1e f:',ccepts 
that the ratio::1ale of should be aid ty,10Se 
of able 
5) indic2.:be t:1a t 6.ificl""en.tiatioll sl'101:tlC:: favou,.:r tl"l8 
'?hese 
be a of 
ceteris of on al. tL:atded basis 
but appe2Is to r~2.ve a h:; o:;~ to 
(22) 
(24) 
211.0 ceteris Ix;c:::'ilyJ.s 8.ssu.mption 
i11ter8..e tio:n reduce tb.e of return 
1'1:e present payments are differe;,tiated Zla.ri tal status, 
aI'S3. of Yl}let:~ler ti:e [::'0116 is to be o:~ perDa.~le11t 
one, and y[Lether tlle f:lover is a skill centre trainee OI' not. 
See, for 
of trl8 
p. 20-1. 
:~h80ry and of ?j2.tio:lal 
;: ec:.o '\ La bour 
, 1970, 
The fact of differel,tiated recoGnizes the i:.-:(practicabili ty 
of excluding all :)ut the favou:cec; groups froti covera.:,;e u:lder tl1c 
scheme. 
"cion iil any 
ri'ile 1'0sul ts for aGe, ::;tatu8 al":.d skill £\CCOTC. closely 
wi til. criteria. for 
of little 33 a 
essen COJ::Sr,::y:va"tivG r in. ,:.:)ve 
.L.s Ylell as 
function of the 
skill an explicit spa dinensiol1 should also be ill:lOlved i~l the 
differe~tiation process. 
defined characteristics r2 ... ~b.er as 
at &id ~~~tus of the ::rea of 
in t11e event of acradc 
some det[;.iled, 
of tiorJ.. of 
th&t ~~e list of 
~ - .-~nc..Lude 
(25) Leo 
~3axon House, 
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factors:-
(i) ~rllether the movement was to a 'priority' industrial sector. 
These priority sectors may be growth industries experiencing 
a long term expansion in the demand for labour, or possibly 
a more restrictive definition may be used such as export 
orientated industries as was the case in the July 1966 
shal-ce out m.easures. 
(ii) the level and trend in vacancyll.ll1employment ratios in the 
area. Here there should be a distinction between movenent 
to rul area of sustained, generally high demand as opposed to 
movement to a vacancy that has arisen on a purely random 
basis in an area that is not ncrmally considGred one of 
tight demand.. This difference j:J.as a direct bearing on the 
question of whether the in-migration of labour is likely to 
involve displacement or complementary employment effects. 
(iii) whether the characteristics of the particular job or the 
more gK.;:;ral charactGristics of the destination area are 
lil:ely to produce above average labour turnover rates which 
in turn are likely to lead to high return migration flows. 
The detailed identification of sectors havinG' chronically 
high turnover rates will obviously require considerable 
empirical Vlork, but some useful, preliminary insights may be 
obtained from separating out the following sorts of factors; 
the d€.'J:'ee of sensi ti vi ty of emploYT:lent in the particular 
industry to movement in the business cycle, whether the 
particular industry contained a high proportion of limited 
life or fixed duration jobs, and the state of balance in the 
housir~ market as indicated by the length of waiting' time 
necessary before permanent accommodation could be obtained. 
(i 
reason 
~'" -/1 {'~" 
_J-. ' .. d 
c.f al1C~ -::w:ban :policy 
a distinccion 
bili t;y of 
mo\teDle~1t tllat :is in e. socially undesir2.blc diI'8ction. (26) 
;:2ho :relocation progl'2lJl:l8S i~l. :,-ra:ace and the Iretherla~lds, foI' 
example, provide mobilit~T aSf3J..sc;ance for moves to all 
des;ination cent:res except Pa:ris and the ri.ing C!i ties 
respecti vel;;, and simila:r 2.l'ranzeraents maJ have conside:rable 
m8:. it in Britain w::le:re :o.ii.)J:'a tion to the IJirmincham ~ld :London 
conurbations has -been L:I t to involve socis.IIy 
u,'1.desirable consequellCes. 
cor:c 
li1J.utoc. 
has been 
J!l1.e 
(26) 
( 
T~ ~act this refo~~ of 
( 
C; :J 1 i::,,::; l::;:.";;:. \ 
ill ti:is 
relocation 
) 
3ide 
t~e:ce OJ:' of 
of tl1.is "G~lesis. 
of 
c:'lil t into the SChC'.::l8 S noele of 
that i t sJ.:oulc~ 
to problems afts,' they have 
u~ieI' schsnes 0: 2ssistsd 
3 ~82ti~~tion areB. 
is Tsturl1S 
Llai:n 2:;rOUl1ds $ the resps~sibili foI' an 
t11at tl18 reaS011 fOI" the control of -be ind.ivid.ual 
( ?3) 
(29 ) 
'l:118 Do::rt 2J:'G2. for TefoI'Il is -I J' -C:'~8 
1I1:.uket, particula:dy in the public rental sector. 
contained in:Juzan::::G 3urn, 
_~,.id or ffin:_sJ: lab~JL::C :~"'=o;:ili 
I,larcn-ApI'il 1974. 
::ulrket cO~lsic~erf..i..tioll;; i::; ., r-.,,,<~l-; ~-~, ,~l.~~,..;..":" ___ .:. 
useful 
'3ecto~~ 
,. 1: C ~ 2 
~;1. la~Jou:~ 
di3tC:CI:'~i~12.~C:"or,:. :;:f: :~.Lc-:"lsi:r~; :J.c.,='~':G·: iYl t::-.L2 ~:~\.">:;'23e(?8.:: 1e 
f'Lltrcr'6 a:~ld the .~'"' & ~ 1) s~c~:~::i~~i;3t::'i::~tio:':1 v!ill t~~8J:'C~'O:CG ~c"-!':' to 
corr:e to ter::1s vTi tl1 this cons t:rai" t. 
ad 
ill 8Jl,Q united 
designed to 
the main 
the B.il •• was 
of the 
would be limi ted :eleecl for such Z:CL 
measure. 
inll not 
problens of the 
che,ptel"S of this thesis 
and detero.ina..nt,s:u. ~.~he ti011 
unclex' the scher;:e are not all reucdial policy L::.fl1).:)~-:,ce 
--------------------------_._------. --._-
( ) :':'l~~e :)'i,'Iedisrl. 
be 
to 
any 
(32) the 
(33) 
eV81l \ ,i ::;~l 
flows. 
in. earlie:c e:riste:1ce 
to xetlITll to the; 2.rea of 
t~lese influences ':Te:re 
out ~t; t118 title Qi~ 
largely 
opercticm of the :i?reselJ.t 
l.:ulder t~~lI:::se :;:;xoposed xefor;::;.,. 
is t;-~e poor i;:;m.g8 of tt.e 
erz;.ployex an:... clients YlIJ.iCrl :ces1ixicts its ability to 
a Bore active anc~ ce::rGral :role in "C~le labou:!' uarket. 
L J. ,~. a Clefini te job offer is r.:.ecocsaxy in the neVi a:l:'e<.: beZo:r8 
l'1ere lS tl:at too "" perCGl1 
:i1o"cifioc. to and obtaine,:;' 
J:llE I'esults iIl 9 iD.dj~C2.ted t:;'C:.t lc:ss 
than lea.rnt of' th.e 8Jcister;..cs "'.? 
the . ..:... -'-. :) aldIe only so:::.e 
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in key recruit::::lf2l1t c8ntresouch as Corby, Dagenhan, Luton etc., 
establishes a presumption that there will be a si€,'nificant measure 
of overlap betw"een the inter,,:sts of the employers concerned and 
those of the 3.T.3. administration, but more definite, empirical 
ansvmrs to these vital questior..s '.vould be more reass1-U'ing in this 
matter. If the :S.T •• is to be operated in the manner suggested in 
this chapter then a more active out-reach effort on the supply al1.d 
demand sides of the labour market -;-rill be requixed in oxder to 
move beyond the presently highly constxained situation of such a 
high percentage of destLlation area jobs being searched for and 
obtained througi:1 inforLlELtion and :placGlucnt channels outside the 
employment service. 
The recent introduction of a se:pa.rate job search scheme and 
the attempt to improve the compilation and circulation of inter-
regional vacancies by establishing formal 'tvd.nnir.g' links bet"ween 
certain demand a:'1d supply area excl1a]'1ges, uhich were ciiscus3ed in 
Appendix 5A, are clear:.~· positive steps in the right direction. But 
more research, ana. "'ssibly subsequent action, is ~:.ecessary to see 
how well the needs and ;:dms of em.ployers m.esh I'd. th those of the 
authorities responsible for adninistering the E.T.J. It is only 
through initiative on this front that the factors ''Thich restrict the 
ability of the employ;nent service to do little moxe than subsidise 
the Dovement of labour to jobs that have already been searched for 
and obtained by Cleans outside their control can be identified and 
I rolled back I • This is certainl;; the w.aj or task to be achieved 
before one can look foxvrard to the :G.T.S. producing substantial 
lor~ger term, social gains from assisting the relocation of unemployed 
labour. 
( 
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CONTAINS 
PULLOUTS 
CONCERNING TEE OP:rnL,TIOi~ OF THE EMPLOYNENT TRl,NSFER 
SCHEME IN SCOTLfillD, 1974 
* Please tick the appropriate ansVJer,to each question * 
1. Please indicate your sex 
:Male Fem.ale ......... 
2. Please indicate your present marital status 
Y.la:rried ••••••• Single . . . . . . . . . \'lidoVJ f.vidoVJer . ..... . Sepa...."'"'a ted ••••• 
3. Please indicate your present age grOUp 
(in years) 
15 19 · ...... 3,5 39 · ...... 
20 24 · ...... 40 
- 44 · ...... 
25 29 · ...... 45 49 · ...... 
30 34 · ...... 50 and over . ...... 
4. From VJhich area have you m.oved vii th the aid .,f the Employment 
Transf8r Scheme? Please state town and coun~v. 
Town ......................... 
County .......................... 
5. vIere you unemployed at the time you applied for relocaticn aaaistance? 
yes .••••••••• (If you plaae your tick here, ansVJer questions 6,7,8 
but leave out question 9 
......... (If you place your tick here, do not answer questions 
6,7,8 but go directly tn question 9.) 
6. If you answered Yes to question 5 
ho-w man.v weeks nassed betVJeen leaving your last .job 
and your application for relocation assistance? 
under 2 -weeks · ........ 14 26 VJeeks ........... 
2 
- 5 -weeks · ........ 27 52 -weeks ........... 
6 
- 9 VJeeks • •••••• II • 52 vleeks and over ......... 
19 
-
13 .. leeks ......... 
2 
7. If you answered Yes to question 5 
what was your average weekly unemployment benefit/supplementary benefit 
payment? 
Under £8.00 · ........ . £14.00 - £16.99 .......... 
£8.00 - £10.99 · ........ . £17.00 - £20.00 . ........ . 
£11.00 - £13.99 ......... . Over £20.00 . ......... . 
8. If you answered Yes to question 5 
please specify the type of the last regular job in which you were employed 
manual - unskilled • ••••••••• 
manual - se~-skilled · ........ . 
manual - skilled · ........ . 
never employed before · ........ . 
non-manual - clerical · ........ . 
non-manual - sales · ........ . 
non-manual - administrative, 
professional ••••••••••• 
9. If you answered No to question 5 
please specify the type of job you held at the time of applying 
for assistance under the Employment Transfer Scheme. 
manual - unskilled • ••••••••• 
manual - semi-skilled · ........ . 
manual - skilled · ........ . 
never employed before · ........ . 
non-mrolual - sales · ........ . 
non-manual - clerical · ........ . 
non-manual - administrative, 
professional •••••••••••• 
FOR ALL COMPL.3TIHG TID WJESTIONlfAIRE 
10. Please state 
include overtime 
for relocation assistance 
Ur..der £16.00 • •••••••••• £44.00 - £47.99 • ••••••••• 
£16.90 £19.99 • ••••••••• £48.00 - £51.99 · ......... 
£20.00 
- £23.99 · ......... £52.00 - £55.99 ' .......... 
£24.00 
- £27.99 • ••••••••• £56.00 - £59.99 • ••••••••• 
£28.00 
- £31.99 · ........ ., £60.00 - £63.99 · ......... ', 
£32.00 
- £35.99 • ••••••••• £64.00 - £67.99 · ......... 
£36.00 £39.99. · ......... *£68 and over · ......... 
£40".00 
- £43.99 · ......... *If in this last 
category please · ......... 
specify 
11. At v-:hat age did 'lou leave school? 
before 15 years • ••••••••• 
15 years · ........ . 
16 years • •••••••• « 
If over, please state age of leaving ••••••••••••••• 
12. (a) 
12. (b) 
12. (c) 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
3 
Have you received any vocatien"'l training since you left school? 
Course of instruction at a Further Education or similar centre ••••••• 
Course of instruction at a Government Training centre ............... 
An Apprenticeship ............ 
If any other, please specify ........................................ 
Hew l~ng did this training last? 
" 
Please specify ••••••• 0 ••• 
What qualifica.tio~ did you obtain from this course'! 
Please specify ................................ ., 
................................. 
Please specify the tYPe of housing accolT'Jnodati"n 
you had in the area from which ¥ou have m~ved 
Owner occupier" ••••••••••• 
Rented accoIT@odation from local authority 
'Rented accommodatien frem housing association •••••••• 
" Rented accommodation from private landlord ••••• ••• " 
If there was n(\ financi,J assistance from the Goverr.ment 
would you 
have "Wa:q,ted to move to a ne\~ area? Yes ........ No ••••••••• 
have been able to m~ve to a new area? 
Yes • • • • • • •• ~To ......... . 
Did the availability of financial assistance from the Goverr..ment 
influence your decis;on to"move'et Ell? 
moved a longer distance ............ 
undertook the move earlier than ~therwise ............ 
any .the~ - please specify • ! ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• 
· ....................... . 
Ho~ did you first learn of the availability of financial 
assistance under the Empl"J~ent Transfer Scheme? 
Employment Exchange Officers ••••••••••••• 
Employer in old area · ........... . 
Employer in new area. • ••••••••••• tI 
FriEmds, relatives · ........... . 
Press, radio, television · ........... . 
11. 
4 
In 'Whioh to'Wn and county is your ne'W .job located? 
; , 
To'Wn 
County 
" ........................... 0 •• 
............•................ 
18~ Can you say 'What 'Was the main consideration that influenced you 
to cho~se this particular area to come to? If necessary. tick 
more than one ans'Wer 
Better income, employment prospects · .................... . 
Improved housing " .. -................... . 
Near friends, relatives · ................. .. 
More opportunities for the children · ........... ~ .. ~ .. . 
Better social amenities · .................. . 
Any other reason, please specify · .................................. . 
• ................................ c ••• 
19,. Ho'W did you obtain the job in the ne'W area? 
Through an emploJL1ent exchange ........... ' ......... ...--~ • __ .... .,.4.· -_._-- .------
Through a private enplbyment agency · ................. . 
Through the press, radio or television • ••••. !" ............ . 
Through friends, relatives · .. " .............. . 
iDly other, please specify · .................................. . 
· .... ~ ........................... . 
20. Can you specify the' type of ,job you have obtained in this ne'W area? 
w~nual - unskilled •••••• 'Ii ••• 
nanual semiskilled 
manual skilled . . . . . . . . . . 
21. '-/hat is 
but 
Under £16.00 · ......... 
£16.00 £19.99 · ...... ~ . ~ 
~20.00 £23.99 · ......... 
.£?4.~0 £'?7.99 • ••••••• ! • 
£28.00 £31.99 · .......... 
£32.00 £35.99 · ......... 
£36.00 £39.9~ · ......... 
£40.00 £43.99 • ••••••••• 
nen-manual sales . ......... . 
nfln-nanual clerical •••.••••••• 
non-manual administrative, 
professional 
........... 
e in this ne~ j.b? (before deduction~ 
£44.00 £;1.'9 · .......... 
£4e•00 £~1·99 • •••••••• 0 • 
£52.00 £55.99 .... , ... ". 
£5,.~.00 /-r £59.99 · .......... 
£60.00 £63.99 · .......... 
,. 
£64.00 
-
£67.99 • •••••••••• 
£68 and over · .......... 
If in this last 
category please 
specify • ••••••••• 
5 
22. Ple8,se tick the relevant D..l1.swer in both columns folle\<Jing_ 
AgTiculture, forestry, fishing 
Mining & quarrying 
Food, drink, tobacco 
manufR.cturine 
Coal & petroleum proqucts 
Chemicals & allied industries 
Metal manufacturers 
Mechnical engineering 
Instrument engineering 
Electrical engineering 
Shipbuilding & marine 
en.::,ci.neering 
Vehicles 
Textiles 
Leather, leather goods & fur 
Clothilg & .footv}ear 
Bricks, pottery, glass, cement 
Timber, furniture 
P8,per, printing & publishing 
Construction 
Gas, electricity, 1'1 a ter 
Transport & conmunication 
Distributive trades 
Insurance, banking, finance 
Professienal & scientific services 
If not listed, please 
indicate industry 
Never employed before 
Industry of last 
regulnr job in 
old area 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ ~ 
· ........ . 
· ...... , .. 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
• •••••••• ! 
· ......... . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· .......... . 
· ......... . 
· ........ . 
· ......... . 
.. . . . . . . . .. . 
.. .. . .. . . . . . . 
· ......... . 
· ........ . 
.. . . . . .. . . .. . 
· ........ . 
Ind~stry g~'1.e 
to in new 
area 
· ........ . 
· .......... . 
· ........ . 
........ . ' .. 
· ........ . 
.:2 
· ........ .. 
· ......... . 
· ........ . 
• •••••• 0 •• 
............ 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ......... . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
~ . ~ ...... . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
6 
23. If you D.re married 
(a) 'Was your wife/husband 6nployed in the old area yes ••.•••• No •••••••• 
(b) does your wife/husband intend to obtain a jeb 
in this ne'W area? yes ••.•••• No •••••••• 
24. How 'Would you describe your present housing accommodation? 
Temporary lodgings · ........ . 
Renting from local authority · ........ . 
Renting from private landlord • ••••••• 0 • 
Renting from housing association 
O\~ner eccupier · ........ . 
- ... 
